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Introduction 
The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), on behalf of the Secretary for 
State for Transport, undertakes statutory testing at privately owned premises 
approved for testing purposes known as Authorised Test Facilities (ATFs). This guide 
and the instructions contained within the document relate to ATF’s. 

DVSA and ATFs will enter into a formal agreement ‘the Contract’, the Contract 
authorises sites identified in Schedule 4 of the ATF Contract that statutory testing and 
related activities may be conducted and details all of DVSAs and the ATFs rights and 
obligations.   

An ATF may operate in one of the three scenarios described below: 

1. Own Account Only – the ATF will present their own fleet.
2. Third Party - Own Account with the option to test Third Parties.
3. Open Access – the ATF will continually offer Third Party testing to any Third Party

applicant, the ATF will agree under the terms of the contract that DVSA will be
entitled to publish the ATF sites details as a site offering testing to any Third Party.

If ATF’s wish to operate under scenarios 2 & 3 the ATF must provide notice to DVSA 
of their intention to offer either ‘Open Access or Third-Party Testing’. Should the ATF 
wish to withdraw the provision of Open Access Testing, the ATF must give DVSA at 
least six month’s notice in writing.  

Should the ATF wish to withdraw the provision of Third-Party Testing (scenario 2) 
they must inform DVSA giving at least six month’s notice. 

In all cases the notification of any changes should be submitted by the ATF on DVSA 
form 785 (ATF Application to Vary the Authorisation of an ATF) attached in section 
12 of this document. 

DVSA Roles and Responsibilities 
Network Business Manager (NBM) 

Each ATF will have a designated DVSA NBM assigned. The NBM is your direct 
point of contact and is the person responsible for management of all aspects of ATF 
processes. Manage and develop client relationships with the testing network 
through regular contact and site visits. Act as key account manager for multi-site 
testing clients across DVSA. Ensure testing compliance with the contract. Make 
recommendations for improvements and support service providers to achieve the 
improvements through sharing of best practice. 
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National Account Manager 

Management of the team of NBMs. Account Manager for multi-site contracts and 
trade associations. 

Vehicle Standards Assessor (VSA) 

Conduct Statutory Inspections (and supplemental tests) on all vehicles and trailers 
presented for test at ATFs. Responsible for ensuring roadworthiness standards are 
applied and issuing appropriate documentation accordingly. Ensuring Health and 
Safety (H&S) compliance at ATFs prior to and during testing events. 

Technical Team Leader (TTL) 

Management of VSA team and responsible for quality assurance of testing 
standards. All ATF H&S and site compliance and issuing suspension notices for 
serious or continuous non-compliance. Conducting quarterly H&S compliance 
checks and providing feedback to ATFs of non-compliance. Responsible for 
resolution of complaints, both technical and behavioural. 

Testing Network Manager (TNM) 

Overall responsibility of testing teams (VSAs & TTLs) in geographical regions. 

DVSA Contract Manager 

The DVSA Contract Manager has oversight of all DVSA Contracts and liaises with the 
NBM with reference to the ATF Contract. Have the power to act on behalf of DVSA in 
relation to the Contract. Will oversee the ‘dispute resolution process’ to ensure that 
contractual obligations are met by both parties. Will have the authority to suspend or 
terminate an ATF contract on behalf of DVSA. Responsible for agreement and 
authorisation of any compensation claims made. 

Central Planning Team 

Send, collate, and process Quarterly Booking (QB) request forms from ATFs. Liaise 
with NBMs to ensure resource confirmed as part of the QB will match current and 
future demand profiles. 

DVSA Deployment Team 

Short/medium term planning of DVSA resource to ensure ATF confirmed site events 
are met. Process cancellations and Short Notice Booking (SNB) requests and 
DVSAs ability to meet these by assessment of Working hours and Assessor 
availability. Notify ATFs of any changes to confirmed reservations and late or non-
attendance by DVSA, primary contact for ATFs in case of non-attendance.  
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Retro – Key Team 

Reconciliation of test fees following a testing event, including retained fees if 
applicable. Entering of test results onto DVSA databases. Provision of receipts to 
ATFs detailing fees taken. 

ATF Contract Overview 
The full list of an ATF’s obligations is contained in the ATF contract. The following is 
not a complete list but does include those key requirements that ATFs need to 
operate under.  

The ATF Party is obliged to: 

Ensure sufficient funds are available in the PFA to allow DVSA to deduct reservation 
fees and fees for tests conducted. 

Make a suitably competent person (“the Site Manager” and or Deputy) available 
throughout each Testing Day as a principal point of contact for the Assessor; 

• The Site Manager will manage the day to day performance of the Contract

• They will resolve any issues arising with the respect to the testing equipment and
3rd parties (this does not include issues that relate to the result of the test

• The ATF must not harass, bully, verbally or physically abuse, or discriminate
against any employee of DVSA or person acting on its behalf and shall apply the
principals set out in DVSAs Dignity at Work (Harassment and Bullying in the
Workplace) policy.

The ATF will provide the site for statutory testing and related activities and will at all 
times: 

• Maintain and comply with the required standards of the ATF Requirements for
each ATF site

• Maintain the testing equipment in full operating order

• Make sure the testing equipment is calibrated at the required intervals

• Repair or replace as necessary any faulty or broken equipment as soon as
reasonably practicable

• Ensure that the test area complies with the ATF Requirements at the start of
each testing day
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• Comply with all changes to the ATF Requirements and to the deadlines set by
DVSA

• Comply with the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and
promptly notify DVSA of and health and safety hazards which may exist or arise
on the site which might affect DVSA staff working there

• Allow DVSA access to use its ATF sites and equipment at any reasonable time
(to carry out quality assurance, health & safety checks etc.)

• Display any ATF logo in accordance with the DVSA ATF Brand Identity
Guidelines

An ATF Operating under Restricted Access arrangements will; 

• Provide Third Party Access subject to the terms of the Contract

• Ensure that a testing lane and other necessary facilities are in place for testing to
be carried out on Third Party vehicles

• Pay the Reservation Fee and other fees due to DVSA in relation to such testing
for a Third Party

An ATF operating under Open Access will; 

• Provide Open Access subject to the terms of the Contract

• Ensure that a testing lane and other necessary facilities are in place for testing to
be carried out on Third Party vehicles

• Pay the Reservation Fee and other fees due to DVSA for a Third Party

• Display any ATF logo in accordance with the DVSA ATF Brand Identity
Guidelines.

• Give DVSA six month’s notice of its intention to cease to provide testing for third
parties.

These obligations are to be met by the ATF under the terms of the Contract; failure 
to meet these obligations may lead to Suspension or Termination of Authorisation.  
The ATF will also be expected to claim any payments from DVSA in relation to the 
lateness or non-attendance aspects of the contract detailed in the ATF Contract 
This repayment is not automatic and will be approved or declined by the DVSA 
Contract Manager. 
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The ATF should notify DVSA of any changes to the contract signatories or Site 
Manager or deputy by completion and submission of the Contract variation form to 
contract4ATF@dvsa.gov.uk 

Changes to the ATF entity should also be notified in the same way. 

Notify your Network Business Manager of any changes to site personnel, so that 
changes to DVSA systems and to mailing lists can be updated and ensure that the 
ATF staff are in receipt of appropriate documents (end of day reports, scheduling 
changes/issues etc). 

 

DVSA is obliged to: 

The following is not a comprehensive description but is intended to give an 
understanding of the Contract.  

• DVSA will supply an Assessor (or at its discretion more than one Assessor) to 
carry out testing at an ATF site during a Testing Period for which there is a 
Confirmed Reservation. 

• DVSA will be entitled to publish ATF site information opening hours, test types 
etc. for those sites offering Open Access testing and related activities, on the 
gov.uk website. 

• DVSA will ensure that at all times whilst present on the ATF site the Assessor 
complies with all relevant statutory requirements. 

• Upon completion of statutory testing or related activities for the day the Assessor 
will provide the ATF or Third Party with the relevant documentation relating to 
the test result. DVSA will enter the result onto the electronic database within the 
current service level agreement.  

• DVSA will use its reasonable endeavours to minimise any impact and disruption 
to the ATF, as a result of carrying out local or national Quality Assurance and 
H&S checks. 

• DVSA will not undertake statutory testing or related activities if the Assessor 
considers the test area or equipment unfit until the defects have been remedied 
to the reasonable satisfaction of DVSA (the NBM and/or TTL must be kept 
informed of all actions and issue and remove suspension notices as required). 

 

 

mailto:contract4ATF@dvsa.gov.uk
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ATF Booking Process 
DVSA’s aim is to provide assessors for testing at ATFs at times that are convenient 
and best suit each individual ATF. 

DVSA’s ability to meet applications for all dates and times requested will be 
constrained however, for example, by the total number of assessors available on 
any given day and other bookings. 

DVSA cannot guarantee to meet all valid applications in the terms asked for but will 
seek to do so and where DVSA considers it cannot accept a valid application in the 
terms sought it will offer an alternative where applicable. 

Applications for Testing Sessions 

Bookings are to be requested in blocks of time known as ‘Testing Sessions’ which 
are separate periods of 3 and a half hours or 4 and a half hours. 

Testing Sessions can be requested by the ATF in any combination to establish a 
testing day for a total duration from 3 and a half hours to a maximum of 21 hours. A 
testing day must be completed within one day i.e. a single calendar day. There must 
be a minimum period of four hours between Testing Sessions if the Testing 
Sessions are not consecutive. 

To comply with Working Time Directive 2003/88/EC and the Working Time 
Regulations 1998 SI 1998/1833 Assessors must take a 30 minute break after 
working 6 hours, so ATF Parties must schedule a break of at least 30 minutes for 
Assessors working for 6 or more hours. To utilise Assessors efficiently and allow 
flexibility ATF Parties may wish to schedule the break at 4 and a half hours. 

The precise timing of these breaks can be agreed between the assessor and the 
Site Manager during the testing day. Best practice would be to inform assessor at 
commencement of testing. 

On the day of the actual Testing Session the ATF will need to ensure that the tests 
that are scheduled for the period are reasonable for the assessor to perform in the 
time available. 

Application Process 

Using the booking form provided by DVSA the ATF will need to specify: 

i. the number of days per week required and any preferred day(s); and 

ii. the duration of Testing Sessions for each day; and 

iii. the start time of every Testing Session within each day; and 

iv. the number of assessors intending to be used. 
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DVSA will assess how it can schedule assessors to meet ATF requirements. If any 
constraints are identified, DVSA will discuss this with the ATF to reach an 
agreement on what assessors will be available to support the ATF.  

DVSA will confirm in principle the agreement reached with the ATF applicant. When 
authorisation is granted for an ATF Site, the bookings agreed between DVSA and 
the ATF become “Confirmed Reservations” under the Contract. 

Quarterly Booking Process: 

Once every three months an ATF party may make applications for Testing Sessions 
within a future three-month period. 

The diagram below illustrates how the Quarterly Booking Process works: 

 

The red boxes indicate the deadline by which an application must be submitted by 
the ATF to DVSA. 

The orange boxes indicate the latest date when DVSA will advise the Confirmed 
Reservations to an ATF for the Testing Sessions intended to be carried out in the 
subsequent green box. 

The green boxes indicate the period for which the applications are made in the 
request to be submitted by the ATF Party on or before the deadline set in the 
preceding red box. 

Throughout this process DVSA will communicate with the ATF to ensure the 
effective use of assessors. 

DVSA will need to prioritise requests and offer alternative dates for those ATFs 
where part of their requirements cannot be met. The criteria DVSA will use in 
prioritising bookings will include among other things: 

Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar April May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Requests 
deadline. 

31/08

Confirmation 
deadline. 

30/09 

Requests 
deadline. 

30/11

Confirmation 
deadline. 

31/12 

Requests 
deadline. 

29/02

Confirmation 
deadline. 

31/03 

Requests 
deadline. 

31/05

Confirmation 
deadline. 

30/06 

Review period. 01/01 - 31/03.

Review period. 01/04 - 30/06.

Review period. 01/07 - 30/09.

Review period. 01/10 - 31/12.
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• The extent to which an ATF has previously complied with the Fair Usage policy
(having regard to under-utilisation of assessors for testing and record of late
cancellations of

Confirmed Reservations); 

• The most efficient and cost-effective deployment for DVSA of Assessors on any
particular day.

For ATFs where their original requests cannot be confirmed (or the Testing 
Sessions required cannot be met), DVSA will offer alternative dates where 
applicable. 

No later than the date identified in each red box DVSA will notify each ATF of the 
days on which assessors have been scheduled to be at each ATF Site. Each day 
that an assessor is scheduled to attend an ATF Site will become a Confirmed 
Reservation for the ATF for the period identified in subsequent green box. 

ATFs must be aware of the amount of work that can be completed by assessors 
during Testing Sessions. ATFs should not overbook the number of tests and ensure 
that assessors can maintain effective utilisation without compromising the integrity 
of the test. DVSA may assist ATFs and advise on utilisation. 

Short Notice Booking Process 

In addition to the quarterly booking process, DVSA also provides a Short Notice 
Booking Process throughout the year and on a rolling basis. 

 DVSA will aim to meet applications made by ATFs for bookings of assessor time in 
the short-term. However, availability of Testing Sessions may be limited in the short-
term, for example, by the overall number of assessors employed by DVSA and by 
bookings made by new ATFs and those that have a Confirmed Reservation from the 
advance application process. So far as reasonably practicable, DVSA will offer 
alternative days to those requested by ATFs if their original requests cannot be met. 

Under the short-term booking process ATFs are able to apply to DVSA between 3 
working days and up to 2 months in advance with a request for Testing Sessions for 
a particular day. To do this, the ATF will need to contact DVSA and specify: 

i. The particular date or number of days per week and any preference for
particular dates or days;

ii. The number of Testing Sessions for each day requested; and

iii. The start time of the first Testing Session for each day.

DVSA will assess its ability to meet the short-term requirements and notify the ATF 
either that DVSA: 

• Can meet the request made by the ATF; or
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• Cannot meet the request made and will offer alternative dates where applicable 
that are available to the ATF. 

DVSA may exceptionally consider an application for a Testing Sessions on less than 
three working days notice. 

The Short Notice Booking Process should only be used by ATFs to cover unplanned 
alterations to their operational requirements. 

There is much greater likelihood of you obtaining your preferred Testing Sessions 
by using the Quarterly Booking Process. 

Cancellation Process 

An ATF may cancel a Confirmed Reservation by giving advance written notice to 
DVSA.  Notice of at least seven complete calendar days (not including the day of test) 
should be given before the date of the Confirmed Reservation if the ATF does not 
wish to pay a cancellation charge.   
If less than seven complete calendar days notice is given, DVSA will retain the 
Reservation Fee which DVSA will normally have deducted from the ATF’s Pre-
Funded Account seven calendar days before the testing date for which there is the 
Confirmed Reservation.   
 
Seven clear/complete days notice means seven whole calendar days (not including 
the day of test), which can include weekends and bank holidays, between the day the 
cancellation notice is received by DVSA and day of the Confirmed Reservation.  
 
 

All Short Notice Bookings and Cancellations should be requested through the 
scheduling team and copying in your NBM. When submitting requests ensure that 
you specify the ATF Name and P Number in the subject to assist in processing of 
the request. 

 

ATF Day Management 
Start of Day 

In order to make the best use of the VSAs time and the testing time available to you, 
below is a recap on the responsibilities of DVSA and you have in preparing your 
facilities for vehicle testing.  

What you can expect from VSAs 

The setting up and checks required to be carried out by the VSA will be undertaken 
at the start of the testing period, within the paid working day. This includes: 
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• Securing and connecting DVSA equipment (such as laptops or printers) 
• Carrying out a visual inspection of the test bay / pit area 
• Visual equipment checks and calibration certificate check  
• Visual check of small tools, including communication device 
• Putting on additional PPE as appropriate  

 
It is expected VSAs will arrive at the ATF prepared with the appropriate DVSA 
clothing, such as high viz and boots.  

All of the above is work and paid time and will happen within the reservation period in 
advance of any testing starting. Making sure your facility is ready will assist us and 
reduce any risk of delay. 

Preparing test lanes 

Our VSAs report they are having to spend a great deal of time preparing test lanes 
before they can start their testing day.  

Please be aware this is not their responsibility and takes up valuable testing time. All 
ATFs have a contractual responsibility to: 

• Maintain testing equipment in full operating order, and ensure it’s calibrated at 
the required intervals. 

• Ensure the equipment including the DSM, RBT and communications device is 
turned on, and ready to use. 

• Repair or replace any faulty or broken equipment as soon as possible. 
• Ensure the test area complies with ATF requirements at the start of each 

testing day. 
• Comply with all changes to the ATF requirements within deadlines, so testing 

and related activities can continue. 
 

Assessor Attendance 

When a VSA has not attended by the scheduled start time, it is important that ATFs 
notify DVSA. It may be that the VSA is delayed on route, but DVSA should be 
notified so that it can be investigated.  

In the first instance DVSA deployment team should be contacted on 0300 123 2325. 
If there are any issues this can be escalated to your NBM. 

Work Programmes 

ATF should have a booking process in place that is transparent and open to other 
members of ATF staff – in case of contingency. This should mirror the confirmed 
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reservation days and periods, to enable the ATF to utilise the assessors time 
effectively. 

The daily work programme should not be provided to the DVSA assessor. The 
assessor will test the vehicles in the order advised by the ATF and will not be 
involved in the lane management process – although they will offer advice if 
required. 

ATFs should have processes in place to ensure that third-party customers attend 
test at the correct time to reduce potential lost waiting time. This includes allowing 
adequate time for loading of vehicles where necessary. 

It is the ATFs responsibility to manage the workflow throughout the day in order to 
minimise any wait time that may have a negative impact on utilisation. Any delays in 
the test day resulting in ‘lost time’ will potentially be to the detriment of the ATF and 
time available. This may in some cases result in the work programme not being 
completed if sufficient time is not available. 

Assessors have a 45-minute contingency built into their working schedules, 
ensuring compliance with Working Time Directive. It is envisaged that this time is 
available for usage in exceptional circumstances. As examples, where there has 
been traffic disruption affecting customer ability to access site or a local power cut. 

This is used by exception and is not intended for ATFs to utilise to facilitate ‘extra’ 
testing or to make up for avoidable delays and inefficient use of the lane. 

This time is also at the discretion of the assessor and cannot be mandated. 

Test Times 

All test bookings must be made in accordance with test guide times. These are 
times derived from timing exercises and will be used to assess site utilisation. 

The guide times are average test times and tests may be completed in shorter or 
longer periods depending on the vehicle being tested. If a test is completed in a 
shorter time, this will not affect site utilisation.  

It is possible that if tests are completed quicker than the average times and there is 
sufficient time available an additional test(s) may be able to be completed prior to 
the scheduled finish time. 

It is also possible that if tests do take longer than expected, it may not be possible to 
test all the vehicles booked and they may be required to be booked at an alternative 
date. 

A copy of the test times is available in section 12 of this document. 

Test Types 

Annual Tests – statutory annual inspection of HGV/Trailer/PSV 
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Retests – these can be one of three types. 

• Paid Retest – presented within 14 working days following an annual test
failure.

• Part Paid Retest – retest presented with only certain items indicated on the
annual test failure notice. This must be presented by the end of the next
working day (Details of item can be found in section 12 of this document).

• Free Loaded Retest – only applicable for 3 axle semi-trailers, where they
have been presented unladen and have not met brake efficiency. The Free
retest is only applicable where they present for the retest in a loaded
condition (will only qualify for one free retest) and only if brake efficiency is
the only defect. Any other failure items will remove this option.

PG9 – inspections of vehicles subject to a prohibition notice. Will be inspected to 
annual inspection standards in order to ascertain the roadworthiness of the vehicle 
and remove the prohibition notice. These MUST be booked in advance and 
recorded in the ATF booking schedule. 

Roadworthiness Inspections – Voluntary inspection for vehicles outside of HGV 
plating and testing regulations. These will be tested to annual test standards where 
applicable. The test should match equivalent HGV booking time, but is subject to 
VAT. 

ADR – supplemental examination of a vehicle or trailer involved in the carriage of 
dangerous goods. These must be applied for in advance and the fee will be prepaid 
by the applicant. ADRs can only be tested at ATFs in accordance with the sites 
authorisation notice (ATF9). 

There are differing categories of ATF authorisation with regards to dangerous goods 
vehicles. ATFs should familiarise themselves with their authorisation and what 
classifications of ADR tests can be tested. 

LEC – supporting test for vehicle required to enter a low emissions zone. This can 
be completed with or without an annual inspection. 

VTG10 - Inspection to check compliance of a notifiable alteration of an HGV. This 
must be applied for in advance and the fee will be prepaid by the applicant. 

Acceptance for Test 

A guide to questions that should be asked when taking bookings can be found in 
section 12 of this document. 

Loading of Vehicles 

Where a load is required the ATF can charge for the imposition of the load. This 
must be agreed with the customer in advance and the customer should be given the 
option to present laden should they choose.  
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A fee cannot be charged for the use of a test lane ‘load simulator’. 

A loaded hire trailer can be provided, a fee can be charged. 

A list of vehicles where unladen testing is applicable can be found in section 12 of 
this document. 

ATF Fees  

Reservation Fee 

DVSA is committed to supplying an Assessor to carry out testing at an ATF in 
accordance with the requirements laid down in Schedule 1 of the ATF contract - 
Booking Policy. 

It is a requirement for an ATF to operate and maintain a single Pre-funded Account 
(PFA) per site for all ATF related transactions.  A PFA operates by depositing funds 
with DVSA. Both DVSA and the ATF will have immediate access to funds to pay for 
any DVSA goods or services.  The Account Holder must ensure that sufficient funds 
are kept in the account to cover their needs at all times.  Goods or services will not 
be provided if there are insufficient funds in the PFA to cover the costs being 
incurred.  

A Reservation Fee (£378) is applicable for each testing period (3.5 or 4.5 hours). 
DVSA will deduct a Reservation Fee no less than seven calendar days before the 
relevant testing day. Where a booking is made within 7 days, the Reservation Fee 
will be deducted at the time of booking.   

If there are insufficient funds in the PFA to take the Reservation Fee DVSA will 
notify the ATF in writing of the need to transfer additional funds to the PFA.  On 
receipt of the notification the ATF has three days to top up the PFA before the NBM 
will consider cancelling the Confirmed Reservation.     

The quickest method of transferring funds into the PFA is by debit/credit card in the 
online portal (Transport Office Portal - contact NBM for further details). This will 
allow the topped-up funds to be accessible straight away.  
When making payments via BACS or Bank Transfer – please allow 3 days for these 
funds to show in the PFA.  

DVSA is under an obligation to collect any outstanding Reservation or Test Fees 
owed to it prior to conducting any additional work at an ATF.  

On the testing day, if the amount of the Reservation Fee is less than the total 
amount of fees due, DVSA will take the additional amount for fees earned from the 
ATF’s PFA. 

If the Reservation Fee exceeds the aggregated amount of test fees for the tests 
conducted DVSA will retain the excess amount. The amount to be retained will be 
calculated, by subtracting fees earned on the day from the reservation fee collected 
for that day and is subject to VAT; therefore, a VAT receipt will be issued.   
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Test Fees and Pit Fees 

An up to date list of test and pit fees can be found at the following links; 

HGV 
 
PSV 

ATFs may charge a reasonable fee, known as a Pit Fee, in respect of equipment 
use associated with each test provided to a Third Party. This Pit Fee (prior to VAT) 
will be capped at the levels shown on the fee schedules (links above), these are 
maximum caps and ATFs can offer Pit Fees at a reduced rate, should they choose 
to.  

If a Third-Party customer reports and provides evidence of an instance where a Pit 
Fee cap has been exceeded DVSA has a responsibility to Third Party customers to 
investigate the matter with the ATF.  ATFs that have deliberately ignored this ruling 
will be in contractual breach, which may result in suspension or termination of the 
contract by DVSA.  

Find My Nearest ATF 

For Open Access ATFs, the site details will be listed on Gov.uk whereby anyone 
searching via postcode will be supplied with details of local ATFs. 

DVSA are amending and expanding this and ATFs will be given the opportunity to 
provide details as to test availability. ATFs will be sent weekly update reminders and 
if they are returned the online service will be updated accordingly, showing whether 
the ATF has capacity to take new bookings. This is not compulsory but is intended 
to assist customers finding available test slots. 

ATF should check their details on a regular basis to ensure accuracy and notify 
DVSA of anything that is incorrect or has changed so that it can be updated. A link 
to the service is included in Section 12 of this document. 

Best Practice 

A list of helpful tips and best practice for day to day lane management can be found 
in section 12 of this document. 

 

Post Test Processes 
 

End of day report 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heavy-goods-vehicle-fees/heavy-goods-vehicle-hgv-and-trailer-test-fees
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/public-service-vehicle-fees/public-service-vehicle-psv-test-fees
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At the completion of the test day the DVSA assessor will end the event on CVS app 
(or SAR in case of CVS unavailability). This will automatically generate an end of 
day report which will be sent to the nominated email addresses at the ATF.  

ATFs should, where possible, consider use of a generic ‘group’ email to specified 
users, which will allow the ATF to control and add or remove recipients as required. 

ATFs should verify that the testing completed on the report reflects the bookings on 
the day and notify DVSA of any discrepancies and/or errors. 

Retro-keying 

DVSA will reconcile the appropriate fees for each test completed and deduct these 
funds from the ATF PFA. As per the payment policy, the reservation fee will be used 
against the test fees and any remaining fees, above the reservation fee, will be 
deducted from the PFA. 

Where test fees are lower than the reservation fee taken, a retain fee of the 
difference will be applicable and will be subject to VAT. 

Fees prepaid for technical tests (either by the ATF or applicant) will be taken into 
account when calculating the total test fees for the testing day and any retained fee 
applicable. 

ATFs should note – prepaid technical tests must be applied for at the correct ATF. 
Where they are presented at an alternative ATF, the original prepaid fee will be 
refunded to the applicant and a new fee taken from the ATF PFA in line with the 
other test fees. It is important that ATFs verify where the application was made, so 
that appropriate charges can be made to the customer. 
 
A receipt will be generated and emailed to the ATF and then all test results will be 
captured on the DVSA testing database. 

ATFs should verify that the fees taken on the receipt provided are correct and notify 
DVSA of any discrepancies and/or errors. 

PFA Management 
It is the responsibility of the ATF to ensure that sufficient funds are available in the 
PFA at all times. This should be appropriate to each ATF testing schedules and 
volumes. 

ATFs should consider reservation fees being taken seven days in advance, volumes 
of test and additional testing (over and above the reservation fee) as this will reduce 
the available balance. 

If technical tests or other fees are being deducted from this PFA, ATFs should have 
processes in place to monitor the effect on the balance of the PFA. 
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Failure to have sufficient funds either for reservation fee drawdown, or reconciliation 
of test fees (post test event) will be managed by DVSA NBMs. 

Repeated instances of insufficient funds may lead to suspension or termination of 
the ATF contract. ATFs repeatedly failing to adequately manage PFA balances will 
be referred to the DVSA Contract Manager for possible further action. 
 
Until test fees have been taken and reconciled, Test results cannot be input and 
Vehicle Test Histories will be out of date and may lead to further issues for 
Operators e.g. unable to tax vehicle. It is imperative therefore, that adequate funds 
are available at all times, so that test results can be processed in a timely manner. 

Full details of the payment policy and PFA terms and conditions can be found at 
Schedule 2 of the ATF contract. 

 
Changes to the ATF staff with delegated access to the PFA should be notified to 
DVSA at the following email address financeetb@dvsa.gov.uk . This must be 
completed by a named delegate on the PFA. 

 

Fair Usage and Utilisation 
DVSA is committed to ensuring that all ATFs receive the best possible service, 
whilst ensuring that DVSA’s testing standards are maintained and our resources are 
efficiently and fully utilised. The NBM and DVSA Assessor will take a proactive role 
with you to maximise the delivery of testing.  DVSA will be accountable for ensuring 
that the Assessor remains on site for the duration of the Testing Period and that the 
number of tests conducted, subject to ensuring DVSA’s technical and staff welfare 
standards are maintained, is maximised.    

It is a contractual obligation that DVSA Assessors remain on site and available to 
test vehicles for the duration of the Testing Period.  For example, if the amount of 
tests booked in for the Testing Period, paid for by the ATF, added up to 210 minutes 
(or 3.5 hours) and the Assessor completed these tests within 135 minutes (2.25 
hours) the Assessor would remain available at the ATF to carry out tests for the full 
3.5 hours.    

It is therefore vital that the NBM discusses resource utilisation and productivity 
levels with the ATF Site Manager on a regular basis. DVSA will monitor the 
productivity of its Assessors during the confirmed Testing Periods and will work with 
the ATF to proactively manage Assessor utilisation and productivity.   

NBMs will monitor the potential for over-utilisation of DVSA Assessors because of 
the potentially detrimental impact this would have on test standards and staff 
welfare. NBMs are aware of the duty placed on ATFs in the contract and referred to 
earlier in this Guide: not to harass, bully, verbally or physically abuse, or 
discriminate against any employee of DVSA or person acting on its behalf and will 

mailto:financeetb@dvsa.gov.uk
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apply the principals set out in DVSA’s Dignity at Work (Harassment and Bullying in 
the Workplace) policy.   

Utilisation will be monitored by the NBM and communicated with the ATF on a 
regular basis. Consistent under utilisation may result in a reduction of confirmed test 
events, without liability, or a reduction in hours/days as part of the Quarterly booking 
process. 

Utilisation will be calculated using ‘standard’ booking times not actual booking times 
and will be assessed over a period of a month or longer, rather than a daily basis. 
(utilisation = total test minutes completed/ total reservation minutes completed). 

As an example 

During a month, a site completes eight 7-hour (420 mins) site events. During those 
testing reservations 3200 minutes of testing is completed (using the standard test 
times). 

Average monthly utilisation would be calculated as follows; 

3200/(8 x 420) = 95.24% 

It is expected that ATFs will achieve average utilisation of 93% or above over a 
given period. 

Where a trend of consistent under-utilisation occurs, NBMs will discuss and work 
with an ATF to improve this and it will be reviewed on an agreed timescale. 

Consistent under-utilisation 

DVSA would only expect a specific conversation to take place that would trigger a 
formal note regarding under-utilisation when, in the NBMs view, an Assessor is 
consistently and regularly provided with less than a reasonable day’s work.  

The NBM will be expected to work with the ATF should under-utilisation become an 
issue, to ensure that all necessary and reasonable support has been offered to 
improve the ATF's current utilisation.   

In some instances, it may be necessary for the NBM to consider that the 
renegotiation of currently Confirmed Reservations is required to enhance the 
efficient and effective service to customers requiring a test.    

If an NBM has reason to speak to the ATF Site Manager regarding the under-
utilisation of an Assessor’s time, on four occasions in a three-month rolling period, 
then DVSA will have the right to review the allocation of any Assessors at the site.  

Additionally, DVSA will have the right to re-negotiate any future confirmed 
reservations at the ATF. 

Frequent last-minute cancellations of Confirmed Reservations.  
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Where DVSA has cause for concern it will discuss the cancellations with the ATF 
and may seek to review and change or reschedule future Confirmed Reservations at 
the site to ensure fair usage.  Where DVSA considers there is unfair usage they 
reserve the right to cancel Confirmed Reservations without any liability on its part. 
Included below is a working definition that NBMs will utilise in the effective 
management of an ATF should, despite working with the ATF, frequent last-minute 
cancellations become an operational issue.   

If an ATF cancels a Confirmed Reservation four times in a rolling three-month 
period, with between 7 and 14 calendar days’ notice being given, then DVSA will 
have the right to review the allocation of any Assessors at the site. Additionally, 
DVSA will have the right to re-negotiate any future Confirmed Reservations at the 
ATF.   

In addition, should the ATF cancel a Confirmed Reservation period with less than 
seven calendar days’, notice on four occasions in a rolling three-month period, then 
DVSA will have the right to review the allocation of any Assessors at the site. DVSA 
will also have the right to re-negotiate any future Confirmed Reservations at the 
ATF. 

Health and Safety 
DVSA operates a comprehensive Health and Safety policy and will expect the same 
at an ATF.   

Whilst attending an ATF DVSAs staff will be expected to abide by DVSA’s and the 
ATF’s own Health and Safety policy.  ATF operators should raise any conflict 
between the two with the NBM.   

There is a need for Risk Assessments to be undertaken in workplaces and DVSA 
will expect them to have been undertaken by each ATF operator.  DVSA reserves 
the right to ask to see Risk Assessments at any time.    

DVSA will conduct their own Risk Assessment regarding the Health and Safety of 
their staff at an ATF.  This will take precedence over any other assessments that 
have been made.     

Should there be a breach of Health and Safety at an ATF that puts the Health and 
Safety of DVSA’s staff at risk, DVSA will suspend testing immediately until such 
issues are put right.  

DVSA will conduct a formal quarterly review of Health and Safety and site 
compliance and will furnish the ATF with a copy of this report, highlighting any non-
compliance and timescales for rectification. 

DVSA will expect ATFs to comply with any change in legislation regarding Health 
and Safety.  Refusal to do so will put the continued approval of the ATF in jeopardy 
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and may result in termination of the contract or suspension of authorisation until 
such time as the site complies.    

If you consider the action of any DVSA employee to be contravening your Health 
and Safety policy, you have the right to intervene immediately and report the matter 
directly to DVSAs NBM or TTL. 

Defect Rectification Policy  

ATFs are required to notify DVSA of their Defect Rectification Policy for repair 
/adjustment on lane.  You will need to display this on your premises.    

  

Suspension and Termination 
Suspension of Authorisation 

There will be times where DVSA will need to take suspension action for certain 
actions listed in the ATF contract; for convenience they are listed below. If an 
Assessor has to suspend testing with immediate effect for one of the reasons listed 
below, they will inform the Site Manager and the TTL and NBM immediately.   

A DVSA representative will issue a formal suspension notice to the ATF at the 
earliest opportunity in writing, stating the reasons for suspension and a timescale for 
remedial work to be completed. If any Confirmed Reservations fall within the 
suspended period DVSA will have the right to retain the applicable fee. This fee will 
be subject to added VAT and a VAT receipt will be issued.    

Reasons the DVSA may consider suspension include:  

• The facilities fail to comply with relevant Health and Safety and subsidiary 
legislation requirements.  

• Any equipment required to carry out statutory testing is out of calibration, 
unavailable or not in a fit condition for its purpose.  

• The test bay is not available for the sole use of DVSA at the time agreed by 
the ATF and DVSA.  

• The test bay is not in a reasonably clean and tidy condition, free of oil 
contamination and reasonably free of exhaust fumes, noise, or other pollution 
from adjacent facilities.   

• Pressure is brought to bear on DVSA staff in any way to reduce the test 
standards or procedures applied from those currently published by DVSA 
(e.g. testing manuals etc).  

• The standard of the facilities has changed from its condition at original 
approval.  
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• The facilities have not been upgraded to an acceptable standard by a notified 
date following changes required by DVSA.  

• The ATF charges a customer in excess of the capped Pit Fee charge.     

If suspension action is taken the ATF is responsible for notifying Third Party 
customers that may be affected.  The NBM will assist the ATF where contingency 
arrangements need to be invoked.  If an ATF does not accept the reason given for 
suspension of testing, they should make representations to the NBM who will 
arbitrate in the matter.   

Repeated breaches of the contract or the failure to remedy any items identified in a 
suspension notice within two months will be reported to the DVSA Contract 
Manager for consideration of termination of the contract.    

For the duration of any Suspension of Authorisation, DVSA will not provide 
Assessors to the suspended ATF Site and any Confirmed Reservations for that 
period will be deemed cancelled with no liability for DVSA. 

ATF Parties do have the right to appeal the suspension of Authorisation by way of 
the dispute resolution process.  The appeal will not delay the suspension, or the 
time required for remedial work to be completed. 

Withdrawal of Authorisation and Termination   

Only the DVSA Contract Manager may withdraw a site authorisation or terminate 
the contract with an ATF. The circumstances regarding when this could happen are 
contained in the contract.   

Upon termination having deducted any amount owing to DVSA from the ATF’s PFA 
as soon as reasonable and in any event within five working days, DVSA will close 
the PFA and refund the remaining amount to the ATF.   

DVSA will retrieve all confidential information and all property belonging to DVSA 
and stored at the ATF (accountable documents, prohibition pads etc).  

The ATF will cease to display the ATF Logo.   

The ATF will assist and co-operate with DVSA and other ATFs and Third Parties to 
ensure that the transfer of any Third Party test bookings are made, including where 
advanced payment has been made by a Third Party to the ATF, without 
inconvenience or additional cost to the Third Party.   

Dispute Resolution   

In the event of any dispute or difference arising out of or in connection with the 
contract, then either party may serve a written notice of dispute on the other party 
which adequately identifies, and provides details of, the dispute.  
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Within seven days, or otherwise as arranged between the Parties, of service of a 
notice of dispute, the representatives from DVSA and the ATF (as identified) will 
meet to resolve the dispute by negotiation.   

If the parties’ representatives are unable to resolve the dispute within 30 days of 
service of the notice of dispute, the dispute will be escalated where possible to the 
Parties’ representatives’ senior managers.   

If the senior managers are unable to resolve the dispute within 14 days of being 
notified of the dispute, the Parties may agree to refer the dispute to mediation.   

The DVSA Contract Manager will oversee this process to ensure that contractual 
obligations are met by both parties.    

 

COVID-19 changes 
Prior to testing recommencing at ATFs in July 2020, all ATFs were issued with and 
signed a side letter to the ATF contract which amended and suspended certain 
conditions. These were signed by the ATF contract signatory and ATFs should 
familiarise themselves with the terms of the side letter. 

A breakdown of the main points are below; 

• All site sites will have a COVID readiness check completed by DVSA and control 
measures in place and agreed with the ATF. Any changes to this must be 
notified to DVSA. 

• A COVID risk assessment must be completed and made available to DVSA staff 

• Any material changes to the site arrangements or Risk Assessment must be 
notified to DVSA 

• An COVID induction for DVSA staff MUST be completed by ATF staff on their 
first visit to the ATF or where there has been a material change in site or 
processes. 

• Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) have been amended for testing 
processes at ATFs. All ATFs have been provided with a copy of the SOP prior to 
testing restarting and NBMs will provide updated SOPs if these are amended. 
SOPs are under continual review in line with Local and National measures and 
will be updated when required. 

• Reservation fees are not currently being taken. Test fees are taken for testing 
completed only and no retained fee will be taken. ATFs are expected to act 
appropriately and considerately and cancel any confirmed reservations that they 
do not require. 
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• ATFs MUST ensure that sufficient funds are available in the PFA for testing
completed on each testing day.

• Where an assessor is unable to attend or complete a testing session due to
circumstances of COVID-19, DVSA will use reasonable endeavours to offer a
reservation for an alternative testing session as soon as is reasonably practical.
Compensation cannot be claimed for non-attendance at this time.

• DVSA staff will not conduct any voluntary testing, other than voluntary
roadworthiness inspections.

• ATFs can complete voluntary inspections on the test lane. This must be agreed
with the TTL in advance and with the assessor on the day and must not impact
or delay the testing being completed. Where the test equipment is in the DVSA
office, it will not be able to be used during the testing day.

• Fair usage policy is currently suspended, and utilisation will not be monitored at
this time. ATFs are expected to act appropriately and considerately and cancel
any confirmed reservations that they do not require.

• The current Quarterly Booking process will be replaced, and a new booking
process will apply during the period of testing resumption.

• ATFs will request resource quarterly but confirmed reservations will sent to site
on a monthly basis, allowing at least 28 days notice.

• Short Notice bookings can be requested through the NBM, between 3 -14 days
of the testing session being requested.

• All provisional offers will be assumed to be accepted unless notified otherwise.
Wherever possible all cancellations should be notified in writing to the NBM with
a minimum of 2 days notice.

• Any adjustments in hours will be notified to the ATF by the NBM.

As part of the testing restart process, a programme of Certificate of Temporary 
Exemptions (CTE) have been issued.  

All vehicles and trailers have been issued with a 3 month CTE. Some low risk 
vehicles have been given 12 month CTE, these are detailed below; 

A low risk vehicle is defined as; 

a. vehicles that are listed on the ‘O’ licence of earned recognition (ER)
operators

b. vehicles that are coming up to being 1 or 2 year’s old at their next test
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c. vehicles that have OCRS roadworthiness score of 1.3 or less and over 50
roadworthiness events

ATFs are asked to prioritise testing for vehicles that require a test in each particular 
month. Expiry dates can be checked online.  

Appendages and Useful links 

Contract Documents 

2015 ATF contract 

Contract Variation 

COVID-19 Side Letter 

Booking Request Forms 

Booking Request Form 

Test Day Management 

ATF Test Times 

ATF Admin Aide Memoir 

Part Paid Retest Guidance 

2021 Retest Calculator 

ADR Vehicle Test Flowchart 

Loading Vehicles for Test 

Best Practice for ATFs 
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Health and Safety Corporate Messages 

Behaviour Letter G Llewellyn 

ATF H&S Letter 

Email Addresses 

Email Contact List 

NBM Contact Details 

Useful links 

HGV TEST FEES 

PSV TEST FEES 

MOT STATUS CHECK 

TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS (INC REPLACEMENTS) 

DVSA 

ATF BRANDING 

FIND NEAREST ATF 

Glossary 
This Glossary identifies some of the acronyms contained within the documents and 
operation of an Authorised Test Facility:  

DVSA – Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency 

ATF – Authorised Test Facility 

PFA – Pre Funded Account 

NBM – Network Business Manager 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heavy-goods-vehicle-fees/heavy-goods-vehicle-hgv-and-trailer-test-fees
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/public-service-vehicle-fees/public-service-vehicle-psv-test-fees
https://www.check-mot.service.gov.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/apply-vehicle-test-certificate-lorry-trailer
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/driver-and-vehicle-standards-agency
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/363764/atf-brand-identity-guidelines.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/book-vehicle-annual-test
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TNM – Testing Network Manager 

TTL – Technical Team Leader 

VSA – Vehicle Standards Assessor 

QBP – Quarterly booking Process 

SNB – Short Notice Booking 

HGV – Heavy Goods Vehicle 

PSV – Public Service Vehicle 

PG9 – Prohibition Notice 

ADR - Accord Dangereux Routier (EU Agreement on carriage of Dangerous goods 
by road. 

LEC – Low Emissions Certificate 

VGT10 – HGV Notifiable Alteration 

CVS – Commercial Vehicle Services – App used for recording Tests and results 

SAR – Site Activity Report – Old system replaced by CVS, may still be used in 
contingency situations 

SOP – Standard Operating Procedures 

CTE – certificate of temporary Exemption 

O Licence – Operator Licence 

ER – Earned Recognition 

OCRS – Operator Compliance Risk Score 
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Dear



Over the past few months, DVSA and our ATF partners have made great progress in making the best use of the testing time provided by our vehicle standards assessors (VSAs). 



Far fewer testing events are being cancelled by either party, and in fact, between September last year and February this year, DVSA cancelled only eight nationwide. 



To continue to make the best use of the VSAs time and the testing time available to you, we wanted to outline what you can expect from DVSA testing staff, and to recap on the responsibilities you have in preparing your facilities for vehicle testing. 



What you can expect from VSAs



With effect of 15th July, the setting up and checks required to be carried out by the VSA will be undertaken at the start of the testing period, within the paid working day. This includes:



· Securing and connecting DVSA equipment (such as laptops or printers)

· Carrying out a visual inspection of the test bay / pit area

· Visual equipment checks and calibration certificate check (RBT, DSM, Headlamp Beam Tester and speed limiter kit) 

· Visual check of small tools, including communication device

· Putting on additional PPE as appropriate 



It is expected VSAs will arrive at the ATF prepared with the appropriate DVSA clothing, such as high viz and boots. 



All of the above is work and paid time and will happen within the reservation period in advance of any testing starting. Making sure your facility is ready will assist us and reduce any risk of delay.



Preparing test lanes



Our VSAs report they are having to spend a great deal of time preparing test lanes before they can start their testing day. 



Please be aware this is not their responsibility and takes up valuable testing time. All ATFs have a contractual responsibility to:



· Maintain testing equipment in full operating order, and ensure it’s calibrated at the required intervals.

· Ensure the equipment including the DSM, RBT and communications device is turned on, and ready to use.

· Repair or replace any faulty or broken equipment as soon as possible.

· Ensure the test area complies with ATF requirements at the start of each testing day.

· Comply with all changes to the ATF requirements within deadlines, so testing and related activities can continue.



 A reminder of your responsibilities



We are clear with our staff that where they experience regular or significant delays due to ATFs not fulfilling their obligations, it should be highlighted and addressed with their network business manager (NBM). Likewise, if you have any concerns about delays in testing, please also report this to your NBM.



As you’re aware, DVSA staff work in contracted areas within ATFs, including within the vehicle inspection pits, while conducting statutory tests.



Following several recent incidents, DVSA requests that ATF managers:



· urgently review your local risk assessments and inspection pit working practices to prevent falls from height into vehicle inspection pits

· prevent access to the inspection pit lane while in use by DVSA staff

· ensure the safety of DVSA staff at all times



Information regarding these reviews and any additional controls must be shared with DVSA technical team leaders (TTLs), so local control arrangements can be adopted within the local DVSA risk assessments.



It is vital the safety controls prevent falls from height into open vehicle inspection pits at all times. Further information in relation to this can be found on the HSE website and in the HSE guidance document HSG261.



I look forward to our partnership continuing efficiently, effectively, and most importantly, safely.



Kind regards











Richard Hennessey				Peter Hearn

Director – Operations (South)		Director – Operations (North)


TEST TIMES


		Annual tests

		Minutes allocated

		Retests 

		Minutes allocated



		

		

		

		



		2 axle motor vehicle

		40

		2 axle motor vehicle

		10



		3 axle motor vehicle 

		45

		3 axle motor vehicle

		10



		4 axle motor vehicle

		55

		4 axle motor vehicle

		15



		ADR Tests

		30

		

		



		1 axle trailer

		20

		1 axle trailer

		10



		2 axle trailer

		25

		2 axle trailer

		10



		3 axle trailer

		30

		3 axle trailer

		10



		

		

		

		



		PSV Large + 50 seats

PSV Large + 50 with seat belts




		55

65




		PSV Large

		30



		PSV Small less than 23 seats

		45

		PSV Small

		25



		PSV medium 24 -49 seats

		50

		PSV Large

		30



		PSV medium 24-49 with seat belts

		55

		PSV  Medium

		30



		

		

		

		



		All Reduced pollution tests (RPC) 

		  5

		 N/A

		



		All VTG10 ( notifiable alterations) 

		20

		N/A

		



		

		

		

		



		Full  Test Prohibition Clearances

		Minutes allocated

		Prohibition 

Paid Retests

		Minutes allocated



		2 axle motor vehicle

		45

		2 axle motor vehicle

		10



		3 axle motor vehicle 

		50

		3 axle motor vehicle 

		10



		4 axle motor vehicle

		55

		4 axle motor vehicle

		15



		

		

		

		



		1 axle trailer

		20

		1 axle trailer

		10



		2 axle trailer

		25

		2 axle trailer

		10



		3 axle trailer

		25

		3 axle trailer

		10



		

		

		

		



		PSV Large

		75

		PSV Large

		35



		PSV Small

		55

		PSV Small

		30



		

		

		

		



		Partial Test Prohibition clearances

		Minutes allocated

		Part Paid 


Prohibition Retests

		Minutes allocated



		2 axle motor vehicle

		15

		2 axle motor vehicle

		5



		3 axle motor vehicle 

		20

		3 axle motor vehicle 

		5



		4 axle motor vehicle

		25

		4 axle motor vehicle

		5



		

		

		

		



		1 axle trailer

		15

		1 axle trailer

		5



		2 axle trailer

		15

		2 axle trailer

		5



		3 axle trailer

		15

		3 axle trailer

		5



		

		

		

		



		PSV Large

		35

		PSV Large

		15



		PSV Small

		30

		PSV Small

		15



		

		

		

		






Best Practice for ATFs



· Make sure the lane is ready for start of test time. Cleaned and all equipment switched on and ready.

· Ensure Wi-Fi is working

· Do not overbook the allocated minutes – if time is available through the day there may be time available to test additional.

· Make sure ATF staff are available to complete induction for assessor (if required)

· Have a spare vehicle ready for test in case of late cancellation/no show. This can take up the lost space and maintain utilisation

· Try to avoid booking vehicles that require loaded trailer consecutively

· Make sure customers arrive Early for test appointments, especially if loading is required

· Do not book consecutive PG9s or Retests (may cause delays)

· Make sure PG9 tests are booked with registration or ID – this is a legal requirement for vehicles to be taken to test for prohibition clearance inspection.

· Ask what retests have initially failed on. Multiple failure items including brakes may take longer to complete.

· Make sure PSVs are booked with or without seatbelts (ask when being booked if seatbelts are on vehicle)

· Book ATFs own vehicles at end of morning or end of day (as they are on site they can be bought forward to fill gaps caused by failure to attend or late attendance.)

· Take fees in advance and make sure customer is aware of ATF cancellation policy.

· Ensure voluntary testing does not impact or delay testing. Speak to assessor before completing voluntary checks during testing day.

· ATF to complete voluntary testing – rather than DVSA staff. This will create more space for statutory tests and increased revenue for ATF.

· Actively Manage Lane flow and vehicles for test. Ensure ATF staff available for customer issues. Assessor not responsible in managing lane throughput

· Notify DVSA of any access issues – roadworks in area etc

· Allocate lunch break around test schedules – this can be flexible as long as a 30-minute break is allocated in line with WTD. There is no need to stick to same time as this may create a gap in the booking programme that cannot be filled.

· Make sure contingency equipment is approved, calibrated and in good working order.

· When booking technical tests ensure customer can provide the ‘released for inspection’ email from TASS. If the application has not been processed, the assessor will not be able to complete the inspection

· For Dangerous Goods vehicles ensure the driver is competent, has the correct licence and a VTG15 form has been completed.

· Ensure tachograph exemption forms are available if customer requires them.









Part paid retest guidance



When any defects on the vehicle have been rectified it may be submitted for retest at a HGV/PSV testing station or ATF by prior arrangement with the testing facility.



On the same day or next working day as the original test and subject to staff and facilities availability. The vehicle may qualify for a part paid retest if the only failure items are those indicated in the part paid retest below.



IM 1 –	 Registration plates.

IM 9 - 	Sideguards, underrun and bumpers.

IM 10 -	Spare wheel and carrier.

IM15 – Cab security.

IM16 - 	Doors. PSV Item 16 reasons for failure in respect of markings indicating operation of passenger doors and exits. 

IM21 -	 Interior of body PSV Reasons for failure in respect of interior cleanliness, fire extinguishers and first aid kits.

IM22 – Mirrors.

IM23 - 	Glass and view of the road, HGV & PSV Reasons for failure in respect of windscreens and view of the front.

IM25 -	Windscreen wipers and washers.

IM26 -	Speedometer / Tachograph.

IM27 – Horn.

IM33 -	Speed limiter.

IM42 – Electrical wiring and equipment - HGV Reasons for failure in respect of battery (Not PSV).

IM44 -	Oil and waste leaks (Not PSV).

IM45 -	Fuel tanks. (Not PSV).

IM62 – Rear markings and reflectors.

IM63 – Lamps.

IM66 -	Direction indicators and hazard warning lamps.

IM67 – Aim of headlamps.



If unsure please contact technical support for guidance.














Bank Holidays



				Days to re-test		Holidays

				14		1/1/21

						4/2/21

						4/5/21

						5/3/21

						5/31/21

						8/30/21

						12/27/21

						12/28/21

						1/3/22









January

		January

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		1/1/21		21/01/2021

		1/2/21		21/01/2021

		1/3/21		21/01/2021

		1/4/21		22/01/2021

		1/5/21		25/01/2021

		1/6/21		26/01/2021

		1/7/21		27/01/2021

		1/8/21		28/01/2021

		1/9/21		28/01/2021

		1/10/21		28/01/2021

		1/11/21		29/01/2021

		1/12/21		01/02/2021

		1/13/21		02/02/2021

		1/14/21		03/02/2021

		1/15/21		04/02/2021

		1/16/21		04/02/2021

		1/17/21		04/02/2021

		1/18/21		05/02/2021

		1/19/21		08/02/2021

		1/20/21		09/02/2021

		1/21/21		10/02/2021

		1/22/21		11/02/2021

		1/23/21		11/02/2021

		1/24/21		11/02/2021

		1/25/21		12/02/2021

		1/26/21		15/02/2021

		1/27/21		16/02/2021

		1/28/21		17/02/2021

		1/29/21		18/02/2021

		1/30/21		18/02/2021

		1/31/21		18/02/2021





February

		February

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		2/1/21		19/02/2021

		2/2/21		22/02/2021

		2/3/21		23/02/2021

		2/4/21		24/02/2021

		2/5/21		25/02/2021

		2/6/21		25/02/2021

		2/7/21		25/02/2021

		2/8/21		26/02/2021

		2/9/21		01/03/2021

		2/10/21		02/03/2021

		2/11/21		03/03/2021

		2/12/21		04/03/2021

		2/13/21		04/03/2021

		2/14/21		04/03/2021

		2/15/21		05/03/2021

		2/16/21		08/03/2021

		2/17/21		09/03/2021

		2/18/21		10/03/2021

		2/19/21		11/03/2021

		2/20/21		11/03/2021

		2/21/21		11/03/2021

		2/22/21		12/03/2021

		2/23/21		15/03/2021

		2/24/21		16/03/2021

		2/25/21		17/03/2021

		2/26/21		18/03/2021

		2/27/21		18/03/2021

		2/28/21		18/03/2021

		3/1/21		19/03/2021

		3/2/21		22/03/2021

		3/3/21		23/03/2021





March

		March

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		3/1/21		19/03/2021

		3/2/21		22/03/2021

		3/3/21		23/03/2021

		3/4/21		24/03/2021

		3/5/21		25/03/2021

		3/6/21		25/03/2021

		3/7/21		25/03/2021

		3/8/21		26/03/2021

		3/9/21		29/03/2021

		3/10/21		30/03/2021

		3/11/21		31/03/2021

		3/12/21		01/04/2021

		3/13/21		01/04/2021

		3/14/21		01/04/2021

		3/15/21		06/04/2021

		3/16/21		07/04/2021

		3/17/21		08/04/2021

		3/18/21		09/04/2021

		3/19/21		12/04/2021

		3/20/21		12/04/2021

		3/21/21		12/04/2021

		3/22/21		13/04/2021

		3/23/21		14/04/2021

		3/24/21		15/04/2021

		3/25/21		16/04/2021

		3/26/21		19/04/2021

		3/27/21		19/04/2021

		3/28/21		19/04/2021

		3/29/21		20/04/2021

		3/30/21		21/04/2021

		3/31/21		22/04/2021





April

		April

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		4/1/21		23/04/2021

		4/2/21		23/04/2021

		4/3/21		23/04/2021

		4/4/21		23/04/2021

		4/5/21		23/04/2021

		4/6/21		26/04/2021

		4/7/21		27/04/2021

		4/8/21		28/04/2021

		4/9/21		29/04/2021

		4/10/21		29/04/2021

		4/11/21		29/04/2021

		4/12/21		30/04/2021

		4/13/21		04/05/2021

		4/14/21		05/05/2021

		4/15/21		06/05/2021

		4/16/21		07/05/2021

		4/17/21		07/05/2021

		4/18/21		07/05/2021

		4/19/21		10/05/2021

		4/20/21		11/05/2021

		4/21/21		12/05/2021

		4/22/21		13/05/2021

		4/23/21		14/05/2021

		4/24/21		14/05/2021

		4/25/21		14/05/2021

		4/26/21		17/05/2021

		4/27/21		18/05/2021

		4/28/21		19/05/2021

		4/29/21		20/05/2021

		4/30/21		21/05/2021

		5/1/21		21/05/2021





May

		May

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		5/1/21		21/05/2021

		5/2/21		21/05/2021

		5/3/21		21/05/2021

		5/4/21		24/05/2021

		5/5/21		25/05/2021

		5/6/21		26/05/2021

		5/7/21		27/05/2021

		5/8/21		27/05/2021

		5/9/21		27/05/2021

		5/10/21		28/05/2021

		5/11/21		01/06/2021

		5/12/21		02/06/2021

		5/13/21		03/06/2021

		5/14/21		04/06/2021

		5/15/21		04/06/2021

		5/16/21		04/06/2021

		5/17/21		07/06/2021

		5/18/21		08/06/2021

		5/19/21		09/06/2021

		5/20/21		10/06/2021

		5/21/21		11/06/2021

		5/22/21		11/06/2021

		5/23/21		11/06/2021

		5/24/21		14/06/2021

		5/25/21		15/06/2021

		5/26/21		16/06/2021

		5/27/21		17/06/2021

		5/28/21		18/06/2021

		5/29/21		18/06/2021

		5/30/21		18/06/2021

		5/31/21		18/06/2021





June

		June

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		6/1/21		21/06/2021

		6/2/21		22/06/2021

		6/3/21		23/06/2021

		6/4/21		24/06/2021

		6/5/21		24/06/2021

		6/6/21		24/06/2021

		6/7/21		25/06/2021

		6/8/21		28/06/2021

		6/9/21		29/06/2021

		6/10/21		30/06/2021

		6/11/21		01/07/2021

		6/12/21		01/07/2021

		6/13/21		01/07/2021

		6/14/21		02/07/2021

		6/15/21		05/07/2021

		6/16/21		06/07/2021

		6/17/21		07/07/2021

		6/18/21		08/07/2021

		6/19/21		08/07/2021

		6/20/21		08/07/2021

		6/21/21		09/07/2021

		6/22/21		12/07/2021

		6/23/21		13/07/2021

		6/24/21		14/07/2021

		6/25/21		15/07/2021

		6/26/21		15/07/2021

		6/27/21		15/07/2021

		6/28/21		16/07/2021

		6/29/21		19/07/2021

		6/30/21		20/07/2021

		7/1/21		21/07/2021





July

		July

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		7/1/21		21/07/2021

		7/2/21		22/07/2021

		7/3/21		22/07/2021

		7/4/21		22/07/2021

		7/5/21		23/07/2021

		7/6/21		26/07/2021

		7/7/21		27/07/2021

		7/8/21		28/07/2021

		7/9/21		29/07/2021

		7/10/21		29/07/2021

		7/11/21		29/07/2021

		7/12/21		30/07/2021

		7/13/21		02/08/2021

		7/14/21		03/08/2021

		7/15/21		04/08/2021

		7/16/21		05/08/2021

		7/17/21		05/08/2021

		7/18/21		05/08/2021

		7/19/21		06/08/2021

		7/20/21		09/08/2021

		7/21/21		10/08/2021

		7/22/21		11/08/2021

		7/23/21		12/08/2021

		7/24/21		12/08/2021

		7/25/21		12/08/2021

		7/26/21		13/08/2021

		7/27/21		16/08/2021

		7/28/21		17/08/2021

		7/29/21		18/08/2021

		7/30/21		19/08/2021

		7/31/21		19/08/2021





August

		August

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		8/1/21		19/08/2021

		8/2/21		20/08/2021

		8/3/21		23/08/2021

		8/4/21		24/08/2021

		8/5/21		25/08/2021

		8/6/21		26/08/2021

		8/7/21		26/08/2021

		8/8/21		26/08/2021

		8/9/21		27/08/2021

		8/10/21		31/08/2021

		8/11/21		01/09/2021

		8/12/21		02/09/2021

		8/13/21		03/09/2021

		8/14/21		03/09/2021

		8/15/21		03/09/2021

		8/16/21		06/09/2021

		8/17/21		07/09/2021

		8/18/21		08/09/2021

		8/19/21		09/09/2021

		8/20/21		10/09/2021

		8/21/21		10/09/2021

		8/22/21		10/09/2021

		8/23/21		13/09/2021

		8/24/21		14/09/2021

		8/25/21		15/09/2021

		8/26/21		16/09/2021

		8/27/21		17/09/2021

		8/28/21		17/09/2021

		8/29/21		17/09/2021

		8/30/21		17/09/2021

		8/31/21		20/09/2021





September

		September

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		9/1/21		21/09/2021

		9/2/21		22/09/2021

		9/3/21		23/09/2021

		9/4/21		23/09/2021

		9/5/21		23/09/2021

		9/6/21		24/09/2021

		9/7/21		27/09/2021

		9/8/21		28/09/2021

		9/9/21		29/09/2021

		9/10/21		30/09/2021

		9/11/21		30/09/2021

		9/12/21		30/09/2021

		9/13/21		01/10/2021

		9/14/21		04/10/2021

		9/15/21		05/10/2021

		9/16/21		06/10/2021

		9/17/21		07/10/2021

		9/18/21		07/10/2021

		9/19/21		07/10/2021

		9/20/21		08/10/2021

		9/21/21		11/10/2021

		9/22/21		12/10/2021

		9/23/21		13/10/2021

		9/24/21		14/10/2021

		9/25/21		14/10/2021

		9/26/21		14/10/2021

		9/27/21		15/10/2021

		9/28/21		18/10/2021

		9/29/21		19/10/2021

		9/30/21		20/10/2021

		10/1/21		21/10/2021





October

		October

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		10/1/21		21/10/2021

		10/2/21		21/10/2021

		10/3/21		21/10/2021

		10/4/21		22/10/2021

		10/5/21		25/10/2021

		10/6/21		26/10/2021

		10/7/21		27/10/2021

		10/8/21		28/10/2021

		10/9/21		28/10/2021

		10/10/21		28/10/2021

		10/11/21		29/10/2021

		10/12/21		01/11/2021

		10/13/21		02/11/2021

		10/14/21		03/11/2021

		10/15/21		04/11/2021

		10/16/21		04/11/2021

		10/17/21		04/11/2021

		10/18/21		05/11/2021

		10/19/21		08/11/2021

		10/20/21		09/11/2021

		10/21/21		10/11/2021

		10/22/21		11/11/2021

		10/23/21		11/11/2021

		10/24/21		11/11/2021

		10/25/21		12/11/2021

		10/26/21		15/11/2021

		10/27/21		16/11/2021

		10/28/21		17/11/2021

		10/29/21		18/11/2021

		10/30/21		18/11/2021

		10/31/21		18/11/2021





November

		November

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		11/1/21		19/11/2021

		11/2/21		22/11/2021

		11/3/21		23/11/2021

		11/4/21		24/11/2021

		11/5/21		25/11/2021

		11/6/21		25/11/2021

		11/7/21		25/11/2021

		11/8/21		26/11/2021

		11/9/21		29/11/2021

		11/10/21		30/11/2021

		11/11/21		01/12/2021

		11/12/21		02/12/2021

		11/13/21		02/12/2021

		11/14/21		02/12/2021

		11/15/21		03/12/2021

		11/16/21		06/12/2021

		11/17/21		07/12/2021

		11/18/21		08/12/2021

		11/19/21		09/12/2021

		11/20/21		09/12/2021

		11/21/21		09/12/2021

		11/22/21		10/12/2021

		11/23/21		13/12/2021

		11/24/21		14/12/2021

		11/25/21		15/12/2021

		11/26/21		16/12/2021

		11/27/21		16/12/2021

		11/28/21		16/12/2021

		11/29/21		17/12/2021

		11/30/21		20/12/2021

		12/1/21		21/12/2021





December

		December

		DATE		RE-TEST BY

		12/1/21		21/12/2021

		12/2/21		22/12/2021

		12/3/21		23/12/2021

		12/4/21		23/12/2021

		12/5/21		23/12/2021

		12/6/21		24/12/2021

		12/7/21		29/12/2021

		12/8/21		30/12/2021

		12/9/21		31/12/2021

		12/10/21		04/01/2022

		12/11/21		04/01/2022

		12/12/21		04/01/2022

		12/13/21		05/01/2022

		12/14/21		06/01/2022

		12/15/21		07/01/2022

		12/16/21		10/01/2022

		12/17/21		11/01/2022

		12/18/21		11/01/2022

		12/19/21		11/01/2022

		12/20/21		12/01/2022

		12/21/21		13/01/2022

		12/22/21		14/01/2022

		12/23/21		17/01/2022

		12/24/21		18/01/2022

		12/25/21		18/01/2022

		12/26/21		18/01/2022

		12/27/21		18/01/2022

		12/28/21		18/01/2022

		12/29/21		19/01/2022

		12/30/21		20/01/2022

		12/31/21		21/01/2022
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THIS AGREEMENT is dated:              .  
 
BETWEEN 
 
(1) The Secretary of State for Transport whose principal address is  
 Great Minster House, 33 Horseferry Road, London SW1P 4DR,  
 acting through the Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency (“DVSA”);  
 


 and 
 


(2) {ATF COMPANY NAME} (“ATF Party”) whose registered address is  
 {FULL REGISTERED ADDRESS} 
 Company Number: {NUMBER}. 
 
Background 
 
This Contract provides for the authorisation of Authorised Testing Facility sites by DVSA at which, 
as specified, statutory and other testing by DVSA may take place of certain categories of heavy 
goods vehicles, public service vehicles and/or Specialist Schemes. The Contract sets out the terms 
under which DVSA will permit the ATF Party to book Examiner’s time and for Examiner’s to attend 
at Authorised Testing Facility sites to carry out testing and/or authorisation for the provision of 
testing to Third Parties. 
 
This Contract replaces any previous authorisation by DVSA or any predecessor organisation and is 
awarded on the basis of a new assessment by DVSA of the capabilities of the ATF Party. 
 
 
NOW IT IS AGREED as follows; 
 
1. DEFINITIONS 
 In this Contract, unless the context otherwise requires, the following provisions shall have 


the meanings given to them below. 
 “the 1988 Act” means the Road Traffic Act 1988.  


“the 1981 Regulations” means the Motor Vehicles (Tests) Regulations 1981. 
“the 1988 Regulations” means the Goods Vehicles (Plating and Testing) Regulations 
1988. 
“Activation Meeting” means the meeting referred to in clause 22.13. 
“Affected Party” means either DVSA or the ATF Party who is, has been or may be 
affected by Force Majeure. 
“Applications” has the meaning given in clause 9.2. 
“ATF” means Authorised Test Facilities.  
“ATF Logo” means the Authorised Testing Facility logo as identified by DVSA in its 
DVSA ATF Brand Identity Guidelines. 
“ATF Requirements” means the physical, technical and other requirements, set out in 
Schedule 5 as the same may be modified or supplemented from time to time pursuant to 
clause 8.7. 
“ATF Sites” means those sites and buildings inclusive of the Test Area as described in 
Schedule 4 and as otherwise authorised under clause 3.2. 
“Authorisation” means the authorisation of an ATF Site by DVSA pursuant to clause 3.  
“Authorised Testing Facilities” means all sites authorised for the carrying on of 
Statutory Testing and Related Activities under an agreement on substantially the same 
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terms as this Contract and unless the context otherwise requires shall be deemed to 
include reference to the ATF Sites. 
“Authorised Testing Facility Provider” means the operators of Authorised Testing 
Facilities and, unless the context otherwise requires shall be deemed to include reference 
to the ATF Party. 
“Booking Policy” has the meaning given in clause 9.  
“Commencement Date” has the meaning given in clause 22.13 
“Confidential Information” means any information which has been designated in writing 
as confidential by either Party or which ought to be considered as confidential, however it 
is conveyed or in whatever media it is stored, including information the disclosure of 
which would, or would be likely to prejudice the commercial interests of any person, trade 
secrets, intellectual property rights and know-how of either Party. 
“Confirmed Reservation” shall be construed in accordance with paragraph 5 of 
Schedule 1 and clause 10 and, unless the context otherwise requires, “reservation” and 
“reserved” shall also be construed accordingly. 
“Contract” means this Contract together with its Schedules. 
“Contract Manager” means the person appointed from time to time by DVSA under 
clause 5.1. 
“Crown” means the government of the United Kingdom (including the Northern Ireland 
Executive Committee and the Northern Ireland Departments, the Scottish Executive and 
the National Assembly for Wales), including but not limited to, government ministers, 
government departments, government and particular bodies and government agencies 
and Crown Body shall be construed accordingly. 
“Day” means calendar day. 
“Default” means a breach of any obligation under this Contract by either Party (including 
but not limited to fundamental breach or breach of a fundamental term) or any other 
default, act, omission, negligence or negligent statement by either Party in connection 
with or in relation to the subject-matter of the Contract and in respect of which such Party 
is liable to the other. 
“DVSA ATF Brand Identity Guidelines” mean guidelines and directions in relation to 
the use of the ATF Logo published from time to time by DVSA on the website 
www.gov.uk or on such other website or via such other media as DVSA considers most 
appropriate. 
“Examiner” means an examiner appointed under Section 66A of the 1988 Act. 
“Execution date” means the date of this Contract. 
“Fees” means Statutory Fees and any other fees or charges for Testing specified by 
DVSA from time to time but does not include the Pit Fee and Reservation Fee. 
“Failed Draw Down” means when an ATF Provider does not have sufficient funds 
available to pay DVSA for the work in relation to Testing Session(s). The payment 
mechanism used by DVSA is set out in Schedule 2 of this Contract. 
“Force Majeure” means any event or occurrence which is outside the control of the 
Party concerned and which is not attributable to any act or failure to take preventative 
action by that Party, including fire, flood, violent storm, pestilence, explosion, malicious 
damage, armed conflict, acts of terrorism, nuclear, biological or chemical warfare, or any 
other disaster, natural or man-made. 
“Go-Live Date” means the date agreed by the Parties at the Activation Meeting. 
“Health and Safety Requirements” means the requirements referred to in clause 6.3.1. 
“HGV” means a goods vehicle to which the 1988 Regulations apply other than a trailer.  
“Inverted Appeal” means the investigation of a complaint concerning a vehicle that has 
been recently issued with a test certificate together with any necessary follow up action 
including the writing of a report. 
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“Month” means calendar month. 
“Non-Exclusive” in respect of a right granted under clause 7.5.1 means that DVSA, as 
the grantor of such a right, may itself exercise such a right and may authorise and assist 
others to exercise such right. 
“Open Access” has the meaning given in clause 7.14. 
“Party” means (except in relation to a Third Party) either of DVSA or the ATF Party.   
“Personal Data” has the meaning given to it in the Data Protection Act 1998. 
“Pit Fee” has the meaning given by clause 7.9. 
“Pit Fee Cap” has the meaning given by clause 7.11. 
“Prohibited Acts” means 
i.  offering, giving or agreeing to give to any employee of DVSA any gift or 


consideration of any kind as an inducement or reward: 
i.i  for doing or not doing (or for having done or not having done) any act in 


relation to the obtaining or performance of the Contract or any other contract 
with DVSA; or 


i.ii for showing or not showing favour or disfavour to any person in relation to the 
Contract or any other contract with DVSA; 


ii.   committing an offence: 
ii.i under the Prevention of Corruption Acts 1889-1916;  
ii.ii  under any applicable law creating offences in respect of fraudulent acts; or 
ii.iii at common law in respect of fraudulent acts in relation to the Contract or any 


other contract with DVSA;  
iii. any act or attempt to improperly influence the honesty and integrity of Testing or test 


results, by any means, including by seeking to pressurise an Examiner or any 
person acting on behalf of DVSA and by threats, harassment, bullying, verbal or 
physical abuse or howsoever; or 


iv. defrauding or attempting to defraud or conspiring to defraud DVSA. 
“PSV” means a vehicle falling within Class VI or VIA as described in regulation 5 of the 
1981 Regulations.  
“Quality Assurance Inspection” means an inspection carried out under clause 6.8 or 
6.9.  
“Regulations” means  
the 1981 Regulations; 
the 1988 Regulations; 
the Disability Discrimination Act 1995; 
the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (Fees) Regulations 1988; 
the International Transport of Goods under Cover of TIR Carnets(Fees) Regulations 
1988; 
the Motor Vehicles (Approval) Regulations 2001; 
the Motor Vehicles (Approval) (Fees) Regulations 2001; 
the Motor Cycles Etc. (Single Vehicle Approval) Regulations; 
the Motor Cycles Etc. (Single Vehicle Approval) (Fees) Regulations 2003; 
the Public Service Vehicles Accessibility Regulations 2000; 
the Public Service Vehicles (Conditions of Fitness, Equipment, Use and Certification) 
Regulations 1981; 
the Road Vehicles (Approval) Regulations 2009; 
the Road Vehicles (Individual Approvals) (Fees) Regulations 2009; 
the Road Vehicles (Registration and Licensing) Regulations 2002;and 
the Vehicle Excise (Design Weight Certificate) Regulations 1995.  
“Related Activities” means, in addition to Statutory Testing, any specialist tests, 
including voluntary tests and Inverted Appeals which may be undertaken at the ATF Site 
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including where an HGV or PSV is to travel abroad, to qualify for a reduced pollution 
certificate or carry dangerous or hazardous goods.  
“Reservation Fee” has the meaning given in clause 10.1. 
“Site Manager” means the person made available by the ATF Party at the ATF Site as 
the principal point of contact for Examiners pursuant to clause 6.5. 
“Specialist Schemes” means the Individual Vehicle Approval Schemes, Certificate of 
Initial Fitness Scheme and Motorcycle Single Vehicles Approval Scheme and any 
subsequent amendments thereto. 
“Statutory Fee” means the relevant fee as prescribed from time to time under applicable 
set of Regulations for the type of test, having regard to the description of vehicle, the time 
at which a test will take place and any subsequent amendments thereto.  
“Statutory Testing” means any test required to be undertaken pursuant to any of the 
Regulations including first examinations, periodical tests, or any re-test or appeal arising 
out of or resulting from such examination, test or re-test. 
“Test Area” means the physical area within the ATF Site for Statutory Testing and 
Related Activities as designated under Schedule 4 or as otherwise authorised under 
clause 3.2. 
“Testing” means the carrying out of Statutory Testing or Related Activities. 
“Testing Day” means a single Day for which there is a Confirmed Reservation for a 
Testing Session. 
“Testing Equipment” means the items which are required to conduct Statutory Testing 
and Related Activities and for related purposes and which are approved by DVSA. 
“Testing Session” means a continuous period of three and a half hours or as the case 
may be four and a half hours representing an Examiner’s time attending to carry out 
Testing in that period. 
“Third Party” means a person other than the ATF Party or DVSA. 
“Third Party Access” has the meaning given in clause 7.1 and includes where the 
context requires Open Access. 
“Third Party Confidential Information” means Confidential Information belonging to a 
Third Party which comes into the possession of either Party in connection with the 
performance of its obligations or exercise of its rights under this Contract. 
“Third Party Vehicle” means a vehicle for which Third Party Access is provided by the 
ATF Party. 
“Trailer” means a semi-trailer, converted dolly or trailer to which the 1988 Regulations 
and a trailer is a vehicle for the purposes of this Contract. 
“Variation” has the meaning given in clause 22.8.  
“Working Day” means every Day except other than Christmas Day, Boxing Day or New 
Year’s Day.  


 
2. INTERPRETATION 
2.1 The interpretation and construction of this Contract shall be subject to the following 


provisions of this clause 2. 
2.2 Unless the context otherwise requires or unless otherwise specified, words importing one 


gender import any other gender and words importing the singular import the plural and 
vice versa. 


2.3 Unless the context otherwise requires, references within this Contract to clauses and 
schedules are to clauses within and schedules to this Contract and reference to a clause 
includes a sub-clause. 


2.4 The headings to clauses and other parts of the Contract are for reference only and do not 
affect interpretation or construction of the Contract. 
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2.5 The words “include”, “includes” and “including” are to be construed as if they were 
immediately followed by the words “without limitation”. 


2.6 Any obligation on DVSA or the ATF Party to do any act or thing includes an obligation to 
procure that it be done and any obligation on DVSA or the ATF Party not to do any act or 
thing includes an obligation not to allow that act or thing to be done and to use its best 
endeavours to prevent such act or thing being done by a Third Party. 


2.7 Obligations owed by or to more than one person are owed by or to them jointly and 
severally. 


2.8 A reference to a person includes an individual, corporation, company, firm or partnership 
or government body or agency and includes their respective successors and permitted 
assigns or transferees. 


2.9 Unless otherwise specified, a reference to legislation (including subordinate legislation) or 
any provision thereof is to that legislation or provision as extended, amended, modified, 
consolidated, or re-enacted from time to time and includes any instrument, order, 
regulation, permission, consent, licence, notice, direction, byelaw, statutory guidance or 
code of practice made or granted under such legislation. 


2.10 A reference to a fee, charge or other payment is to a sum exclusive of any Value Added 
Tax that may be payable. 


 
3. AUTHORISATION OF ATF SITES 
3.1 DVSA authorises the sites identified in Schedule 4 as sites where, subject to the terms 


and conditions of this Contract, Statutory Testing and Related Activities may be 
conducted in relation to such categories of vehicles and subject to such restrictions as are 
set out in Schedule 4. 


3.2 An ATF Party may from time to time submit a written request to DVSA to include a site 
which was not included in Schedule 4 at the Commencement Date. Schedule 4 details 
sites authorised under this Contract as suitable for the conducting of Statutory Testing 
and Related Activities in relation to such categories of vehicles and activities as may be 
specified. DVSA will consider such requests and inform the ATF Party in writing of its 
decision.  


3.3 Where the ATF Party proposes for any reason to cease to operate a site specified in 
Schedule 4 for the purpose of Statutory Testing and Related Activities (other than a 
temporary cessation for maintenance or alterations) it shall notify DVSA within one month 
of its decision.  


 
4. CONTRACT PERIOD 
4.1 This Contract takes effect on the Commencement Date and shall remain in full force and 


effect unless and until terminated: 
4.1.1 by either Party by 12 months’ prior notice served on or after the fourth 


anniversary of the Commencement Date; or 
4.1.2 otherwise in accordance with clause 15. 


 
5. REPRESENTATIVES 
5.1 DVSA will appoint a Contract Manager who will have the power to act on behalf of DVSA 


in relation to this Contract. 
5.2 The ATF Party will appoint an ATF Representative, as detailed in Schedule 4, who will 


have the power to act on behalf of the ATF Party in relation to this Contract. 
5.3 Each Party will notify the other of the identity and contact details of its representative and 


of any replacement to that position on his or her appointment. 
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6. OBLIGATIONS OF THE ATF PARTY 
6.1 The ATF Party will act reasonably and in good faith in and about the performance of its 


obligations and the exercise of its rights under this Contract. 
6.2 The ATF Party undertakes to DVSA that during the term of the Contract it will provide and 


maintain its ATF Sites for the purposes of Statutory Testing and Related Activities 
authorised by the Contract and will at all times:  
6.2.1 maintain each ATF Site in accordance with, and to the required standards of, 


the ATF Requirements and comply with the ATF Requirements;  
6.2.2 maintain the Testing Equipment in full operating order, and ensure the Testing 


Equipment is calibrated at the required intervals all in accordance with the ATF 
Requirements;  


6.2.3 repair or replace as necessary any faulty or broken equipment as soon as 
reasonably practicable;  


6.2.4 ensure that the Test Area complies with the ATF Requirements at the start of 
each Testing Day; and 


6.2.5 comply with all changes to the ATF Requirements within the deadlines set by 
DVSA to enable Statutory Testing and Related Activities to continue to be 
carried out at its ATF Sites. 


6.3 The ATF Party will: 
6.3.1 comply with (and ensure compliance on the part of those in occupation or 


control of its ATF Sites) the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work etc. 
Act 1974 and any other acts, orders, regulations and codes of practice relating 
to health and safety in so far as any of the same apply in relation to or in 
connection with any persons at any time working on or otherwise using or 
present at its ATF Sites in connection with Statutory Testing or Related Activities 
or otherwise in connection with this Contract; 


6.3.2 promptly notify DVSA of any health and safety hazards which may exist at or 
arise on the ATF Site which might affect persons working or otherwise present 
there in connection with this Contract, Statutory Testing or Related Activities;  


6.3.3 not harass, bully, verbally or physically abuse, or discriminate against any 
employee of DVSA or person acting on its behalf and shall apply the principles 
set out in DVSA’s Dignity at Work (Harassment and Bullying in the Workplace) 
policy published from time to time on www.gov.uk;  


6.3.4 give any notices and obtain any licences, permissions or permits required by law 
in order to be able to fulfil its obligations under this Contract. 


6.4 Where at the request of the ATF Party the Examiner permits the driver of the vehicle 
presented for a test to be absent during the test, the ATF Party will ensure that a suitably 
qualified and insured person is available throughout the duration of the test to drive the 
vehicle and operate its controls as required by the Examiner to complete the test. 


6.5 The ATF Party will ensure that a suitably competent person is available throughout each 
Testing Day at each ATF Site (“the Site Manager”) as a principal point of contact for the 
Examiner and whose responsibilities will include: 
6.5.1 managing the day to day performance of the Contract in relation to that site and 


the related obligations;  
6.5.2 resolving any issues arising as a result of the carrying out of Statutory Testing 


and Related Activities with respect to the Testing Equipment and Third Parties 
other than where those issues relate to the result of the test or where, in the 
reasonable opinion of the Site Manager, they should be dealt with by way of 
dispute resolution pursuant to clause 18 (Dispute Resolution). 


 
6.6          Where DVSA agrees a ‘Confirmed Reservation’ for a 4.5 hour Testing Session the 
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               ATF Party shall ensure sufficient bookings are made to effectively use the Examiner’s 
 time; if the ATF Party fails to ensure this the provisions of paragraph 8 of Schedule 1, 
which sets out the ‘Fair Usage’ policy, shall apply. 


6.7 The ATF Party will inform DVSA of any changes to contact details and opening hours for 
booking testing at its ATF Sites as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event, no 
later than the Working Day preceding the Day in which the change will take effect.  


  
6.8 Quality Assurance Inspections 
 The ATF Party will permit the Contract Manager or any person nominated by him to act 


on behalf of DVSA to access and use its ATF Sites and Testing Equipment at any 
reasonable time in order to ensure that the ATF Requirements and all other obligations 
including but not limited to adherence to compliance with clause 6.3.1 of the ATF Party 
under this Contract have been and are continuing to be complied with and in connection 
with the management of its Examiners and other persons working for DVSA. In particular, 
but without limitation, the Contract Manager or nominated person shall be entitled to carry 
out such quality assurance of Testing procedures at the ATF Sites as he reasonably 
deems to be necessary and to inspect any documentation required to be kept by the ATF 
Party under this Contract including the equipment calibration log and to inspect and test 
the Testing Equipment. The ATF Party shall cooperate fully with the Contract Manager or 
nominated person in connection with the exercise of DVSA’s rights under this clause and 
shall provide, at its own cost, all such assistance to him as is reasonably required. 


6.9 Without prejudice to clause 6.8, DVSA shall be entitled to undertake at each ATF Site a 
full ATF Site and Testing Equipment Quality Assurance inspection at least once in each 
12 month period following the Commencement Date or the date on which the site was 
authorised if different. 


 
7. THIRD PARTY TESTING 
7.1 The ATF Party may provide access to an ATF Site to a Third Party in order that DVSA 


may carry out Testing at that site for the benefit of a Third Party (“Third Party Access”) 
which may include Open Access pursuant to clause 7.14 subject to the provisions of this 
clause.  


7.2 The ATF Party will in advance of providing Third Party Access to an ATF Site have first 
notified DVSA, whether as set out in Schedule 4 or, after the Commencement Date by 
notice to DVSA, of the provision for Third Party Access and of the level and type of 
access available for Third Parties at that site. 


7.3 Subject to clauses 7.4, 7.9, 7.10 and 7.16, the ATF Party may provide Third Party Access 
to an ATF Site on such reasonable terms and conditions as between itself and the Third 
Party as it considers appropriate and it shall be for the ATF Party to determine the 
amount of Third Party Access it wishes to make available to Third Parties and the Pit Fee 
(if any) that may be payable. 


7.4 When providing Third Party Access the ATF Party shall: 
7.5.1 ensure that a testing lane and all other necessary facilities are in place for 


Testing to be carried out on Third Party Vehicles.  
7.5.2 pay the Reservation Fee and all other Fees due to DVSA in relation to such 


Testing for a Third Party, in accordance with clause 11. 
7.5.3 ensure that the Third Party has to the extent allowed by law waived any rights it 


may have at any time to claim for loss or damage against DVSA on the same 
basis as set out in clause 16.3 and 16.4 between the ATF Party and DVSA and 
shall ensure that such waiver is enforceable by DVSA. 
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ATF Logo and Intellectual Property Rights  
7.5 Upon DVSA being notified in accordance with clause 7.2 that the ATF Party is making 


Third Party Access available at an ATF Site: 
7.5.1 DVSA as the owner of the intellectual property rights to the ATF Logo thereupon 


grants to the ATF Party (and to any subcontractor authorised by DVSA in 
occupation or control of the ATF Site) a Non-Exclusive licence to use the ATF 
Logo in relation to that site in accordance with the DVSA ATF Brand Identity 
Guidelines. 


7.5.2 the ATF Party, subject to any necessary planning permission, shall display the 
ATF Logo at the Site in accordance with the DVSA ATF Brand Identity 
Guidelines. 


7.6 A licence granted under clause 7.5.1 shall have effect in relation to an ATF Site from the 
Commencement Date, where DVSA is notified of Third Party Access in Schedule 4, or, 
where DVSA is notified after the Commencement Date, from the time the notice is given, 
until authorisation is withdrawn from that site or until termination of the Contract, 
whichever is the earlier. 


7.7 The ATF Party will use all reasonable endeavours to create and retain goodwill in the 
services operated under the ATF Logo and undertakes not to do any act which would or 
might: 
7.7.1 jeopardise or invalidate the registration of the ATF Logo; or 
7.7.2  prejudice the right or title of DVSA to the ATF Logo. 


7.8 The ATF Party will only use, reproduce and apply the ATF Logo (and will ensure that any 
subcontractor will only use, reproduce and apply the ATF Logo): 
7.8.1 in accordance with the DVSA ATF Brand Identity Guidelines;  
7.8.2 in connection with the performance of the Contract and in accordance with its 


provisions. 
 Pit Fee and Pit Fee Cap 
7.9 When providing Third Party Access, the ATF Party may charge the Third Party a Fee (a 


“Pit Fee”), subject to the Pit Fee Cap, in respect of each vehicle tested at the ATF Site for 
Testing and for access to the Testing Equipment, and may also be reimbursed for the 
amount of any Fees it has paid in respect of the Testing of Third Party Vehicles in 
accordance with this clause and clause 11. Without prejudice to the provision of other 
goods or services that are provided and which are not a necessary feature of access to 
the site and the Testing Equipment for Testing or of the charging of Fees for Testing, no 
other fee or charge, however described, may be levied on any Third Party by the ATF 
Party or any other person in relation to the Testing carried out on a Third Party Vehicle at 
the ATF Site.   


7.10 Under no circumstances may the amount of the Pit Fee (before the addition of any Value 
Added Tax) exceed the Pit Fee Cap. 


7.11 For the purposes of Clause 7.10, the Pit Fee Cap means the maximum fee that is 
payable at the time the test is carried out. The Pit Fee Caps are set out in Schedule 3 and 
published on the website www.gov.uk.   
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7.12 DVSA may from time to time amend the Pit Fee Cap, following engagement with 
Authorised Testing Facilities Providers and such other persons as it considers 
appropriate. The engagement to be in such form and over such period as DVSA 
reasonably considers appropriate and before any change takes effect, DVSA will give 
such further notice of the change as it reasonably considers appropriate. Notice under 
this clause may be given generally to all Authorised Testing Facilities Providers via 
publication on the website www.gov.uk or on such other website or via such other media 
as DVSA from time to time considers appropriate and shall be deemed served on 
publication.  


 
 Open Access 
7.14 Where the ATF Party   notifies DVSA under clause 7.2 that it proposes to provide access 


to the ATF Site for Testing for any Third Party applicant (“Open Access”) (subject to the 
categories of vehicles and restrictions that apply to the authorisation for that site), DVSA 
will be entitled to publish or arrange for the publication of details of the ATF Site as a site 
offering Third Party Testing on the website www.gov.uk or such other publicly available 
website or medium as it from time to time considers appropriate. Those details will 
include location and contact details of the ATF Site, opening hours during which bookings 
may be made, and the types of test that may be undertaken and types of vehicles 
approved for testing at that Site. Where changes to opening hours are notified by the ATF 
Party pursuant to clause 6.7, DVSA will update the  website www.gov.uk or other 
published material as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter. 


7.15 The ATF Party may cease to provide Open Access to an ATF Site on giving DVSA six 
months notice of its intention to do so.  


 Open Access Third Party Test Booking 
7.16 Where the ATF Party is undertaking to provide Open Access at a site, the ATF Party 


when requested to provide Third Party Access by a Third Party for a test: 
7.16.1 will provide Third Party Access, within the ATF Party’s stated hours of business, 


for the Day or Days requested by the Third Party or the next reasonably 
available date for the ATF Party for Third Party Access for Testing at that ATF 
Site; and 


7.16.2 will not refuse or fail to do so without reasonable cause. 
 
8. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF DVSA 
8.1 DVSA will act reasonably and in good faith in and about the performance of its obligations 


and the exercise of its rights under this Contract. 
8.2 DVSA will supply an Examiner to carry out Testing at an ATF Site during each Testing 


Session for which there is a Confirmed Reservation. DVSA may in its discretion meet its 
obligation in respect of any particular Testing Session by supplying one or more individual 
Examiners to cover the Examiner time of a Testing Session between them and for the 
avoidance of doubt the provisions of clauses 10.4 to 10.8 shall be construed accordingly. 


8.3 DVSA will ensure that at all times whilst he is present on an ATF Site, each Examiner 
complies with all relevant statutory requirements including those detailed at clause 6.3 
and any reasonable site rules relating to the operation of the relevant ATF Site which 
have been sent to DVSA in advance of the Examiner attending the ATF Site for the 
purpose of undertaking Statutory Testing and Related Activities. 


8.4 Upon completion of Statutory Testing, or Related Activities, the Examiner will provide to 
the ATF Party or the Third Party, as appropriate, the relevant documentation relating to 
the test result. As soon as reasonably practicable following the completion of Testing, 
DVSA will enter all the test results onto the relevant DVSA electronic database. 
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8.5 DVSA will provide feedback where appropriate to the ATF Party on the results of any 
Quality Assurance Inspection concerning the ATF Party’s compliance with the ATF 
Requirements and its obligations under the Contract.  


8.6 DVSA will use its reasonable endeavours to: 
8.6.1 minimise any impact and disruption to the ATF Party and ATF Site as a result of 


a Quality Assurance Inspection; and 
8.6.2 return the ATF Site and Testing Equipment to the condition present at the time 


DVSA began the Quality Assurance Inspection. 
8.7 DVSA may from time to time by notice to the ATF Party modify or supplement the ATF 


Requirements where it reasonably considers this necessary or desirable in consequence 
of any change to Statutory Testing requirements or Related Activities requirements, the 
introduction of any new type of vehicle test, any change to any applicable legal 
requirement including Health and Safety Requirements or where DVSA otherwise 
reasonably considers this necessary or desirable in connection with the efficient and 
effective conduct of Testing.  


8.8 For the purposes of clause 8.7 notice of a change given to an ATF Party may be given 
generally to all Authorised Testing Facility Providers by publication by DVSA on the 
website www.gov.uk or such other publicly available website or medium as DVSA from 
time to time considers most appropriate and such notice shall be deemed to be effectively 
served on the date of such publication. 


8.9 If an Examiner reasonably considers the Test Area or Testing Equipment unfit to conduct 
Statutory Testing or Related Activities in a safe and legally compliant manner, he may not 
undertake such Testing using the affected Test Area or Testing Equipment until the 
defects have been remedied to the reasonable satisfaction of DVSA.   


8.10 If an Examiner suspends Testing at an ATF Site pursuant to clause 8.9 the Examiner or 
the Contract Manager (or a person nominated by him to act on behalf of DVSA) shall 
confirm this to the Site Manager as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter. If, as a 
result of such suspension, Testing cannot be carried out for one or more Testing 
Sessions for which there are Confirmed Reservations until the ATF Party remedies the 
defects identified, those Reservations will be deemed to have been cancelled by the ATF 
Party by notice served at the time when confirmation is provided to the Site Manager 
under this clause 8.10. 


8.11 For the avoidance of doubt, an Examiner may decline to carry out Testing on any vehicle 
where, in his reasonable opinion, the vehicle is not presented in a fit condition for Testing 
or in accordance with any other relevant requirements of the applicable Regulations or, 
testing regime in the case of Related Activities.  


 
9. BOOKING PROCESS 
9.1 The Parties agree to comply with the Booking Policy, which is set out in Schedule 1. The 


Booking Policy is published from time to time by DVSA on the website www.gov.uk, or on 
such other website or via such other media as DVSA from time to time considers 
appropriate. 


9.2 Applications to reserve Examiner time for the carrying out of Testing in a Testing Session 
at an ATF Site (“Applications”) must be made in accordance with the Booking Policy. 


9.3 DVSA may amend the Booking Policy at any time.  Before any change takes effect DVSA 
will consider whether and to what extent it should seek the views of Authorised Testing 
Facilities Providers and such other persons as it considers appropriate.  DVSA will give 
reasonable notice of any change which may be given generally to all Authorised Testing 
Facilities Providers via publication on the website www.gov.uk or on such other website 
or via such other media as DVSA from time to time considers appropriate and shall be 
deemed served on publication. 
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10. CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS 
10.1 In this Contract a “Reservation Fee” means a fee charged by DVSA for the reservation of 


an Examiner to attend at an ATF Site to carry out Testing during a Testing Session(s).   
10.2 The Booking Policy, which is Schedule 1, details the numerous Testing Session options 


that are available in a Working Day. The calculation of the Reservation Fee is detailed in 
Schedule 3 of this Contract.  


10.3  DVSA may amend the Reservation Fee at any time.  Where DVSA proposes to increase 
the Reservation Fee by an amount which is greater than percentage change in the 
current (at the time of giving notice of the increase) Office of National Statistics Consumer 
Price Index from the same index at April 2015 or the date on which DVSA last proposed 
an increase to the Reservation fee (whichever is the later) it will consult Authorised 
Testing Facilities Providers and such other persons as it considers appropriate.  The 
consultation to be in such form and over such period as DVSA reasonably considers 
appropriate and before any change takes effect,  


 DVSA will give reasonable notice of any change which may be given generally to all 
Authorised Testing Facilities Providers via publication on the website www.gov.uk or on 
such other website or via such other media as DVSA from time to time considers 
appropriate and shall be deemed served on publication. 


 
10.4 If the late arrival of an Examiner at an ATF Site 2 hours or more after the start of a 


Testing Session for which there is a Confirmed Reservation delays the start of Testing for 
that time, DVSA will pay the ATF Party a sum that is equal to the Reservation Fee (net of 
any VAT) for that Testing Session.  


10.5 Where an Examiner fails to complete a Testing Session for which there is a Confirmed 
Reservation, DVSA will not to be entitled under paragraph 8 of Schedule 3 to retain the 
amount by which the Reservation Fee for that period exceeds the aggregate amount of 
Fees for which the ATF Party or any other person is liable in respect of Testing carried 
out during that Testing Session. 


10.6 Subject to clause 10.7, for the purposes of clause 10.5, an Examiner will fail to complete 
a Testing Session if he does not remain at the ATF Site: 
10.5.1 until the end of the Testing Session as originally scheduled; or 
10.6.2 where he has arrived at the ATF Site after the start of the Testing Session, until 


the end of an equivalent period after the originally scheduled end of the Testing 
Session. 


10.7 An Examiner shall not be taken to have failed to complete a Testing Session under 
clause 10.5 if any person at the ATF Site reasonably in a position to know has indicated 
that no more vehicles are expected to be presented for Testing for the remaining part of 
that Testing Session (whether as originally scheduled or as extended when an Examiner 
has arrived late) and the Site Manager (or other person on behalf of the ATF Party whom 
the Examiner may reasonably take to be deputising for the Site Manager) agrees that the 
Examiner may leave before the Testing Session is completed. 


10.8 Where DVSA does not provide an Examiner at all for a Testing Session for which there is 
a Confirmed Reservation, DVSA will: 
10.8.1 pay the ATF Party a sum that is equal to the Reservation Fee (net of any VAT) 


for that Testing Session; 
10.8.2 refund Reservation Fee paid for that Testing Session, via the Payments Policy, 


contained in Schedule 2; 
10.8.3 provide a credit, via the Payment Policy contained in Schedule 2, with the 


amount of any Fees paid in advance by the ATF Party in respect of tests that 
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could reasonably have been expected to be undertaken by an Examiner in that 
Testing Session; and 


10.8.4 offer to make an Examiner available for an alternative Testing Session to carry 
out Testing at the ATF Site for a Testing Session not more than three (3) 
Working Days after the Day of the Testing Session for which no Examiner was 
provided. 


10.9 If the ATF Party accepts a reservation for a replacement Examiner offered under clause 
10.8.4, there will be a Confirmed Reservation in respect of that Examiner for the Testing 
Session in question and all the provisions of this Contract relating to Confirmed 
Reservations including this clause and clause 11 will then apply to that Reservation. 


10.10 For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of this clause will not apply where clause 13 
(Force Majeure) applies but, without prejudice to clause 13.4, DVSA will use reasonable 
endeavours, where an Examiner is unable to attend or complete a Confirmed Reservation 
by reason of Force Majeure, to offer a reservation for an alternative Testing Session as 
soon as reasonably practicable thereafter. 


 
 
11. PAYMENTS 
11.1 The Parties agree to comply with the Payments Policy, set out in Schedule 2. The 


Payments Policy is published from time to time by DVSA on the website www.gov.uk, or 
on such other website or via such other media as DVSA from time to time considers 
appropriate). 


11.2 DVSA may amend the payment mechanism within Payments Policy at any time. Before 
making a material change to payments mechanism DVSA will consider whether and to 
what extent it should seek the views of Authorised Testing Facilities Providers and such 
other persons as it considers appropriate. DVSA will give reasonable notice of any 
change which may be given generally to all Authorised Testing Facilities Providers via 
publication on the website www.gov.uk or on such other website or via such other media 
as DVSA from time to time considers appropriate and shall be deemed served on 
publication. 


 
12. PAYMENTS IN RELATION TO RE-EXAMINATIONS AND APPEALS 
12.1 If a vehicle has been re-examined by an Examiner pursuant to a right of appeal and 


DVSA has determined that all or part of the re-examination Fee shall be refunded, DVSA 
shall either provide a credit, via the Payments Policy contained in Schedule 2, of the 
amount paid by the ATF Party or where the person who paid the Fee where that person 
was not the ATF Party refund that amount directly to that person. 


12.2 Where an amount is credited to the ATF Party, via the Payments Policy contained in 
Schedule 2, under clause 12.1, the ATF Party shall refund the same amount to any Third 
Party which has previously paid an equivalent sum to the ATF Party for it to arrange for 
the presentation of the vehicle for re-examination on appeal. If no such sum has been 
paid in advance, the ATF Party will discharge any liability owing to it by the Third Party in 
respect thereof. The ATF Party will also, in such a case, refund the whole of any 
applicable Pit Fee paid for such re-examination, or a proportionate part thereof if only a 
part of the re-examination Fee has been refunded by DVSA or, where no Pit Fee has 
been paid in advance, will discharge any liability of the Third Party for that Pit Fee or part 
thereof, as the case may be. 


12.3 DVSA will credit, via the Payments Policy contained in Schedule 2, the amount of any Pit 
Fee or part thereof which the ATF Party has refunded under clause 12.2 subject to the 
ATF Party providing satisfactory evidence of such refund having been made. 
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13. FORCE MAJEURE 
13.1 If either Party is or could reasonably be expected to be materially hindered, prevented or 


delayed from performing any of its obligations under the Contract by reason of Force 
Majeure such obligations will be suspended (to the extent affected) for a period equal to 
the duration of Force Majeure or otherwise as agreed between the Parties. However, if 
such Force Majeure prevents the Affected Party from performing its material obligations 
under the Contract for a period in excess of ninety (90) consecutive Days, (which in the 
case of an obligation in relation to an ATF Site means performance in relation to all ATF 
Sites under the Contract), either Party will have the right to terminate the Contract with 
immediate effect by giving notice to the other Party.  


13.2 The provisions contained in clause 13.1 will not apply where the Affected Party’s 
hindrance in performing, or inability to perform, its obligations during a Force Majeure 
under the Contract could have been reasonably avoided or mitigated by the maintenance 
of business continuity and disaster recovery plans and the implementation of such plans. 


13.3 If either Party becomes aware of Force Majeure which gives rise to, or is likely to give rise 
to, any failure or delay on its part as described in clause 13.1, it will immediately notify the 
other Party by the most expeditious method then available and will inform the other of the 
period for which it is estimated that such failure or delay will continue. 


13.4 The Affected Party will use all reasonable endeavours to minimise the effects of Force 
Majeure. 


13.5 The Affected Party will as soon as reasonably practicable following the cessation of Force 
Majeure notify the other Party in writing of that cessation and will immediately resume full 
performance of its obligations under the Contract except where otherwise agreed 
between the Parties pursuant to clause 13.1. 


13.6 Except to the extent expressly stated in this Contract neither Party will be released from 
any of its obligations under the Contract as a result of Force Majeure. 


 
14. SUSPENSION OF AUTHORISATION AND OF DVSA TESTING 
14.1 Without prejudice to any of its rights under clause 15 (Termination), DVSA may suspend 


Authorisation of any ATF Site in accordance with the provisions of this clause by giving 
notice to the ATF Party specifying the nature of the fault and requiring the fault to be 
remedied within two (2) Months of the date of the notice or as otherwise specified by 
DVSA. 


14.2 Authorisation may be suspended where: 
14.2.1 in DVSA’s reasonable opinion, the ATF Party has materially breached or is in 


material breach of any of its obligations under clauses 6.2 and 6.3 in relation to 
that ATF Site;  or  


14.2.2 the ATF Party charges a Third Party a Pit Fee in relation to that site which 
exceeds the Pit Fee Cap. 


14.3 For the duration of any suspension of Authorisation, DVSA will not provide Examiner’s to 
the suspended ATF Site, any Confirmed Reservations for that site during that period will 
be deemed cancelled by the ATF Party, and DVSA shall not be required to accept any 
Applications to reserve an Examiner at that site.  


14.4 The ATF Party will have the right to appeal the suspension of Authorisation by way of the 
dispute resolution process outlined in clause 18 but that appeal will not delay the 
suspension or the time required for remedial work to be completed pursuant to clause 
14.1 and shall not prejudice the operation of clause 14.3 pending the resolution of that 
appeal. 


14.5 Subject to any successful appeal under clause 14.4, a suspension imposed under this 
clause will remain in force until DVSA gives notice to the ATF Party that it has been lifted. 
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Where DVSA is notified by the ATF Party that the fault has been remedied DVSA will 
verify within 7 Days of the notification whether the fault has been remedied and as soon 
as DVSA is satisfied, acting reasonably, that the fault has been remedied will give notice 
that the suspension has been lifted.  Where the fault concerns the ATF Party charging a 
Third Party a Pit Fee in excess of the Pit Fee Cap, the fault shall be treated as having 
been remedied when DVSA has been provided with evidence on which it may reasonably 
be satisfied that the excess charge has been refunded to the Third Party. 


 
15. WITHDRAWAL OF AUTHORISATION AND TERMINATION 
 Withdrawal of Authorisation 
15.1  DVSA will have the right to withdraw authorisation of an ATF Site with immediate effect 


by notice where: 
15.1.1 the ATF Party fails to remedy the faults detailed in a notice of suspension of 


Authorisation within the required time frame pursuant to clause 14.1. 
15.1.2 the ATF Party undertake any activities which negatively affect the fair usage 


policy, contained in the Booking Policy, for a period of time. For the sake of 
clarity the period of time may be in blocks (e.g. weeks or months) and/or specific 
Days. 


15.1.3 if a notice or notices is/are served in relation to a Failed Draw Down for a period 
of time. For the sake of clarity the period of time may be in blocks (eg weeks or 
months) and/or specific Days.   


15.1.4 if on three or more occasions in any twelve month period DVSA has served a 
notice on in relation to a Failed Draw Down on the ATF Party. 


15.1.5 conviction of the Authorised Testing Facility Provider, a partner of the 
Authorised Testing Facility Provider, a director of the Authorised Testing Facility 
Provider or a manager of the Authorised Testing Facility Provider - whether or 
not the conviction arises from his/her action in connection with the ATF scheme 
- for any criminal offence in circumstances that, in DVSA's opinion, may have 
damaged the repute or the integrity of the ATF scheme, particularly where the 
offence is connected with the ATF scheme or the motor trade.  


Effect of Withdrawal of Authorisation 
15.2 Upon the withdrawal of Authorisation of an ATF Site under clause 15.1, where that occurs 


without termination of the Contract under clause 15.3, or under clause 15.5.2, the 
following provisions of this clause 15.2 shall have effect: 
15.2.1 DVSA will, having deducted any amount due to DVSA in relation to the ATF Site 


which has lost its authorisation whether pursuant to the Contract or on account 
of unpaid Fees, as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event within 5 
Working Days, return by way of electronic transfer to an account nominated by 
the ATF Party, the total amount owing to the ATF Party’s for that ATF Site. 


15.2.2 the ATF Party will immediately cease to display the ATF Logo at that ATF Site 
and cease use of the ATF Logo in relation to that site.  


15.2.3 all outstanding Confirmed Reservations will be deemed cancelled for that ATF 
Site. 


15.2.4 where there were Confirmed Reservations timed to take place not more than 7 
Days after the date on which the withdrawal of authorisation takes effect, the 
Reservation Fee in respect of those Confirmed Reservations will remain payable 
and any sums which have already been deducted by DVSA pursuant to clause 
11 in connection with such Confirmed Reservations will not be refundable.  
DVSA will have no liability in relation to any Confirmed Reservations under 
clause 10 but may make such arrangements as it sees fit in its absolute 
discretion in relation to them, and for the avoidance of doubt where any tests are 
carried out by DVSA, the ATF Party will remain liable for any Fees owing in 
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respect thereof save to the extent that liability has been discharged by the 
payment of a Reservation Fee. 


15.2.5 the ATF Party will assist and co-operate with DVSA and other Authorised 
Testing Facilities and Third Parties where appropriate to ensure the orderly and 
convenient transition and completion of any previously Confirmed Reservations 
in all respects, including where advance payment has been made by a Third 
Party to the ATF Party, without inconvenience or additional cost to the Third 
Party.  


15.2.6 the ATF Party will immediately return to DVSA or permit DVSA to access the 
ATF Site to retrieve: 
15.2.6.1 all Confidential Information, Personal Information and Intellectual 


Property materials in the ATF Party’s possession in relation to 
performance of the Contract at that ATF Site which were obtained in 
the course of the Contract;  


15.2.6.2 all property belonging to DVSA and stored at the ATF Sites or loaned 
to the ATF Party in connection with the performance of the Contract. 


15.2.7 upon request the ATF Party will provide all information concerning the provision 
of Statutory Testing and Related Activities at that ATF Site which may 
reasonably be requested by DVSA for the purposes of adequately 
understanding the manner in which Statutory Testing and Related Activities 
have been provided. 


 Termination  
15.3 The withdrawal of authorisation of an ATF Site under clause 15.1 where that site was the 


only ATF Site authorised under the Contract, shall operate to terminate the Contract with 
immediate effect.  


15.4 DVSA will have the right to terminate the Contract with immediate effect by notice where 
the ATF Party: 
15.4.1 commits a Default, other than the types specified in clause 14.2, and has not 


remedied that Default to the satisfaction of DVSA within 30 Days, or such other 
period as may be specified by DVSA, on a breach by breach basis, after service 
of a notice specifying the Default and requesting it to be remedied;  


15.4.2 commits a Default which is in material breach of the Contract, including a breach 
of clause 22.10;    


15.4.3 commits a Default which is ongoing and which in the reasonable opinion of 
DVSA is not capable of remedy;  


15.4.4 undergoes a change of control within the meaning of section 416 of the Income 
and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 without the prior written consent of DVSA. 


15.4.5 if DVSA do not consider sufficient financial resources are available. 
15.4.6 conviction of the Authorised Testing Facility Provider, a partner of the 


Authorised Testing Facility Provider, a director of the Authorised Testing Facility 
Provider or a manager of the Authorised Testing Facility Provider - whether or 
not the conviction arises from his/her action in connection with the ATF scheme 
- for any criminal offence in circumstances that, in DVSA's opinion, may have 
damaged the repute or the integrity of the ATF scheme, particularly where the 
offence is connected with the ATF scheme or the motor trade. 


15.4.7 the ATF Party serves a notice under clause 3.3, the result of which no sites are 
authorised under Schedule 4 of this Contract. 


15.5 Unless otherwise specified in this Contract, the ATF Party will have the right: 
15.5.1 to terminate the Contract with immediate effect by notice where during any 


rolling year period DVSA has failed to provide an Examiner at all for five percent 
or more of Testing Sessions for which a Confirmed Reservation was in force;  
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15.5.2 in respect of an ATF Site for which, during any rolling year period, DVSA has 
failed to provide an Examiner at all for five percent or more of Testing Sessions 
for which a Confirmed Reservation was in force at that site, to notify DVSA that 
the ATF Site should cease to be authorised and on receipt of that notice: 
15.5.2.1 DVSA shall withdraw the Authorisation of the site with immediate 


effect; and 
15.5.2.2 the provisions of clause 15.2 shall have effect in relation to that site.  


15.6 DVSA will have the right to terminate the Contract with immediate effect by written notice 
where the ATF Party is a company and in respect of that company: 
15.6.1 a proposal is made for a voluntary arrangement within Part I of the Insolvency 


Act 1986 or for any other composition scheme or arrangement with, or 
assignment for the benefit of, its creditors;  


15.6.2 a resolution for its winding-up is passed and/or shareholders meeting is 
convened for the purpose of considering a resolution that it be wound up (other 
than as part of, and exclusively for the purpose of, a bona fide reconstruction or 
amalgamation);  


15.6.3 a petition is presented for its winding up (which is not dismissed within 14 Days 
of its service) or an application is made for the appointment of a provisional 
liquidator or a creditors’ meeting is convened pursuant to section 98 of the 
Insolvency Act 1986;  


15.6.4 a receiver, administrative receiver or similar officer is appointed over the whole 
or any part of its business or assets;  


15.6.5 an application order is made either for the appointment of an administrator or for 
an administration order, an administrator is appointed, or notice of intention to 
appoint an administrator is given;  


15.6.6 it is or becomes insolvent within the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency 
Act 1986;  


15.6.7 being a “small company” for the purposes of Part 15 of the Companies Act 
2006, a moratorium comes into force pursuant to Schedule A1 of the Insolvency 
Act 1986; or 


15.6.8 any event similar to those listed in this clause 15.6.1 to 15.6.7 occurs under the 
law of any other jurisdiction. 


15.7 DVSA will have the right to terminate the Contract with immediate effect by written notice  
 where the ATF Party is an individual or partnership and where: 


15.7.1 an application for an interim order is made pursuant to sections 252-253 of the 
Insolvency Act 1986 or a proposal is made for any composition scheme or 
arrangement with, or assignment for the benefit of, the ATF Party’s creditors;  


15.7.2 a petition is presented and not dismissed within 14 Days or order made for the 
ATF Party’s bankruptcy; 


15.7.3 a receiver, or similar officer is appointed over the whole or any part of the ATF 
Party’s assets or a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver or similar 
officer over the whole or any part of his assets; 


15.7.4 the ATF Party is unable to pay his debts or has no reasonable prospect of doing 
so, in either case within the meaning of section 268 of the Insolvency Act 1986; 


15.7.5 a creditor or encumbrancer attaches or takes possession of, or a distress, 
execution, sequestration or other such process is levied or enforced on or sued 
against, the whole or any part of the ATF Party’s assets and such attachment or 
process is not discharged within 14 Days; 


15.7.6 he dies or is adjudged incapable of managing his affairs within the meaning of 
Part VII of the Mental Capacity Act 2005; or  
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15.7.7 he suspends or ceases, or threatens to suspend or cease, to carry on all or a 
substantial part of his business. 


 Effect of Termination 
15.8 Upon termination DVSA will, having deducted any amount due to DVSA pursuant to the 


Contract or on account of unpaid Fees, as soon as reasonably practicable and in any 
event within 5 Working Days, return by way of electronic transfer to an account 
nominated by the ATF Party, the total amount owing to the ATF Party. 


15.9 Subject to clause 15.10, upon termination, all outstanding Confirmed Reservations will be 
deemed cancelled.  


15.10 Where DVSA has terminated the Contract, other than by expiry on notice under clause 
4.1.1, and where there are Confirmed Reservations for Testing Sessions timed to take 
place not more than 7 Days after the date on which termination takes effect, the 
Reservation Fee in respect of those Confirmed Reservations will remain payable and any 
sums which have already been deducted by DVSA pursuant to clause 11 in connection 
with such Confirmed Reservations will not be refundable. DVSA will have no liability 
under clause 10 in relation to any such Confirmed Reservations but may make such 
arrangements as it sees fit in its absolute discretion in relation thereto and, for the 
avoidance of doubt where any tests are carried out by DVSA, the ATF Party will remain 
liable for any Fees owing in respect thereof save to the extent that liability has been 
discharged by the payment of a Reservation Fee.  


15.11 Upon termination, the ATF Party will:  
15.11.1 immediately return to DVSA or permit DVSA to access the ATF Sites to retrieve: 


15.11.1.1 all Confidential Information, Personal Information and Intellectual 
Property materials in its possession relating to the performance of the 
Contract at the ATF Site which were obtained in the course of the 
Contract; and 


15.11.1.2 all property belonging to DVSA and stored at the ATF Sites or loaned 
to the ATF Party in connection with the performance of the Contract. 


15.11.2 immediately cease to display the ATF Logo and cease use of the ATF Logo in 
relation to that site; 


15.11.3 assist and co-operate with DVSA and other Authorised Testing Facilities and 
Third Parties where appropriate to ensure the orderly and convenient transition 
and completion of any previously Confirmed Reservations in all respects, 
including, where advance payment has been made by a Third Party to the ATF 
Party, without inconvenience or additional cost to the Third Party; and 


15.11.4 upon request provide all information concerning the provision of Statutory 
Testing and Related Activities at that ATF Site which may reasonably be 
requested by DVSA for the purposes of adequately understanding the manner in 
which Statutory Testing and Related Activities have been provided. 


15.12 Save as otherwise expressly provided in this Contract: 
15.12.1 termination of this Contract shall be without prejudice to any rights, remedies or 


obligations accrued under this Contract prior to termination and nothing in this 
Contract shall prejudice any amount outstanding at such termination; and  


15.12.2 termination of this Contract shall not affect the continuation of any rights, 
remedies or obligations of either Party under this clause or clauses 7 (Third 
Party Access, Pit Fees and Intellectual Property Rights), 11 (Payment), 12 
(Payments in relation to re-examinations and appeals), 17 (Confidentiality and 
Data Protection), 19 (Third Party Rights), 20 (Assignment), and 22 
(Miscellaneous) which are expressed to have or are capable of having effect 
after termination.  
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16. LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE 
16.1 Neither Party excludes or limits liability to the other Party for death or personal injury 


caused by its negligence. 
16.2 The ATF Party will indemnify and keep DVSA indemnified against any and all claims, 


proceedings, actions, damages, costs, expenses and any other liabilities which may arise 
out of or in consequence of any Default on the part of the ATF Party including in respect 
of its performance, purported performance or non-performance of any of its obligations 
under this Contract, including in respect of any death or personal injury, or loss of or 
damage to property, save to the extent that any act or neglect of DVSA (including any 
failure to use reasonable endeavours to mitigate any such claims, proceedings, actions, 
damages, costs, expenses or other liabilities ) contributed to the same. 


16.3 Subject always to clause 16.1, DVSA shall have no liability for any loss howsoever arising 
from: 
16.3.1 the circumstances set out in clause 10.4, other than as provided in that clause; 
16.3.2 the circumstances set out in clause 10.5, other than as provided in that clause; 
16.3.3 the circumstances set out in clause 10.8, other than as provided in that clause. 


16.4 Subject always to clause 16.1, and without prejudice to clauses 16.2 and 16.3, for no 
Default will either Party be liable to the other for: 
16.4.1 loss of profits, business, revenue or goodwill; and/or 
16.4.2 Indirect or consequential loss or damage, including any loss arising out of the 


unavailability or restriction on use of any vehicle. 
16.5 The ATF Party must hold employer’s liability insurance in respect of its staff in 


accordance with any legal requirement from time to time in force. 
16.6 The ATF Party will effect and maintain with a reputable insurance company a policy or 


policies of insurance with a suitable excess providing an adequate level of cover in 
respect of all risks which may be incurred by the ATF Party arising out of the 
performance, purported performance or non-performance by the ATF Party of its 
obligations under this Contract, including death or personal injury, loss of or damage to 
property or any other loss. Such policies shall be maintained for the duration of the 
Contract and a minimum of 6 (six) years following the termination of the Contract. 


16.7 The ATF Party shall provide DVSA, on request, with copies of all insurance policies 
referred to in this clause or a broker’s verification of insurance to demonstrate that the 
appropriate cover is in place, together with receipts or other evidence of payment of the 
latest premiums due under those policies. 


16.8 The provisions of any insurance or the amount of cover shall not relieve the ATF Party of 
any liabilities under this Contract. 


 
17. CONFIDENTIALITY AND DATA PROTECTION 
17.1 Except to the extent set out in this clause or where disclosure is expressly permitted or 


required elsewhere in this Contract, each Party shall: 
17.1.1 treat the other Party's Confidential Information and Third Party Confidential 


Information as confidential and safeguard it accordingly; 
17.1.2 not disclose, communicate or publish the other Party’s Confidential Information 


or any Third Party’s Confidential Information to anyone without the express 
consent of the owner of that information, except to its employees on a need to 
know basis only and in connection with the performance of the Contract and 


17.1.3 comply with all its obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998 in relation to 
the processing of Personal Data for which it becomes responsible pursuant to or 
in connection with the performance of its obligations or exercise of its rights 
under this Contract. 
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17.2 The provisions contained in clause 17.1 will not apply to the extent that:  
17.2.1 such disclosure is a legal or Parliamentary requirement placed upon the Party 


making the disclosure, including any requirements for disclosure under the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000, or the Environmental Information Regulations 
2004;  


17.2.2 such disclosure is for the purposes of any examination pursuant to Section 6(1) 
of the National Audit Act 1983 of the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with 
which DVSA has used its resources;  


17.2.3 such disclosure is required by an order of any court within the jurisdiction;  
17.2.4 such information was in the possession of the Party making the disclosure 


without obligation of confidentiality prior to its disclosure;  
17.2.5 such information was obtained from a third party without obligation of 


confidentiality;  
17.2.6 such information was already in the public domain at the time of disclosure 


otherwise than by a breach of the Contract;  
17.2.7 in the case of Third Party Confidential Information, disclosure is by the ATF 


Party or DVSA to the other in connection with the performance of the Contract 
or is information on test pass statistics provided by DVSA to manufacturers in 
relation to particular dealerships or maintainers. 


17.3 DVSA may disclose any Confidential Information acquired by it under or pursuant to the 
Contract without the prior consent of the other Party if such disclosure is made in good 
faith to any outside consultants or advisers engaged by or on behalf of DVSA and acting 
in that capacity, upon obtaining from such consultants or advisers an undertaking of 
confidentiality equivalent to that contained in clause 17.1. 


17.4 Each Party will use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that any government department 
or employee to whom the other Party’s Confidential Information is disclosed pursuant to 
this clause is made aware of these obligations of confidentiality. 


17.5 Nothing in this agreement shall prevent DVSA from disclosing any Confidential 
Information to any Crown Body.  All Crown Bodies  receiving such Confidential 
Information shall be entitled to further disclose the Confidential Information to other Crown 
Bodies on the basis that the information is confidential as is not to be disclosed to a third 
part which is not part of any Crown Body . 


 
18. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
18.1 In the event of any dispute or difference (a “dispute”) arising out of or in connection with 


this Contract, including any question regarding its existence, performance, interpretation, 
validity, construction or termination, then either Party may serve a written notice of 
dispute on the other Party which adequately identifies, and provides details of, the 
dispute. 


18.2 Within 7 Days or otherwise as arranged between the Parties, of service of a notice of 
dispute pursuant to clause 18.1, the representatives identified in clause 5 will meet to 
resolve the dispute by negotiation. 


18.3 If the Parties representatives are unable to resolve the dispute within 30 Days of service 
of the notice of dispute, the dispute will be escalated where possible to the Parties 
representatives’ senior managers. 


18.4 If the senior managers are unable to resolve the dispute within 14 Days of being notified 
of the dispute, the Parties may agree to refer the dispute to mediation.  In such 
circumstances the mediator will be appointed by agreement between the Parties, or, if 
they are unable to agree upon a mediator within 10 Working Days after a request by one 
Party to the other or if the mediator agreed upon is unable or unwilling to act, either Party 
shall within 10 Working Days from the date of the proposal to appoint a mediator or within 
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10 Working Days of notice to either Party from the mediator that he is unable or unwilling 
to act, apply to the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution or other mediation provider to 
appoint a mediator. 


18.5 Unless otherwise agreed, all negotiations connected with the dispute and any settlement 
agreement relating to it shall be conducted in confidence and without prejudice to the 
rights of the Parties in any future proceedings. 


18.6 If the Parties reach agreement on the resolution of the dispute, the agreement shall be 
recorded in writing and shall be binding on the Parties once it is signed by the Party’s 
representatives. 


18.7 Failing agreement, either of the Parties may invite the mediator to provide a non-binding 
but informative written opinion.  Such an opinion shall be provided on a without prejudice 
basis and shall not be used in evidence in any proceedings relating to the Contract 
without the prior written consent of both Parties. 


18.8 If the dispute is not resolved through the process set out at clauses 18.2, 18.3, or 18.4 or 
either Party reasonably believes that the dispute is not capable of resolution in such way, 
the Parties will be free to commence any claim, legal action or proceeding. 


18.9 Notwithstanding the existence of a dispute, each Party will continue to perform its 
obligations hereunder, and nothing will prevent a Party from seeking interim or 
interlocutory relief in the English courts. 


 
19. THIRD PARTY RIGHTS 
19.1 Subject to the provisions of this clause, a person who is not a Party to the Contract shall 


have no right to enforce any of its provisions which, expressly or by implication, confer a 
benefit on him, without the prior written agreement of both Parties. This clause does not 
affect any right or remedy of any person which exists or is available apart from the 
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 and does not apply to the Crown. 


19.2 A Third Party provided with access to the ATF Site for the purposes of Statutory Testing 
or Related Activities shall be entitled to enforce any of the provisions of this Contract 
which confer a benefit on him against the ATF Party. 


19.3 Notwithstanding clause 19.2, DVSA and the ATF Party may by agreement vary or rescind 
any or all of the provisions of this Contract without obtaining the consent of any Third 
Party and, for the avoidance of doubt, clause 19.2 shall also in no way prejudice the 
rights or obligations of DVSA or the ATF Party under clauses 14 (Suspension of 
Authorisation), 15 (Termination), 18 (Dispute Resolution), or 20 (Assignment and Sub-
contracting) and no Third Party shall be able to enforce any provision of those clauses. 


 
20. ASSIGNMENT AND SUB-CONTRACTING 
20.1 The ATF Party may not sub-contract any of its obligations or assign any of its rights under 


this Contract without DVSA’s consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or 
delayed. 


20.2 DVSA may, without the consent of the ATF Party, assign all or any part of its rights under 
the Contract to any public authority, but otherwise shall not be entitled to assign or 
transfer the benefit of the Contract and/or any obligations hereunder to any party without 
the ATF Party’s consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 


20.3 Nothing in clause 20.2 shall restrict DVSA’s entitlement to sub-contract the performance 
of its obligations under this Contract. 


 
21. NOTICES 
21.1 Save as otherwise provided, all notices, reports, approvals, consents and other 


communications will be in writing and will be served by letter (sent by hand, first class 
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post, recorded delivery or special delivery) by facsimile transmission or by electronic mail 
on the representative of the other Party referred to in clause 5. 


21.2 Any notice or other communication sent to DVSA will be sent to the DVSA address 
specified in Schedule 2 or such address as may be publicised by DVSA from time to time 
on the website www.gov.uk or such other publicly available website or medium as DVSA 
from time to time considers appropriate. 


21.3 Any notice or other communication sent to the ATF Party will be sent to the ATF Site 
address as specified in Schedule 2.  


21.4 Provided the relevant communication is not returned as undelivered, the notice or 
communication will be deemed to have been served: 
21.4.1 in the case of a notice left at the address of the addressee, upon delivery at that 


address; 
21.4.2 in the case of a posted letter, on the third Day after posting; and 
21.4.3 in the case of a facsimile, on production of a transmission report from the 


machine from which the facsimile was sent which indicates that the facsimile 
was sent in its entirety to the facsimile number of the recipient; and 


21.4.4 immediately upon sending in the case of an electronic mail; or sooner where the 
other Party acknowledges receipt of such letters, facsimile transmissions, or 
electronic mail. 


 
22. MISCELLANEOUS 
 
22.1 This Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties in respect of the 


matters dealt with therein. It supersedes all prior negotiations between the Parties and the 
ATF Party acknowledges that it has not entered into the Contract in reliance on any 
representations or warranties other than those expressly provided for within the Contract. 


22.2 If a particular provision in the Contract is held to be invalid or illegal or unenforceable then 
that particular provision is severed and the remainder of the provision and the Contract 
remain in full force. 


22.3 The failure of either Party to insist upon strict performance of any  provision of the 
Contract, or the failure of either Party to exercise  or delay in exercising any right or 
remedy shall not constitute a waiver of that right or remedy and shall not cause a 
diminution of the obligations established by the Contract.  


22.4  In the event of any inconsistency between the provisions of the Contract, the Schedules, 
and any other document incorporated into the Contract and it is unclear which is to take 
precedence then the provisions shall be interpreted so that they are given precedence in 
the following order: 


  22.4.1 the Clauses of this Contract, 
  22.4.2 the Schedules to this Contract, 
  22.4.3 any guidance or policy documents that may be published and updated from time to 


time on www.gov.uk. 
22.5 No waiver shall be effective unless it is expressly stated to be a waiver and 


communicated to the other Party in accordance with Clause 21(Notices).  
22.6  Any waiver of any right or remedy arising from a breach of the Contract shall not 


constitute a waiver of any right or remedy arising form and other or subsequent breach of 
the Contract. 


22.7 The rights and remedies of the Parties will not be affected by the giving of any indulgence 
by any other Party or by anything whatsoever except a specific waiver or release in 
writing and any such waiver or release will not prejudice or affect any other rights or 
remedies of the Parties. 
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22.8 Except where expressly specified otherwise, no variation (including any supplement, 
deletion or replacement) of the Contract (or any document referred to in it) (“Variation”) 
will be effective unless it is in writing and signed by or on behalf of each of the parties.   


22.9 The Contract is not intended to or will not operate to create a partnership or joint venture 
of any kind between DVSA and the ATF Party, or to authorise any party to act as agent 
for the other. 


22.10 The ATF Party warrants that in entering into this Contract it has not committed any of the 
Prohibited Acts and undertakes not to do any of the Prohibited Acts or to conspire with 
any other persons to do any of the Prohibited Acts.  


22.11 The Contract will be deemed to have been made in England and its construction, validity 
and performance will be governed in all respects by English Law and the English Courts 
will have exclusive jurisdiction. 


22.12 This Contract may be executed in counterparts, each of which when executed and 
delivered shall constitute an original but all counterparts shall constitute one and the 
same instrument. 


22.13 As soon as practicable after the Execution Date the Parties shall convene a meeting (“the 
Activation Meeting”) at which the Parties shall agree a date (“the Go-Live Date”) which 
shall be the date on which the Contract comes into effect.  Immediately following the 
Activation Meeting DVSA will issue a revised version of Schedule 4 to the ATF Party with 
the Go-Live Date as the Commencement Date and the Contract shall come into effect on 
that date. 
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Signed for and on behalf of  
 
 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR TRANSPORT acting through the  
Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency 
 
 
By:  David P Smith – Head of Contract Management  
 (Print name) (Authorised signatory) 
 
 
Signature:                    
 
 
 
 
Signed for and on behalf of  
 
THE ATF PARTY 
{ATF COMPANY NAME} 
 
 
By:                    
 (Print name) (Authorised signatory) 
 
 
Signature:                    
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SCHEDULE 1 
Booking Policy  
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
Defined terms in this Schedule have the same meaning as those in the Contract.  
 
This Schedule describes the policy and procedures that apply for the booking of Examiners to 
attend at an ATF Site to conduct Testing. 
 
 
2.0 DVSA Booking Objective 
 
2.1 DVSA’s aim is to provide Examiners for Testing at ATF Sites at times that are convenient and 
best suit each individual ATF.   
 
2.2 DVSA’s ability to meet Applications for all dates and times requested will be constrained 
however, for example, by the total number of Examiners available on any given Day and other 
bookings.  
 
2.3 DVSA cannot guarantee to meet all valid Applications in the terms asked for but will seek to do 
so and where DVSA considers it cannot accept a valid Application in the terms sought it will offer 
an alternative as set out below. 
 
3.0 Applications for Testing Sessions 


 
3.1 An ATF Party is able to book the attendance of an Examiner to carry out testing at an ATF Site 
by making an Application for Examiner time.   
3.2 These bookings are to be requested in blocks of time known as ‘Testing Sessions’ which are 
separate periods of 3 and a half hours or 4 hours and a half hours. 
3.3 Testing Sessions can be requested by the ATF Party in any combination to establish a Testing 
Day for a total duration from 3 and a half hours to a maximum of 21 hours. For the avoidance of 
doubt a Testing Day must be completed within one Day i.e. a single calendar day. There must be a 
minimum period of four hours between Testing Sessions, if the Testing Sessions are not 
consecutive. 


 
 


The diagram below illustrates the range of combinations of Testing Sessions that are possible 
within a Testing Day. 
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Figure 1 paragraph 3.3  
 


 
 


3.4 In booking Testing Sessions the ATF Party is reminded of the need for compliance with 
the Working Time Directive 2003/88/EC and the Working Time Regulations 1998 SI 
1998/1833 which require employees such as Examiners to be able to take suitable breaks.  
Examiners must take a 30 minute break after working 6 hours, so ATF Parties must 
schedule a break of at least 30 minutes for Examiners working for 6 or more hours. To 
utilise Examiners efficiently and allow flexibility ATF Parties may wish to schedule the break 
at 4 and a half hours. 
 
The diagrams below illustrate how suitable breaks may be taken: 
 
Figure 1 clause 3.4 
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= 13 .5 hours 


= 12 .5 hours


= 11 .5 hours


= 10 .5 hours


= 17 hours


= 16 hours 


= 15 hours 


= 21 hours


Testing Hours Available for Reservation per Testing Day


  
 


For each of the above the finish time of the testing day will be extended by 30 minutes due to the necessity for the examiner to have a 30 minute break as a minimum after working 4.5 
hours and as a maximum of working 6 hours. 


For a consecutive testing day of 21 hours, the finish time should include an additional 90 minutes to allow for 3 x 30 minutes breaks, due to the necessity for the examiner to have a 30 minute 
break as a minimum after working 4.5 hours and as a maximum of working 6 hours. 
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Figure 2 clause 3.4  
 


 
 
 


3.5 For the avoidance of doubt working in the context of this Booking Policy as related to Testing 
Sessions may include an element of the Examiners travelling time to reach the ATF Site.  


 
3.6 The precise timing of these breaks can be agreed between the Examiner and the Site Manager 
during the Testing Day.   
 
3.7 In making applications the ATF Party will need to apply for Testing Periods by specifying the 
Day, start time and the number of Testing Sessions required so that Testing can be undertaken at 
the ATF Site.   


 
3.8 On the day of the actual Testing Session the ATF Party will need to ensure that the tests that 
are scheduled for the period are reasonable for the Examiner to perform in the time available.   
 


4 Application Process  
 
4.1 Notwithstanding which of the Application process options set out in 4.4 of this Schedule 1 is 
followed an ATF Party will have to specify:   
 


i) the number of Days per week required and any preferred Day(s);and  
ii) the number and duration of Testing Sessions for each Day; and 
iii) the start and finish times of every Testing Session within each Day; and 
iv) the number of Examiners and number of test lanes intending to be used. 


 
4.2 As part of the Application Process, DVSA will assess how it can schedule Examiners to meet 
ATF requirements.  If any constraints are identified, DVSA will discuss this with the ATF applicant 
to reach an agreement on what Examiners will be available to support the ATF. DVSA will confirm 
in principle the agreement reached with the ATF applicant.  When authorisation is granted for an 
ATF Site, the bookings agreed between DVSA and the ATF Party become “Confirmed 
Reservations” under the Contract. 


 
4.3 Once DVSA has notified the ATF Party that it has accepted an Application or where the ATF 
Party has accepted an offer from DVSA for a reservation for an alternative Testing Session there 
will be a confirmed reservation (“Confirmed Reservation”) in respect of the Testing Period in 
question 
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4.4 An ATF Party may make Applications to DVSA in the following ways: 
 
4.4.1 the Initial Test Session Application:  
 


 At the time the ATF Contract is signed or, if subsequently, when authorisation is granted 
for an ATF Site an ATF may make an initial Application to DVSA;  


 
 The duration of this Initial Test Session Application may extend up to 6 months to enable 


subsequent Applications to be made through the Quarterly Advance Application 
Process.       


 
4.4.2 Quarterly Advance Application Process:  
 
Once every three months an ATF party may make Applications for Testing Sessions within a future 
3 months period. 
 
The diagram below illustrates how the Quarterly Advance Application process works: 
 


 


 
 The red boxes indicate the deadline by which an Application must be submitted by the ATF 


party to DVSA. 
 The orange boxes indicate the latest date when DVSA will advise the Confirmed 


Reservations to an ATF Party for the Testing Sessions intended to be carried out in the 
subsequent green box. 


 The green boxes indicate the period for which the Applications are made in the request to 
be submitted by the ATF Party on or before the deadline set in the preceding red box. 


 
DVSA will publish guidance on the way in which these requests should be submitted (see the 
website www.,gov,uk) or other website or media that DVSA may consider appropriate). 


Throughout this process DVSA will communicate with the ATF to ensure the effective use of 
Examiners.  
 
DVSA will need to prioritise requests and offer alternative dates for those ATFs where part of their 
requirements cannot be met.  The criteria DVSA will use in prioritising bookings will include among 
other things: 


 The order in which the requests were made to DVSA; 
 The extent to which an ATF has previously complied with the Fair Usage policy (having 


regard to under-utilisation of Examiners for Testing and record of late cancellations of 
Confirmed Reservations); 


 The extent to which an ATF has failed to maintain sufficient funds in the pre-funded 
account; 


 The number of tests carried out by an Examiner at an ATF Site; and 
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 The most efficient and cost effective deployment for DVSA of Examiners on any particular 
Day. 


 
The above criteria are aimed at ensuring that the tests carried out at ATFs can be completed in the 
most efficient manner, thereby reducing the overall costs of testing to the end user.  For those ATF 
Parties where their original requests cannot be confirmed (or the Testing Sessions required cannot 
be met), DVSA will offer alternative dates that may be booked if suitable to the ATF Party. 
 
No later than the date identified in each red box DVSA will notify each ATF Party of the Days on 
which Examiners have been scheduled to be at each ATF Site. Each Day that an Examiner is 
scheduled to attend an ATF Site will become a Confirmed Reservation for the ATF for the period 
identified in subsequent green box. 
 
ATF Parties must be aware of the amount of work that can be completed by Examiners during 
Testing Sessions. ATFs should not overbook the number of tests and ensure that Examiners can 
maintain effective utilisation without compromising the integrity of the test. DVSA may assist ATFs 
and advise on utilisation.    
 
4.4.3 Short Term Application Process  
 


In addition to the quarterly advance application process, DVSA also provides a short-term booking 
procedure throughout the year and on a rolling basis.  DVSA will aim to meet applications made by 
ATFs for bookings of Examiner time in the short-term.  However, availability of Testing Sessions 
may be limited in the short-term, for example, by the overall number of Examiners employed by 
DVSA and by bookings made by new ATFs and those that have a Confirmed Reservation from the 
advance application process.  So far as reasonably practicable, DVSA will offer alternative days to 
those requested by ATFs if their original requests cannot be met.   
 
Under the short-term booking process ATF Parties are able to apply to DVSA between 3 Working 
Days and up to 2 months in advance with a request for Testing Sessions for a particular Day.  To 
do this, the ATF will need to contact DVSA and specify: 


 The particular date or number of Days per week and any preference for particular dates or 
days; 


 The number of Testing Periods for each Day requested; and 
 The start time of the first Testing Period for each Day. 


 
DVSA will assess its ability to meet the short-term requirements and notify the ATF either that 
DVSA : 


 Can meet the request made by the ATF; or 
 Cannot meet the request made and will offer alternative dates that are available to the ATF 


Party. 
DVSA may exceptionally consider an application for a Testing Sessions on less than 3 Working 
Days notice. 


The Short Term Applications process should only be used by ATFs to cover unplanned alterations 
to their operational requirements. 
 
There is much greater likelihood of you obtaining your preferred Testing Sessions by using the 
Quarterly Advanced Requests Procedure Testing Sessions, than the Short Term Requests 
Procedure.  
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5. Confirmed Reservation 
 
If a particular booking is agreed between DVSA and the ATF Party, then this will become a 
Confirmed Reservation and DVSA will schedule the attendance of an appropriate number of 
Examiners at the ATF Party. 
 
6 Cancellation of a Confirmed Reservation by an ATF Party 
 
6.1 An ATF Party may cancel a Confirmed Reservation by giving advance notice to DVSA.  Notice 
of at least 7 complete Days should be given before the date of the Confirmed Reservation if the 
ATF Party does not wish to pay a cancellation charge.  If less than 7 complete Days notice is 
given, the reservation fee for the relevant Testing Sessions shall become due to DVSA will have 
the right under the Contract, notwithstanding the cancellation, to deduct and retain the Reservation 
Fee which DVSA will normally have deducted from the ATF’s Pre-Funded Account 7 calendar days 
before the Testing date for the relevant Confirmed Reservation. Value Added Tax (VAT) will be 
payable by the ATF Party on the Reservation Fee in this case. 
 
6.2  Seven Days notice means seven whole calendar days, which can include weekends and Bank 
Holidays, between the day the cancellation notice is received by DVSA and the day of the 
Confirmed Reservation. 
 
So, for example, if an ATF Party in England or Wales wished to cancel a Confirmed Reservation 
for Thursday 2nd September 2010 without paying a cancellation charge, it would have to ensure 
that notice of the cancellation was received by DVSA before midnight on Wednesday 25th August 
(Monday 30th August is the August Bank Holiday in England and Wales in 2010).  


 
6.3 It is possible to give notice by fax or e-mail or by post or hand delivery.  If an ATF Party sends it 
by post it should allow another 3 Working Days for the letter to be delivered (in the example this 
would mean posting by Friday 20th August given the Bank Holiday) and the ATF Party should keep 
a record of posting.  If sending notice by e-mail or fax, notice could be sent on 25th August but it 
would be advisable for the ATF Party to check its e-mail or fax had been received and to keep a 
copy of its e-mail or copy of its fax together with a copy of the fax transmission report showing the 
whole fax has been received, in case of any dispute. 


 
Please note that DVSA will keep a record of Confirmed Reservations that are cancelled by an ATF 
and that this will be taken into account under the ‘Fair Usage’ policy and in the advanced booking 
procedure when prioritising future booking requests. 
 
7 Cancellation of a Confirmed Reservation by DVSA  
 
7.1 DVSA is committed to meeting Confirmed Reservations at ATFs and the application processes 
are designed to make this possible. 
 
Nevertheless, even with DVSA’s best efforts things may sometimes go wrong and (unless this is as 
a result of circumstances beyond DVSA’s reasonable control, for example, severe weather, natural 
disaster, terrorist incident), DVSA has provided in the ATF Contract for a cancellation payment to 
be made if an Examiner arrives more than 2 hours after the agreed start time at an ATF or if an 
Examiner does not turn up at all to an ATF.  In addition, where Examiners are not supplied at all for 
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Testing  Sessions, DVSA will offer a replacement Testing  Sessions not more than 3 Working Days 
after the day of the cancelled Testing  Sessions 
 
7.2 The detail of the payment which DVSA would make in these circumstances is set out in the 
Contract and in the event of any difference with this Schedule 1 document the Contract prevails.   
For example: 


 


 if an Examiner does not turn up at all DVSA will: 
o refund the Reservation Fee already paid for the relevant Testing  Sessions plus any 


statutory fees already paid over and above the Reservation Fee for the relevant 
Testing  Sessions that have not been fulfilled by DVSA ; 


o pay a further cancellation fee that is of the same amount as the Reservation Fee 
(net of VAT); and 


o offer alternative Testing  Sessions at the ATF to replace those cancelled within 3 
Working Days.1 


 
 if an Examiner is late (i.e. arrives more than 2 hours after the start of a Testing  Session), 


then: 
o DVSA will pay a cancellation payment that is equal to the amount of the Reservation 


Fee (net of VAT) which has been paid for the Testing Session. 
 


The Examiner will then normally stay later to complete the necessary tests and these will need to 
be paid for in the normal way.2 


 
7.3 In the event that the Examiner is unable to complete a Testing Session, DVSA will forego the 
Reservation Fee that would have applied to the Testing Period which is not completed. 


 


7.4 DVSA does not accept any other liability (for instance for consequential losses, etc.) in relation 
to cancelled or delayed Testing Sessions. 


 


8 Confirmed Reservations and the ‘Fair Usage’ policy   
 


8.1 In order to maximize availability of Examiners and their use for all ATF Parties and the efficient 
and cost effective working of these arrangements, DVSA asks that ATF Parties use the booking 
process considerately by applying a Fair Usage policy. The Fair Usage Policy as described in this 
clause 8.1 of Schedule 1 means making and keeping bookings that avoid both under-utilisation of 
Examiners’ time to carry out Testing when present for a Testing Session and frequent last minute 
cancellations of Confirmed Reservations.   Where DVSA has cause for concern it will discuss the 
under-utilisation or cancellations with the ATF Party and may seek to review and change or 
reschedule future Confirmed Reservations at the site to ensure Fair Usage, but reserves the right 
where DVSA considers there is unfair usage to cancel Confirmed Reservations without any liability 
on its part. 


 
  


                                                 
1 A Reservation Fee would be payable for this replacement Testing Period in the normal way and the ATF 
would be liable to pay any excess amount by which total fees for testing  exceed the Reservation Fee in the 
normal way. 
2 i.e. DVSA will set off the amount of fees for testing payable against the previously paid Reservation Fee 
with ATF liable for any further amount by which the total fees for testing payable exceed the Reservation 
Fee. 
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SCHEDULE 2 
 
 PAYMENTS POLICY AND PRE FUNDED ACCOUNT TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
 
2.1 Payment Policy  
 
2.1.1  The ATF Party will open and maintain for each ATF Site a pre-funded account with DVSA 


(the “Pre-Funded Account”) that will be used to make payment to DVSA in relation to 
tests to be undertaken at that ATF Site. 


2.1.2 Subject to clause 10.1 of this Contract DVSA will be entitled to deduct a Reservation Fee 
for each Testing Session at the ATF Site for which there is a Confirmed Reservation from 
the Pre-Funded Account seven Days or less before the relevant Testing Day. 


2.1.3 In the event that the Pre-Funded Account contains insufficient cleared funds, where 
DVSA have attempted to deduct funds payable pursuant to paragraph 2.1.2 of this 
Schedule, DVSA will notify the ATF Party of the need to transfer additional funds to the 
Pre-Funded Account. This is a Failed Draw Down. 


2.1.4 Where DVSA has served notice under paragraph 2.1.3 of this Schedule, DVSA reserves 
the right to cancel the Confirmed Reservation by notice where the Pre-Funded Account 
still contains insufficient cleared funds by the end of the third Day following the service of 
the notice under paragraph 3 of this Schedule. 


2.1.5 Where a Confirmed Reservation is made less than 7 Days before the relevant Testing 
Day, the Reservation Fee for the relevant Testing Session will be deducted from the Pre-
Funded Account at the time the Confirmed Reservation is made.  DVSA reserves the 
right to cancel any such Confirmed Reservation forthwith by notice if insufficient cleared 
funds are available in the Pre-Funded Account when DVSA attempts to deduct them. This 
is Failed Draw Down. 


2.1.6 DVSA will apply the amount of the Reservation Fee deducted pursuant to paragraph 
2.1.2 or 2.1.5 of this Schedule towards discharging the liability of the ATF Party or any 
other person in respect of Fees for Testing carried out during the relevant Testing 
Session at that site. 


2.1.7 If the amount of the Reservation Fee is less than the total amount of Fees for which the 
ATF Party or any other person is liable in respect of Testing carried out during the 
relevant Testing Session, DVSA will be entitled to deduct and retain the amount of any 
outstanding balance owing to it in respect of such Fees from any balance remaining in the 
Pre-Funded Account at the end of the relevant Testing Day at that site. 


2.1.8 If the amount of the Reservation Fee exceeds the aggregate amount of Fees for which 
the ATF Party or any other person is liable in respect of Testing carried out during a 
Testing Session at that site, DVSA will be entitled to retain the excess amount and to 
charge the VAT on that excess amount. 


2.1.9 If the Pre-Funded Account contains insufficient cleared funds to enable DVSA to deduct 
any excess amount in accordance with paragraph 2.1.8 of this Schedule or any 
outstanding balance owed in respect of Fees in accordance with paragraph 2.1.7 of this 
Schedule, DVSA will give notice to the ATF Party of the need to transfer additional funds 
to the account. This is a Failed Draw Down. 


2.1.10 If the ATF Party has not transferred additional funds to the Pre-Funded Account as 
required under paragraph  9 of this Schedule by the end of the second Working Day after 
service of a notice under paragraph  2.1.9 of this Schedule, DVSA may, without prejudice 
to any other rights or remedies available to it, whether under the Contract or otherwise, 
serve notice cancelling all or any Confirmed Reservations of the ATF Party until such 
outstanding sums are received by it in cleared funds and take further action in 
accordance with clause 15 of the Contract. 
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2.2 PREFUNDED ACCOUNTS (PFA) TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
2.2.1 Opening of Account 
 
An account may be opened through: Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), Finance, 
Ellipse, Padley Road, Swansea, SA1 8AN and may normally be used immediately to pay for goods 
or services.  
 
DVSA reserves the right to refuse to open an account if there appears to be good reason for taking 
such an action. 
 
2.2.2 Registered Delegates 
 
An account holder would usually be registered to an account as the primary delegate and may 
authorise one (or more) delegate(s) to use the account to pay for goods or services from DVSA on 
the account holders behalf. 
 
To register a delegate, details of their name, address and telephone number must be confirmed in 
writing to: Finance, Ellipse, Padley Road, Swansea, SA1 8AN or by e-mail to: 
FINANCE.ETB@VOSA.GOV.UK by the primary delegate. 
 
Account holders will be responsible for all expenditure incurred on their account by their registered 
delegates. 
 
To change the primary delegate on an account or remove any delegate, the account holder must 
inform DVSA immediately and confirm the request in writing. 
 
Additional delegates may be added to the account at any time providing the account holder notifies 
DVSA in writing of the necessary details. 
 
2.2.3 Security and Use of the Account 
 
To obtain any goods or services under the account, the account number must be quoted at the 
time that payment would normally be made. If the account is still open and the number quoted is 
correct then the cost of the goods or services will be set against the account.  
 
It is the responsibility of the account holder to ensure that the account number be kept secure to 
prevent them becoming known to any person or persons not authorised by the account holder. The 
account holder must immediately notify DVSA if the security of their account number becomes 
compromised. In these circumstances the account holder may request that the account number be 
changed by DVSA. This must also be confirmed in writing as soon as possible. 
 
DVSA will suspend trading on the customer account number when written confirmation has been 
received, DVSA will issue a new account number, notify the appropriate person(s) and confirm the 
change in writing. 
 
DVSA may not provide goods or services to be paid for from an account if the account numbers 
are not correctly quoted. 
 
DVSA reserves the right not to provide goods or services against an account if there is a reason to 
believe that an unauthorised person is attempting to utilise the account. In such cases the account 
holder will be contacted for verification of the situation. 
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2.2.4 Payments into an Account 
 
Payments into an account may be made either to: Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA), 
Finance, Ellipse, Padley Road, Swansea, SA1 8AN  
 
 Debit/Credit card 
 BACS 
 Cheque 
 Postal Order 
 Cash 


 
BACS payments can be made using the following information. 
 
Bank:                      Citibank 
Bank Account Number:      12479710 
Sort code:                            08-33-00  
 
You will need to enter your pre-funded account number in the narrative field to ensure your 
payment is processed correctly. 
 
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency 
(DVSA) and be crossed “Account Payee only”. Cash should not be sent through the post. 
  
2.2.4 Reminder Level 
 
The account holder must ensure that sufficient funds are kept in the account to cover their needs. 
Account holders are able to determine a reminder level for their Account. If the balance of the 
account falls below this level, DVSA will request that further funds be provided (normally via post or 
e-mail). Goods or services will not be provided if insufficient funds are available in the account to 
cover the costs being incurred. 
 
2.2.5 Debits from the Account 
 
Where an account holder quotes the correct account number to DVSA for the provision of goods or 
services, DVSA will arrange for the account to be debited with the appropriate amount.  
 
For the avoidance of doubt: For Pre-Funded Account (PFA) holders payment is taken from the 
PFA 7 Days before the test day, with the exception of all Technical tests which have to be applied 
directly to Central Processing Services (formerly known as Technical Services Branch) in Swansea 
to be assessed first, where payment is taken immediately at the time of application.  Other 
exceptions are Retests, Class IV, V and VII tests and Prohibition Clearances where payment can 
be made at the time of test. 
 
How the “7 Day Rule” Works 
For applications made for tests more than 7 Days from the date of application, the fee will 
automatically be taken from the PFA 7 clear Days prior to the test date. For customers who have 
supplied DVSA with an e-mail address; an e-mail reminder will be sent stating the amount to be 
taken from the PFA 5 clear Days before the payment is due. If there are insufficient funds in the 
PFA when it is attempted to take the fee then the test will be cancelled and will have to be 
rebooked. 
For any application made within 7 Days of the test date: the PFA will be debited at the time of 
application. If there are insufficient funds in the PFA you will have the option to use alternative 
payment methods or top-up the PFA to allow the test booking to be made. 
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For “technical tests”, where a technical assessment must be conducted before the test can be 
booked, the payment is debited from the PFA at the time of application.  
 
 
TEST TYPES IN WHICH PAYMENT WILL BE TAKEN FROM THE PFA 7 DAYS BEFORE OR 
TAKEN AT THE TIME OF APPLICATION IF THE APPOINTMENT IS WITHIN 7 DAYS: 


HGV TRAILER PSV OTHER
Annual test Annual test Annual test  


Type approved 1st test All voluntary tests 6a Annual  
All voluntary tests TIR all types All voluntary tests  
Reduced pollution 


check 
Appeal Reduced pollution 


check
 


Appeal  Appeal  
 


TEST TYPES IN WHICH THE PFA WILL BE DEBITED ON THE DAY OF TEST: 
HGV TRAILER PSV OTHER


Full Prohibition 
Clearance 


Full Prohibition 
Clearance


Full Prohibition 
Clearance


Class IV/V/VII Annual 
test 


Partial prohibition 
Clearance 


Partial prohibition 
Clearance


Partial prohibition 
Clearance


Class IVa/Va Annual 
test 


Retests full/partial Retests full/partial Retests full/partial Class IV/V/VII 
Voluntary tests


   Class IV ADR
   Class IV/V/VII Appeal


 
TECHNICAL TEST TYPES WHICH REQUIRE IMMEDIATE PAYMENT – PFA debited at time of 


application 
HGV TRAILER PSV OTHER


VTG10 Inspected VTG10 Inspected COIF including bus 
directive


Single Vehicle 
Approval


ADR VTG10 Non inspected DDA Enhanced SVA 
Non type approved 1st 


test 
1st Test trailer Certificate of 


Conformity
Motorcycle SVA


Certificate of Keeper ADR Tempo 100 VIC
TIR all types* Certificate of Keeper Vitesse 100  


 
 
2.2.6 Refunds 
 
Where DVSA makes a refund in respect of goods or services originally paid from the account, the 
refunded amount will normally be credited back to the account. 
 
An account holder may at any time request a partial or full refund of the balance remaining in their 
account. Such a request must be made in writing. Refunds will be made by post, within 21 Days of 
the request. 
 
2.2.7 Account Statements 
 
DVSA will provide the Account Holder with a statement, normally on a monthly basis, detailing all 
account transactions. These statements will be provided free of charge.  
 
2.2.8 Test Maintenance Statements 
 
A few months after opening your account, you will be sent your first test maintenance statement. 
This will detail the test results of vehicles, where the annual test fees are paid from your account. 
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The statements are provided free of charge and are intended to assist you with your efforts to 
improve your pass rate.  
 
Please Note: This request can only be made by the primary delegate.  
 
2.2.9 Changes of Name and Address 
 
Changes to the name, address or telephone number of the account holder should be immediately 
notified to DVSA in writing. 
 
 Account Enquiries 
 
Please contact DVSA on 0300 1239000 if you have any queries relating to your account. 
 
Please Note: Any queries regarding the account may only be made by the account holder. The 
account number must be quoted when making such enquiries and details will only be supplied to 
the primary delegate. 
 
2.2.10 Closing of Account 
 
An account may be closed at any time following receipt of written instructions from the primary 
delegate. DVSA reserve the right to close any customer account at its own discretion. 
When an account is closed this action will be confirmed in writing by DVSA and any funds 
remaining in the account will be refunded to the account holder. 
 
2.2.11 Responsibilities Placed on DVSA 
 
DVSA will undertake all reasonable steps to safeguard the account and to prevent expenditure not 
authorised by the account holder. The account will be administered efficiently and kept up to date 
with information and payments received from the account holder 
 
DVSA will provide full details on expenditure incurred against the account in the monthly statement 
sent to the account holder. 
 
DVSA reserve the right to suspend use of the account at any time and will notify the account holder 
in writing of its reasons for taking the action. 
 
2.2.12 Data Protection 
 
The personal information you provide on this form will be used for the purposes of DVSA's 
statutory functions.  It will not be disclosed to other organisations unless required or permitted by 
law. For further information, visit our Information Charter available from DVSA's website: 
www.gov.uk/dvsa. 
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SCHEDULE 3 
 FEES 
 
3.1 Pit Fee Calculation 
 
For the purposes of clause 7.9 of the Contract the “Pit Fee Cap” 
means: 
 
£55 where a test is being carried out on an HGV;
£70 where a test is being carried out on a PSV; or
£40 where a test is being carried out on a trailer.


 
The Pit Fee that the ATF Party may charge the Third Party is for access to the Testing Equipment 
and is to cover all those elements of the Statutory Testing or Related Activities where the Third 
Party has no choice when using an ATF.   
 
For example:  
 


(i) Where the ATF has a policy that only their employees may drive a vehicle on the Test 
Area then this is included within the Pit Fee if however the Third Party requests the 
ATF to supply a driver to drive their vehicle then this is not included within the Pit Fee.  


(ii) If a Third Party wishes to hire a loaded test trailer then this would be not be included 
within the Pit Fee.    


 


This is not an exhaustive list of examples.  
 
3.2 Reservation Fee Calculation 
 
The Reservation Fee for a Testing Session is the higher of:- 
 
 £360; or 
 
An amount equal to the sum of the fees applying for the following tests if conducted 
during normal working hours at the date the Testing Session is scheduled to take place :- 
 
1 x examination of a PSV (Class VI A 23+ seats) under the 1981 Regulations; 
1 x periodical test for a 2-axle HGV under the 1988 Regulations; 
1 x periodical test for a 1-axle trailer under the 1988 Regulations; 
1 x periodical test for a 2-axle trailer under the 1988 Regulations; 
1 x periodical test for a 3-axle trailer under the 1988 Regulations. 
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SCHEDULE 4 
 


SITE INFORMATION 
 


 
Commencement Date  
 


 
................................... 


 
 
Contract Number 028/004/{REF}
DVSA Contact Details  
DVSA Contract Manager David P Smith
Address Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency 


Contract Management 
Berkeley House 
Croydon Street 
Bristol 


Full postcode BS5 0DA
Telephone number 0117 954 2600
Fax number 0117 954 3413
E-mail David.P.Smith@vosa.gsi.gov.uk 
ATF Site Details 
Name of ATF Party  
Site code  
Site name  
Name of ATF Representative (and contact 
details if different to those for the ATF Site) 
 
 
 
 


{Contact Name (Telephone Number)} 
{Contact Address} 


Address of ATF Site 
 
 
 
 
 
 


{Site Contact Name}
{Site Address} 


Full postcode  
Telephone number  
Fax number  
E-mail  
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Is the site a Third Party Access site?  
 


Yes/No.


Will the site be available for Third Party 
Access to any Third Party (Open 
Access)?  


Yes/No.


Site opening hours (only required for Third 
Party Access Sites) 


The days and times below are the times the ATF is 
available for customers to contact the ATF to enquire 
about the availability of testing. 
 
The actual days and times of testing will be as agreed 
through the confirmed reservation booking process 
 
Tick where necessary  


 Open Closed Start End 


Monday   08:00hrs 16:00hrs


Tuesday   08:00hrs 16:00hrs


Wednesday   08:00hrs 16:00hrs


Thursday   08:00hrs 16:00hrs


Friday   08:00hrs 16:00hrs


Saturday     


Sunday     


Preferred method of booking 
Phone  


Fax  


Email  


ATF Category {Delete all except the applicable one} 
‘A’ - All Vehicles and Trailers 
‘B’ - All Goods Vehicles and trailers 
‘C’ - All Public Service Vehicles 
‘D’ - Single Deck Public Vehicles 
‘E’ - All trailers 
‘F’ - All rigids (including articulated tractor units) 
‘G’ - Restricted vehicles 


Specified categories of vehicles that  may 
be tested (separate sheet may be 
attached if necessary but should be 
signed and dated on behalf of both 
parties) 
 
 
 
 


{Add/delete appropriate text}
All vehicles meeting current health and safety 
requirements can be tested on site. 
 
ADR can be tested. 
LEZ Phase 3 can be tested vehicles must have a 
minimum of 150mm clearance between the inside 
edge of the tyre and the inspection pit on each side. 
 


Restrictions (if any) on types of test that  
may be carried out including, if applicable 
by reference to categories of vehicle 


{Add/delete appropriate text}
Tests may not currently be carried out under the Motor 
Cycles Etc. (Single Vehicle Approval) Regulations 
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(separate sheet may be attached if 
necessary but should be signed and dated 
on behalf of both parties) 
 
 
 
 
 


2003 and the Road Vehicles (Approval) Regulations 
2009. 
 
No dangerous goods vehicles. 
No petrol powered vehicles. 


Access restrictions 
(e.g. getting there) 
 


{Add/delete appropriate text}
None. 


Site restrictions 
(e.g. height of building) 
 


{Add/delete appropriate text}
The door height is {_.__metres}. 


Details of Testing Area 
 
 


{Add/delete appropriate text}
Not applicable - currently an authorised Designated 
Premises. 
 
See attached description including any attached map 
or plan3 


 


 
 
 
 


                                                 
3 The Site description and any attached plan/map should be initialled and dated by both the DVSA and ATF 
party signatories 
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SCHEDULE 5  
 
ATF REQUIREMENTS  
 


1. Introduction 
 
This Schedule sets out the physical, technical and other requirements to be complied with at the 
ATF Site and the requirements and standards in accordance with which the Site must be 
maintained. 
  
These requirements are based primarily on ensuring the safety of staff, customers and vehicles to 
facilitate effective vehicle testing and the health and safety of those using the facility together with 
ensuring that the correct equipment is installed. 
 
2. Categories of Authorisation 
  
The ATF Site is authorised for Testing to be carried out on the categories of Vehicle specified in 
Schedule 4 and subject to any restrictions applicable to any of those vehicles. 
  
The Examiner will not test vehicles in categories not specified in Schedule 4 and the vehicle will 
need to be presented to an alternative test facility which can accommodate it. 
  
Restrictions on Type of Test 
 
Restrictions on the types of Testing that may be carried out on vehicles are listed in Schedule 4. 
 
3. Facilities Requirements 
 
The testing areas within the ATF Site must at the time of Statutory Testing be reserved for that 
purpose only.  The Facilities at the ATF Site will need to be suitable for the types of vehicles 
approved for testing at that site. 
 
3.1 Vehicular Access and Movements 
  
 The facility must have a designated roadway that provides unobstructed and easy access 


from the site entrance and exit to the test bay entrance/exit.   
 
3.2 Building 
  
 A permanent weatherproof building is required for certain aspects of the testing process.   
 The Test Area must have a substantially level and flat floor; this is defined as a gradient 


not more than 5% and be capable of supporting the weight of vehicles under test. 
 Floors must have adequate surface water drainage to ensure that water does not lie in 


the testing area and must have a low slip potential even when wet. 
 
3.3 Doors and Headroom 
  
 Doors should be suitable to permit safe entrance and exit from the building for all the 


types of vehicles to be tested. The height of doorways used for vehicle access must be 
clearly identified. 
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 There must be sufficient headroom inside the building to allow for jacking/raising of all the 
types of vehicles to be tested. 


 There must be a minimum of at least 1.5m between any vehicle entrance and exit door 
and the pit or any fixed equipment except headlight aim equipment (measured to the 
centre line of the roller brake tester).  


 
3.4 Ventilation 
  
 Ventilation of the Test Area within the building should be sufficient to prevent the 


accumulation of exhaust fumes. Normally this can only be achieved through exhaust 
extraction equipment. 


 
3.5 Lighting 
  
 The lighting must be suitable for inspection work at all stages of the test. All lighting 


including passages, stairways and pits shall be in accordance with HSE guidance. 
 The inspection lamp for the underside inspection stages must be a hand held low voltage 


(110v or less from a centre earth tapped transformer) or a rechargeable inspection lamp. 
Inspection lamp leads must be supported to prevent trip hazards. Note: Clip on battery 
types are not acceptable. 


 
3.6 Communication System 
  
 An effective communication system must be provided that enables the Examiner to 


instruct the presenter, during the under vehicle examination and the roller brake test, 
whilst operating other machinery.  


 
3.7 Office Accommodation 
  
 During the hours of testing a dedicated office area must be available to DVSA; the office 


must be clean, provide adequate storage and provide staff with reasonable thermal 
comfort.  For normal testing with one Examiner on site, the following office equipment 
must be provided: chair, desk and telephone.  The recommended minimum working area 
per member of DVSA staff is 3.7 m2. 


 
 There needs to be an electricity supply to the office area, with sufficient sockets for the 


use of laptop(s) and other associated equipment.  
 
 When not present in this area during the Testing Session DVSA Examiners must have 


the facility to securely store equipment such as laptops, mobile phones etc.   
 
 Note: Whilst there is a general requirement for the ATF to comply with Health and Safety 


and associated requirements, particular attention should be paid to the Health & Safety 
(Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992, which cover the desk and chair. 


 
 For documents and tachograph sealing pliers that need to be kept securely at the site 


overnight, access to a safe with a cash rating of £10,000 conforming to Euro Grade 1 
standard must be available for the storage by DVSA of a secure document container. The 
safe must be security bolted to either a brick /exterior wall or floor.  
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Wifi Connectivity 
 
The ATF is required to provide a WiFi connection to the internet for use by DVSA staff 
when working at the facility, the connection must not connect to a cooperate LAN with 
additional security.  
 
The connection must be secured by a password using WPA 2 or better protocols, no 
additional log on  is permitted. 
 
This connection must be available and functioning at all times when DVSA staff are 
present at the ATF Sites. 
 
The connection must be configured in such a way as to not restrict DVSA staff's access to 
DVSA systems, technical requirements will be supplied on request.  
 
The WiFi signal must be of a good strength in all areas of the facility where DVSA staff will 
be working. 
 
The ATF Site is required to take reasonable steps to ensure that data download caps are 
met or exceeded and that fair usage policies are not broken in order to prevent their ISP 
from applying traffic shaping measures that may adversely impact connection to DVSA 
systems. 
 
DVSA will not provide technical support for ATF WiFi connections.  


 
4. Equipment Requirements 
  
 The Testing Equipment and surrounding areas within the ATF Site must at the time of 


Statutory Testing be reserved for that purpose only and they must comply with the 
relevant Health and Safety Requirements in full (www.hse.gov.uk). 


 The minimum equipment required for testing will depend on the types of vehicles 
approved for testing at the ATF Site.  The table below details the equipment required by 
the type of vehicle to be tested and the full list of acceptable equipment can be viewed on 
the website www.gov.uk. 
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 Equipment from DVSA’s List of Acceptable Equipment (if appropriate) 


  Trailers 
ONLY 


All HGVs Rigid HGVs 
ONLY 


All PSVs


1 
 
 


Roller Brake Tester Yes Yes Yes Yes


2 
 
 


Load simulation 
provision 


Yes Yes Yes No


3 
 
 


Headlamp Aim Tester  No Yes Yes Yes


4 
 
 


Pit jack Yes* Yes Yes Yes


5 Communication 
system for required 
stages 


Yes Yes Yes Yes


6 Exhaust emission 
tester(s) for diesel and, 
if required, petrol/LPG 


No Yes Yes Yes


7 
 
 


Wheel play detector 
plates 


Yes* Yes Yes Yes


8 Brake airline valve lift 
gauge 


Yes Yes Yes 
(Except where 
drawbar test 


restriction applies) 


No


9 
 
 


Inspection hand lamp Yes Yes Yes Yes


10 Speed Limiter Tester 
including seal removal 
tool and screw driver 


No Yes
(Except own account 


and no analogue 
tachograph testing 


conducted) 


Yes 
(Except own account 


and no analogue 
tachograph testing 


conducted) 


Yes
(Excluding stage 


carriage applicants) 


 
*Only required if trailers tested have steered axles  
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Minor Equipment 


  Trailers 
ONLY 


All HGVs Rigid HGVs 
ONLY 


All PSVs


1 
 
 


Commercial vehicle 
wheel chocks x 4 


Yes Yes Yes Yes


2 
 
 


Pry bars (large, 
medium, and small) 


Yes Yes Yes Yes


3 
 
 


Approved tread depth 
gauge 


Yes Yes Yes Yes


4 
 
 


Tape measures 5 
metre and 30 metre 


Yes Yes Yes No


5 
 
 


Secondary brake line 
adapter 


Yes Yes Yes 
(Except where 
drawbar test 


restriction applies) 


No


6 
 
 


Palm coupling 
adapters 


Yes Yes Yes 
(Except where 
drawbar test 


restriction applies) 


No


7 
 
 


King pin lift gauges 
(1mm & 1.6mm) 


Yes* Yes Yes Yes


8 
 
 


Tyre probe Yes Yes Yes Yes


9 
 
 


Torch Yes Yes Yes Yes


10 
 
 


Secure storage for 
small tools 


Yes Yes Yes Yes


 
*Only required if trailers tested have steered axles  


 
 Operating Instructions for all test equipment must be in English and available. 
 
5. Vehicle Testing Areas 
 
Layouts will be considered on their merits.  
 
There must be at least 4 metres between the centre lines of test equipment in adjacent bays and 
test equipment located in the test bays must not encroach upon the vehicle exterior examination 
area such that it prevents an effective visual inspection. 
 All testing areas must be at least 2m wider than the vehicles to be tested, to ensure that 


there is at least 1m free space on either side of the vehicle when the vehicle is being 
inspected, minor intrusions are permitted (defined as 0.2m depth by 0.2m width 
maximum). 
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Note: Additional free space may be required if reduced pollution or vehicle checks that 
require vehicle access lockers to be raised are to be undertaken. 


 


 
 
5.1 Interior/Exterior Inspection and Size Assessment Area 
 A designated area must be outlined for the VSA to inspect the vehicle exterior; in order to 


carry out the inspection the VSA must be able to walk around the entirety of vehicle 
unobstructed.  The area must be at least 1m wider and longer, equidistant on all sides 
than the largest vehicle to be tested on the site. 
Note: Where vehicle test restrictions apply, markings must be provided showing 


acceptable dimensions and may be incorporated with the lighting floor 
dimensions’ providing it is clearly marked as such, for example, using different 
colours. 


5.2 Exhaust Emissions Testing 
 
 Emissions testing equipment must be provided and must be of a type included in the 


DVSA’s list of acceptable equipment.  If the testing facility wishes to test vehicles with 
raised exhaust output, a means of safely testing at raised level needs to be available at 
all times when testing is being conducted.  Emission tests must be conducted in 
accordance with the relevant inspection manual and the relevant Health and Safety 
guidelines (www.hse.gov.uk). 


 Not required for premises where only trailers are to be tested. 
 A diesel smoke test meter of a type on DVSA’s latest list of acceptable equipment shall 


be provided. Suitable access to high level exhaust outlets must be provided.  
If PSVs with spark ignition engines are to be tested a gas analyser of a type on DVSA’s 
latest list of acceptable equipment will be required. 


 
5.3 Lighting and Reflectors Testing 
 
5.3.1 Side Reflector and Rear Marker Inspection Aids 
 Floor markings are required for facilities intending to test heavy goods vehicles. These 


may be incorporated with the maximum vehicle size assessment area marking. 
 
5.3.2 Headlamp Aim Testing 
 
 Calibrated Headlamp Aim Tester 
 A rail mounted and calibrated headlamp aim tester with the ability to test all types of 


head lights suitable for HGV, PSV which incorporates an appropriately modified aiming 
screen.   
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 The Headlamp aim tester must have rails mounted. The rails must be certified as parallel 
to within  2mm of the standing area plane. 


 If vehicles are intended to drive over the rails, they must be recessed or suitably 
protected to avoid excess wear.  


 Headlamp aim tester equipment must be aligned to the standing area and positioned to 
take account of the vertical and horizontal location of headlamps tested. 


 There must be at least 1.0m clearance (0.6m for 2005 specification equipment) at the 
rear of the headlamp aim tester optical head.  Floor mounted equipment such as brake 
testers must not be installed in this area. 


 The optical head must be height adjustable so that the centre of the headlamp aim tester 
lens can be set at heights between at least 550mm and 1150mm above the standing 
area. 


 
5.3.3 Designated Headlamp Aim Testing Standing Area 
 
 A clearly marked designated vehicle standing area is required for headlamp aim 


assessment, the area must be certified flat and level to within  6mm in any 3m.  
 This area must be at least 0.5m equidistant than the widest motor vehicle intended to be 


tested on site.  The minimum length of the area is the distance from the front of the 
vehicle (including overhang) to the centre line of the rearmost axle and a 1m tolerance.. 


 


 
 Any part of floor mounted equipment e.g. roller brake tester or wheel play detectors that 


encroach into the headlamp designated standing area must comply with the +/- 6mm 
requirements.  
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 The area must be durably and clearly marked with a datum line (or lines) at the 
recommended headlamp tester to headlamp lens distance (or zone) limits in compliance 
with the equipment manufacturers specification..  


 
5.4 Under Vehicle Inspection Requirements 
 In order to inspect the underside of the vehicle the site must have either an inspection pit 


or platform hoist situated within the building. 
5.4.1 Inspection Pit 
 Access and Exits 
 This under vehicle examination stage shall be contained within premises that are 


permanent, weatherproof buildings with concrete/mezzanine floor, adequate lighting and 
complying with all Health and Safety requirements (www.hse.gov.uk).  


 Primary access to and exit from the pit must be a staircase, at one end of the pit or linking 
to a tunnel. 


 Link tunnels must be greater than 1.4m high and 0.75m wide. 
 During the under vehicle inspection an entrance/exit must be available to the “Examiner” 


at both ends of the pit at all times, this includes when steered axles are positioned on the 
wheel play detector plates. Any up-stand rails fitted to the pit shall not protrude more than 
25mm above the floor level.   


 Length 
 The vehicle to be tested will not prevent egress or exit from the pit at any time. 
 Egress or exit may be provided via a link tunnel. 
 The maximum length of vehicles intended to be tested on site together with the 


installation of cross pit tunnels shall determine the required length of the pit.  
 The effective working length of the pit is its maximum length minus any area obstructed  


by steps or a cross pit RBT. 
 Vehicles that block mandatory exits during under vehicle inspection process or exceed 


the effective working length of the pit will not be tested except where there are links to 
tunnels (See Access and Exits).  


 Width 
 The pit width must be greater than 0.8m and must not allow any part of the vehicle to 


intrude upon the pit width. 
 Depth 
 The minimum permitted pit depth is 1.4m over the effective working length of the pit, 


except where low floor vehicles are tested in which case it must be at least 1.6m. 
 The maximum permitted pit depth is 1.8m over the effective working length of the pit.   


Note: Staging may be used to satisfy these requirements. 
 A central channel no less than 0.6m wide in the pit floor may be used to satisfy this 


requirement. 
 A movable platform or steps to allow the inspector to examine areas high up in the 


chassis of the vehicle.  
5.4.2 Platform Hoist 
 The platform hoist must be suitable, lifting capacity and size for the types of vehicles 


intended to be tested. 
 The working height of the platform hoist or lift must be between 1.4m and 1.8m. 
 In order to test low floor vehicles the platforms must be capable of being raised to at least 


1.6m from the ground. 
The gap between the platforms must be 0.8m or greater and must not allow any part of 
the vehicle to intrude upon the platform hoist width. 


 The safe working load of the platform hoist must be clearly marked, and be at least 
equivalent to the maximum gross design weight for the vehicles to be tested.  
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5.5 Jack 
 A power operated jack with a lifting capacity that is dependent on the maximum plated 


weight of steered axles of vehicles intended to be tested is required. Premises where only 
trailers with non-steered axles are to be tested do not require a jack. 


 The jack must be fitted to run on rails with safety stops 1.0m from the front of the effective 
working area of the inspection pit or hoist. 


 The jack must lift both wheels of an axle simultaneously clear of the ground. 
 
5.6 Wheel Play Detector Plates 
 A pair of power operated wheel play detector plates, on the approved equipment list,, 


must be installed on either side of the pit/hoist in the operational area of the jack, flush 
with the floor/platform.  


 The plates must be suitable for testing the intended vehicles and in all cases must be 
capable of operating side to side and front to rear. 


 The VSA must be able to operate the controls during the axle examination process. 
 
5.7 Brake Testing 
5.7.1 Brake Testing Area 
 The area where vehicles or combinations stand during all parts of the brake test must be 


clearly marked, substantially level and flat; this is defined as a gradient not more than 5%.  
5.7.2 Roller Brake Tester and Console 


 
 The RBT must be computer controlled, compatible with DVSA’s test procedures and data 


and have the provision to update the vehicle specific brake data software.  
 
 When the longest vehicle is under test there must be at least 1m clear space at either end 


of the vehicle excluding any walkway dimension.  
 


 


 
If a RBT is located outside the building there must be a canopy to protect the rollers and 
operator from adverse weather conditions.  
 
There must be a minimum distance of 1.5m from the first aperture in the RBT bedplate 
and the pit. 


 Provision must be in place to ensure the Examiner can view both sides of the vehicle 
during a test. 


 A cross pit RBT is acceptable provided that the length of pit taken up by the RBT shall be 
in addition to pit length dimension and must be fitted with an automatic protection device 
to ensure that the rollers cannot be started when a person is in the pit. 


 The brake tester console shall be mounted in a suitable position, protected from the 
weather and excessive exhaust fumes.  
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5.7.3 Load Simulation 
 Load simulation values need to provide a minimum of 65% of the Maximum Authorised 


Mass of the vehicles to be tested or 5 tonnes, whichever is the least. 
 The ATF is responsible for loading vehicles. If load simulation is integrated into the RBT 


the ATF must provide suitably competent staff to operate equipment.   
 


5.8 Floor Marking 


The floor markings shown below may be amended to reflect the ATF Category ‘G’ - 
Restricted testing. In this event, some floor markings may not be required, for example if 
testing is restricted to Category G - Restricted to rigid vehicles not greater than 7500kg 
MAM. 


Additional floor markings may show the vehicle dimension restriction incorporated with 
the lighting lines however, these must be displayed in distinctive colours. 


 
              In order to apply a common testing standard it is important for the vehicle headlamps to 


be the correct distance from the headlamp beam tester lens. To achieve this, a datum line 
needs to be marked on the floor in accordance with the equipment manufacturers 


instructions. 
        This diagram also shows the floor markings required to assess the need for certain side 


reflectors and rear markings. DVSA suggests these markings are measured from the 
datum line. 
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SCHEDULE 6 
 
 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE GUIDE FOR ATF OPERATORS 
 
Table of Contents 
 
1.0 Introduction ......................................................................................................................... 52 
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3.4 Calibration of Headlamp Aim testers (HAT). ................................................................... 53 
3.5 Maintenance of Pit Jacks and Pit jack Rails. ................................................................... 53 
3.6 Inspection Sheet for Preventive Maintenance (Pit Jacks and Pit Jack Rails). ................ 54 
3.7 Maintenance of Wheel Play Detectors (WPDs). .............................................................. 54 
3.8 Maintenance of Roller Brake Testers (RBTs). ................................................................. 54 
3.9 Calibration of RBTs. ........................................................................................................ 54 
4.0 Calibration Certificates for all statutory testing equipment. ................................................. 54 
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 This schedule is designed to assist ATFs in the maintenance scope or regime they are 


required to put in place to ensure that their vehicle testing equipment is safe to use and 
remain suitable for statutory vehicle testing purposes. 


1.2 The maintenance and documentary requirements described in this schedule are the 
recommended minimum requirements. ATFs may broaden their preventive maintenance 
scope for vehicle testing equipment if they wish to do so. Regardless of the scope of 
preventive maintenance adopted, the ultimate goal must be to ensure that test equipment is 
kept in a safe and serviceable condition at all times. 


1.3  All maintenance activities described in this schedule should be carried out by a suitably 
qualified engineer or contractor. To minimise their exposure ATFs are recommended to have 
a maintenance contract in place covering all statutory testing equipment. The scope of the 
maintenance contract must also cover software updates and must be in accordance with 
manufacturer’s recommendations. 


1.4.  The ATF is recommended to have a credible defect reporting system in place which aims to 
rectify all serious defects with minimum downtime. The term ‘serious defect’ in this instance 
refers to any equipment defect or impending defects which could potentially affect the 
outcome of a statutory vehicle test or prevent a test from being completed. 


1.5   As provided by clause 6.8 of the Contract DVSA has the right to request copies of inspection 
sheets and calibration documents at any time. 


 
 
2.0 Inspection/Maintenance Sheets  
 
All inspection/maintenance sheets for statutory vehicle testing equipment must contain the 
following information regardless of the type of equipment being maintained and whether the work is 
considered to be an inspection, preventive maintenance or breakdown rectification: 


 Full Business Address, Contact Information and VAT Registration Number for the 
Maintenance Service Provider. 


 Full Site Address or Location where the concerned equipment is being used or held. 
 Date and Time of the event. 
 Make/Model and Serial Number of the equipment that was inspected. 
 Full Name and Signature of the Inspector. 
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 A unique Reference Number for all maintenance or inspection work. 
 A Page Number on every page of the inspection/maintenance sheet.  
 A description of the scope of the inspection or maintenance, repair, recommendations and 


where applicable, the action or actions taken to rectify or prevent a breakdown. 
 
 
3.0 Equipment Maintenance and Calibration Guidelines 
 
3.1 Maintenance of Emissions Testers 
3.1.1 The definition of emissions testers covers diesel smoke meters, combined emissions 


testers (diesel and petrol emissions testers) and gas analysers. The maintenance 
requirements for this equipment are listed below:  


3.1.2 All emissions testers must at any point in time, during its service life, have the latest 
emissions testing limits installed in its test programme. If unsure, contact your local DVSA 
Testing Manager. 


3.1.3 If the equipment programme contains information about the date, time and holding address 
of the equipment, this information must be correct at all times. 


3.1.4 On a daily basis, check the condition of hoses, cables, probes, casing seals or for 
deterioration of any part of the test equipment, and all power/cable connections.  


3.1.5 Check that the sample path is free from constrictions, leaks and is not showing any sign of 
deterioration. 


 
3.2 Calibration of Emissions Testers 
3.2.1 All Diesel Smoke Testers must be calibrated at least annually. 
3.2.2 Dependant on manufacturer and model all Gas Analysers must be calibrated 3, 6 or 12 


monthly, depending on manufacturer recommended specification. 
 
3.3 Maintenance of Headlamp Aim Testers (HAT). 
3.3.1 Visually inspect equipment on a daily basis and before the first test of the day to ensure it is 


defect-free.  
 
3.4 Calibration of Headlamp Testers (HAT) 
3.4.1 The HAT Assembly should be calibrated and/or adjusted to ensure it remains compliant 


with calibration requirement. It is mandatory that the equipment is calibrated at least 6 
monthly. 


3.4.2 Inspection of the HAT area should be checked periodically for visual undulations or 
undesired floor deflections due to effect of repeat loading. . 
For clarity, the HAT area is the test area that would normally be used or covered when a 
test vehicle is positioned for a head lamp aim test. 


 
3.5 Maintenance of Pit Jacks and Pit jack Rails 
3.5.1 For both pneumatic and hydraulic powered jacks: 


a. Conduct an independent LOLER (Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 
1998) inspection for pit jacks prior to any preventive maintenance work being carried out on 
the equipment. This will not only ensure compliance to legislative requirements, but it will 
also provide the ATF Operator with an opportunity to factor in findings from the independent 
LOLER inspections when scoping preventive maintenance. It is advisable to undertake 
LOLER inspections on a 6 monthly basis especially for equipment that is aged 5 years or 
more.  ATFs must also familiarise themselves with their responsibilities under the Provision 
and Use of Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER), Pressure Systems Safety Regulations 
2000 (for pneumatically powered test equipment), the Machinery Directive and other 
equivalent international standards.  


b. On a daily basis and prior to first vehicle inspection of the day, conduct a visual check to 
ensure the jack is safe to use and suitable for the intended purpose. 
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3.6 Inspection Sheet for Preventive Maintenance (Pit Jacks and Pit Jack Rails) 
3.6.1 ATF’s must retain copies of any LOLER inspections and maintenance reports. 


 
3.7 Maintenance of Wheel Play Detectors (WPDs) 
3.7.1 Ensure the equipment is safe and suitable for the intended use.  


    
3.8 Maintenance of Roller Brake Testers (RBTs) 
3.8.1 Periodically: 


a. Check the RBT test programme to ensure that it holds the most current DVSA Vehicle 
database. 


b. Check that the printer, keyboard or keypad and monitor are working correctly. 
c. Check condition of RBT rollers to ensure that they are within the manufacturers’ acceptable 


wear or friction limits. If steel mesh or the steel base of the roller becomes visible, 
rectification should be undertaken in accordance with the manufacturers’ requirements. 


d. Check load and brake force sensing capability (strain gauge) for correct operation. 
e. Check the shafts and end plates of the RBT rollers (connection to roller bearing) to ensure 


cracks are not present. This is a load bearing part of the rollers and must be checked 
during preventive maintenance. 


f. In general, the RBT must be maintained to the required standard and must be safe and 
suitable for testing the category of vehicles that it has been designed for. 


 
3.9 Calibration of Roller Brake Testers (RBTs) 
3.9.1 The RBT must be calibrated on a 6 monthly basis to ensure accurate measurement of 


brake force and axle weight. It is generally advisable to carry out planned maintenance and 
calibration work in conjunction, especially as the two jobs are closely related. The 
equipment will need to be properly maintained for calibration to be possible. On the other 
hand, preventive maintenance work involving certain parts of the RBT like load sensors, 
rollers, drive mechanism, and transmission would normally necessitate re-calibration of the 
equipment.  


3.9.2 The calibration accuracy must remain within +/- 3kgf up to 100kgf and 3% above 100kgf 
throughout the calibration validity period.  


 
 
4.0 Calibration Certificates for all Statutory Testing Equipment 
4.1 Calibration certificates must be fully compliant with ISO17025.  
 


 






NBM Contact Details



National Account Manager 
philip.ray@dvsa.gov.uk

07826 956462

Liz Warner
elizabeth.warner@dvsa.gov.uk 

07968 749535

Kelly Cooke
kelly.cooke@dvsa.gov.uk 

07710 834926

Bev Livingstone
beverley.livingstone@dvsa.gov.uk 

07711 460768

Leanne Redwood
leanne.redwood@dvsa.gov.uk

07980 981375

Dom Foister
dominic.foister@dvsa.gov.uk

07772 621685

Andy Mitchell
andrew.mitchell3@dvsa.gov.uk

07976 539882

Lloyd Welham
lloyd.welham@dvsa.gov.uk

 07790 772836

Jaz Sagoo
jasvinder.sagoo@dvsa.gov.uk

 07720 080034

Martin McDonagh
martin.mcdonagh@dvsa.gov.uk

07971 831524

Clare Williams

Clare.williams@dvsa.gov.uk

07974 154264

Mark Riches

Mark.riches@dvsa.gov.uk

07891 588051



Andrew Kindrat

Andrew.kindrat@dvsa.gov.uk

07710 834887



Team email

contactnbmteam@dvsa.gov.uk






Useful Email Addresses



Scheduling- NGT-Scheduling@vosa.gsi.gov.uk

Central Planning- centralplanningqbpreturns@dvsa.gov.uk

Contracts- contract4ATF@dvsa.gov.uk

Finance/PFA- financeetb@dvsa.gov.uk

Post-test issues- retrokeyteam@dvsa.gov.uk

Test certificate errors- test.errrors@dvsa.gov.uk

Exemption Queries test.exemptions@dvsa.gov.uk

ADR Queries ADRbooking@dvsa.gov.uk
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Authorised Testing Facility Application Form 785 
[VARY] 


 
 
 


ROAD TRAFFIC ACT 1988 Section 45 and 49 


 
Application to vary the authorisation of an existing Authorised Testing Facility (ATF) for the 
testing of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs), Trailers and Public Service Vehicles (PSVs) 


 
Sites not currently conducting HGV/PSV tests (e.g. authorised but non-active) should complete DVSA 
form 783, Application to operate as a new ATF. 
 
Please use this form to report any changes to your ATF –  
In all cases complete SECTION 1, then the section(s) relevant to the changes you are reporting:- 
 
SECTION 1 – Mandatory  
 
SECTION 2 – Request a change to the trading company, legal entity etc 
SECTION 3 – Request a change to Site personnel, as required by the contract 
SECTION 4 – Request to change the technical specification, additional classes, change in hours or     
site equipment 
 
Guidance Notes 


 
A. Applicants will have to comply with the ATF Requirements to operate as an ATF, which are 


contained within the ATF Contract. 
 
B.         Applicants should be aware that operating as an ATF is subject to authorisation of the ATF 


and entering into a formal contractual agreement with DVSA. 
 
C. This application is subject to contract.  If you need to do works or make purchases as part of 


this application to vary, you do so at your own risk.  You are advised not to commence 
building work or purchase or install equipment until you have had an advisory site visit from 
DVSA and received a letter setting out the outcome of the visit. 


 
D.         Designated Premises (DPs) who wish to convert to ATF status should complete DVSA form 


784. 
 


E.         Any changes to the integrity this form will invalidate this application. 
 
F. Fill in this form in BLOCK LETTERS and black ink. Please type only within the white boxes.         


Please complete the appropriate sections related to your application. 
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Please send completed form to the address below: 
 


ATF Applications 
DVSA 
Contract Management Team 
Berkeley House 
3rd Floor 
Croydon Street 
Bristol 
BS5 0DA 


 
Please note: Incomplete applications will be returned to you without being processed. To ensure that 
your application process is smooth, please check that your application contains all of the requested 
information. If you have any problems or queries regarding the application process, contact DVSA on 
0300 123 9000 (national number) 


 
Data Protection Act 1998 
The personal information you provide on this form will be used for the purposes of DVSA's statutory 
functions.  It will not be disclosed without your permission to other organisations unless required or 
permitted by law.  For further information, visit our Information Charter available from DVSA's website 


https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/driver-and-vehicle-standards-agency 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/driver-and-vehicle-standards-agency
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Section 1 – Details of applicant – this section is mandatory and must be completed in all 


instances 
(i.e. full name, postal address, phone & fax number and main e-mail contact) 
 
The applicant should be the lead person who will liaise with DVSA regarding this variation request, the 
arrangement of any site visits, management of documents etc. 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


State the current trading name, address, ATF contract number, site number and Pre-Funded Account 
number. 


 
Trading name:   


 
 


 
Address of ATF site: 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ATF Contract Number:                      


 


 


 


Site Number: 
 
 
 


 


PFA Number:
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Section 2 – Changes to Trading Company, legal entity 
 


Please complete this section to notify any changes in trading name, legal entity, including new 
ownership 


 


Please use this section to tell us about the changes; please provide as much information as possible  


 


 


 


 


Date of effective change (please note you must give a minimum of 8 weeks notice to ensure any booked testing 


sessions are not impacted by this change) 


 


 


 


Please detail any changes to contract signatory, directors etc  


 


 


 


 


Please note, you may be asked to provide additional information in support of changes notified in 
Section 2. For example, certificates of incorporation from Companies House. DVSA will contact you 
about this.  
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Section 3 – Changes to key site personnel   


 
(a) Authorised signatory 


 


Current signatory (please provide name, email address and contact telephone number) 


 


 


 
New signatory (please provide name, email address and contact telephone number) 
 
 
 
 


(b) Site Manager 
 
Current site manager (please provide name, email address and contact telephone number) 
 
 
 
 
 
New site manager (please provide name, email address and contact telephone number) 
 
 
 
 
 


(c) Deputy Site Manager 


 
Current deputy site manager (please provide name, email address and contact telephone number) 
 
 
 
 
 
New deputy site manager (please provide name, email address and contact telephone number) 
 
 
 
 
 
Date of effective change  
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Section4 – Change to Technical Specification, additional classes or Site 
Equipment 
 


(a)  Site changes.  
 


Having referred to the ATF Requirements, please detail any physical change to the site.  
  


Please provide the following and tick the box to show that it is enclosed: 
 


 (1)        A site plan                                                                              
                                                               


Note: please do not supply plans which are any larger than A3 
 


 


  
 (2)        A fully dimensioned drawing of the proposed testing area               


Note: please do not supply drawings which are any larger than A3 
 


 (3)        Written confirmation of planning permission OR A         


written explanation of why planning permission is not required                                               
 
(b)  Removal/addition of Third Party Access (please note 6 months notice should be given to amend this 


criteria)  
Please provide details of the changes you wish to make.  
 
 
 
 


(c) Change to operating hours  
 
Tick where necessary  


 Open Closed Start End 


Monday     


Tuesday     


Wednesday     


Thursday     


Friday     


Saturday     


Sunday     
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(d) Additional classes of vehicles for which approval is sought – please tick all relevant boxes: 
    


ATF Category Types of vehicles √ 


 Category A All Vehicles and trailers  


 Category B All Goods vehicles and trailers  


Category C All Public Service Vehicles  


Category D Single Deck Public Service Vehicles  


Category E All Trailers  


Category F All Rigids (Including articulated motive units)  


Category G* Restrictions  


LEZ Phase 3** Larger vans, ambulances, motor caravans and minibuses  
 


*Under Category G, restrictions are based upon the following factors and documented in Schedule 2 
of the ATF Contract: Length, height, width, maximum authorised mass. 


 
**Further details on the types of vehicles that are in scope of Low Emission Zone - Phase 3 are 
available on the Transport for London Website – www.tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/low-emission-


zone/check-if-your-vehicle-is-affected 


 
Do you wish the site to be authorised for Phase 3 Low Emission Zone Testing? Yes/No  


 


Do you intend to apply for class I, II, III, IV, V, VII authorisation at this site?    Yes/No      
 


If you wish to test other categories or vehicles, e.g. Individual Vehicle Approval or Car/Light Van MOT 
testing, then further advice is available from the Business Link website in the Transport and Logistics 
section – https://www.gov.uk/become-an-mot-station/overview 


 
If you do also apply for class I, II, III, IV, V, VII authorisation DVSA will endeavour to work in a 
joined- up manner with regard to site visits, inspections etc. 


 
(i) Do you wish to have your premises approved for testing of Dangerous/Hazardous Goods 
Vehicles?    Yes/No 
 


 (ii)  Having  referred  to  the  ATF  Requirements,  will  the  site  require  a  physical  change  
to accommodate the vehicle types?  Yes/No 


   
If yes, please provide the following and tick the box to show that it is enclosed: 


 


 


 (1)        A site plan                                                                              
                                                               


Note: please do not supply plans which are any larger than A3 
 


  
 (2)        A fully dimensioned drawing of the proposed testing area               


Note: please do not supply drawings which are any larger than A3 


 


 (3)        Written confirmation of planning permission OR    A         


written explanation of why planning permission is not required                                               
 


 
 


 


 


 



file:///C:/Users/ratclla/AppData/Local/Temp/notesFCBCEE/www.tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/low-emission-zone/check-if-your-vehicle-is-affected

file:///C:/Users/ratclla/AppData/Local/Temp/notesFCBCEE/www.tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/low-emission-zone/check-if-your-vehicle-is-affected

https://www.gov.uk/become-an-mot-station/overview
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Note: photocopies of documents 4(c) (1), (2) and (3) are acceptable. DVSA will not return any 
documents so please do not send originals.  DVSA staff may ask to see originals during any 
subsequent site visit. 


 
 
 


(d) Please detail any changes to site equipment 
 


 
   
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
Section 5 – Declaration 


 
I declare that I am the authorised signatory for this contract and that all of the information enclosed, 
to the best of my knowledge, is true and correct. 


 
 
Signature 


 


Full name 
(BLOCK 
LETTERS) 


 


Date 
 


 
 


Important: Please ensure your application is complete as failure to enclose all of the 
required documentation will result in your application being returned to you without 
consideration. 


 


 


Marketing Options 
 


DVSA Marketing 
If you offer testing to third parties, DVSA may wish to publicise your ATF details to encourage 
customers to book tests at your ATF site.  These details are likely to include contact name, 
address, telephone number, email, website and testing times.  DVSA anticipates making these 
details available on the government site  www.gov.uk/find-atf-dvsa-test-station as well as any 
other appropriate media in the public domain. 


 
I am happy for our test site and test booking details to be published by DVSA. 


    Please tick box to confirm   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 



http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/

http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/

http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/

http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/
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				20								00:00		20								00:00		20								00:00		20								00:00		20								00:00		20								00:00

				21								00:00		21								00:00		21								00:00		21								00:00		21								00:00		21								00:00

				22								00:00		22								00:00		22								00:00		22								00:00		22								00:00		22								00:00

				23								00:00		23								00:00		23								00:00		23								00:00		23								00:00		23								00:00

				24								00:00		24								00:00		24								00:00		24								00:00		24								00:00		24								00:00

				25								00:00		25								00:00		25								00:00		25								00:00		25								00:00		25								00:00

				26								00:00		26								00:00		26								00:00		26								00:00		26								00:00		26								00:00

				27								00:00		27								00:00		27								00:00		27								00:00		27								00:00		27								00:00

				28								00:00		28								00:00		28								00:00		28								00:00		28								00:00		28								00:00

				29								00:00		29								00:00		29								00:00		29								00:00		29								00:00		29								00:00

				30								00:00		30								00:00		30								00:00		30								00:00		30								00:00		30								00:00

				31								00:00		31								00:00												31								00:00												31								00:00



&L   &G

&L   (VOSA 900 Pilot Booking Form Updated 30 Jan 2014)

centralplanningqbpreturns@dvsa.gov.uk




HGV Test Acceptance



Q.	Is there a VTG6 plate displayed somewhere in the cab?



Q.	Is the VTG7 plate available? 	Bring it with you



Q.	Is the chassis number fixed, visible and legible?



Q.	Is this the only test or do you require a LEC?	

Bring your expiring LEC certificate



Q	Is it a dangerous goods vehicle? 	Does the driver have the correct licence? 	

Has it been purged?



Q.	Is an ADR required with the annual test? 	

Provide evidence of release from TASS. Bring your expiring ADR certificate



Q.	Does it require a notifiable alteration?	

Provide evidence of release from TASS. 



Q.	Is it loaded?	Can it be loaded?



Trailer Test Acceptance



Q.	Is there a VTG6 plate displayed and fixed to the trailer?



Q	Is the DVSA ID number fixed, visible and legible?



Q.	Is the VTG7 plate available? 	Bring it with you



Q.	Is this a first test trailer?	Has an application been submitted?  

Provide evidence of release from TASS. 



Q.	Is it a dangerous goods vehicle? 	Does the driver have the correct licence? 	

Has it been purged?



Q.	Is an ADR required with the annual test? 	

Provide evidence of release from TASS. Bring your expiring ADR certificate



Q	Does it require a notifiable alteration?

Provide evidence of release from TASS.



Q.	Is it loaded?	Can it be loaded?



PSV Test Acceptance



Q.	Does it have seat belts? Bring the original expiring test certificate



Q.	Is the chassis number fixed visible and legible?



Q.	Is this the only test or do you require a LEC?	Bring your expiring LEC certificate



Q	Does the vehicle have seat belts?	Will you fasten them ready on the day of test



Q        Has the vehicle been subject to a cherished transfer change and have you upgraded your data with DVLA & DVSA



General Test Acceptance



Q.	Can you open the tachograph head?



Q.	Is it tachograph exempt?



Q.	Is it speed limiter exempt?



Q.	Can the vehicle be started and stopped multiple times throughout the test?



Q.	Ensure you arrive prior to the appointment time to book in (ATF to indicate arrival time)


Conditions for testing when unladen

The following table isn’t meant to be extensive, but outlines the circumstance under which we may allow an unladen test, and gives examples of vehicles that we think fit the criteria.

The belief is that these vehicles aren’t able to be presented in the laden condition due to basic design limitations, or restrictions caused by the type of cargo they normally carry.

Our recommendation is always: if you can load it, then do so!

		Vehicles designed for and normally carrying

		Examples



		Obnoxious loads

		Food/animal/human waste



		Livestock

		Horses, sheep, cattle etc



		Fixed plant

		White lining vehicle, road sweeper, access platforms etc



		Perishable liquids/goods vulnerable to contamination

		Liquid/powder tankers, concrete mixers



		or

		 



		With small or restricted loading/access through openings

		Catering vans, mobile libraries, bullion vehicles, pigeon transporter, compactor vehicles (bin lorries)



		With low load-bearing ability or false floors

		Furniture removal vehicles



		Which are near to 65% DAW when unladen (not less than 50%)

		Compactor vehicles (bin lorries), road sweeper










 The ADR is a specialist test for a vehicle carrying or having carried dangerous or hazardous goods in bulk by road. 
These inspections are normally completed in conjunction with an annual test


 If declared purged and safe for inspection these may be completed at any approved Heavy Goods ATF location 
authorised to test that vehicle type


 Vehicles laden or previously laden with the following products, UN 1202 (Diesel fuel or gas oil or heating oil (light)), 
1223 (Kerosene), 1863 or 1063 (Fuel, aviation, turbine engine), 1999 (Tars Liquid), 1011* (Butane), 1965*  
(Hydrocarbon Gas Mixture), 1978* (Propane), 1971* (Methane or Compressed Natural Gas), 1972* (Methane or 
Refrigerated Natural Gas), 3065# (Alcohol), 1006 (Argon compressed), 1013 (Carbon Dioxide), 1046 (Helium 
compressed), 1066 (Nitrogen compressed), 1070 (Nitrous Oxide), 1073 (Oxygen refrigerated liquid), 1977 (Nitrogen 
refrigerated liquid), 3256 or 3257 (Elevated Temperature Liquid), can go through a Restricted Dangerous Goods ATF


 All vehicles in product may go to a Dangerous Goods ATF


Notes
  * Vehicles laden or previously laden with these vehicle must be certified leak free for the test duration


  # Only with a hazard code of 30 or 2Y


 the term vehicles includes trailers for the purpose of this diagram
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         23rd June 2020 


Dear   


Authorised Testing Facility (ATF)  


Contract number: 028/004/xxxx - Site:  
COVID 19 – Resumption of ATF testing - Side Letter.  


On 20th March 2020 DVSA notified the ATF Party that because of COVID-19 HGV testing 


was being suspended.  


DVSA confirmed that decision on 23rd March 2020, by a letter stating that the ATF contract 


(the Contract) was suspended under Clause 13, Force Majeure.   


DVSA has carried out a review of the situation, taking account of current Government 


guidelines and as a result DVSA and the ATF Party (the Parties) have agreed to reinstate 


their respective rights and obligations under the Contract. The Parties have also agreed to 


make temporary changes to the Contract, except that the rights and obligations noted at 


Annex 1 of this letter will remain suspended for the duration of the temporary changes. (the 


Temporary Contract).  


This letter sets out the DVSA plan to resume testing and the temporary changes that will be 
invoked during the Temporary Contract period.  
 
The rights and obligations of the Parties under the Contract will be re-instated in full on 


expiry of the Temporary Contract. 


This letter and any previous correspondence relating to COVID-19 constitute a binding 
contract between the Parties.  
 
Unless the context otherwise requires, the terms used in this letter have the same meanings 
given to them in clause 1 (Definitions) and clause 2 (Interpretation) of the Contract. 
 
The amendments set out below will be subject to on-going review, while the COVID-19 


situation persists.  If needs be, testing may be suspended again depending on further 


Government advice. 


Services will resume on 4th July 2020, subject to COVID-19 site risk assessment being in 


place and DVSA being in receipt of a fully signed Sideletter. The Temporary contract will be 


effective on the date of the ATF Party signature. The Temporary Contract will remain in force 


 


Berkeley House 


Croydon Street 


Bristol   


BS5 0DA 
 


 
www.gov.uk/dvsa 
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for up to a period of 12 months and may be extended or shortened depending on the 


circumstances that prevail at that time in relation to the COVID-19 situation. 


During the period of this Temporary Contract, where an Examiner is unable to attend or 


complete a Testing Session due to circumstances of COVID-19, DVSA will use reasonable 


endeavours to offer a Reservation for an alternative Testing Session as soon as reasonably 


practicable thereafter.  


Voluntary testing, as referred to in ‘related activities’ ‘Definitions’ will continue to be 


suspended.  


Fair usage policy will continue to be suspended – Clause 6.6 and Schedule 1, para 8 


The current quarterly booking process will be replaced, and a revised booking process will 


apply during the period of testing resumption; this will be managed in three phases as 


follows, subject to Schedule 1; 2.2.  


Phase One – July 2020 Booking Process 


• The ATF Party will provisionally be offered test sessions based on site readiness and 


available resource.  


 


• All testing sessions for July will be communicated to the ATF Party at least 7 days in 


advance of any testing session.  


 


• All provisional offers will be assumed as accepted unless otherwise cancelled by the 


ATF Party. Wherever possible all cancellations must be notified to the Network 


Business Manager (NBM), in writing with a minimum of 2 working days’ notice.  


 


• In all cases where the ATF Party requires additional resource and / or need to notify 


DVSA that resource is no longer required the NBM should be advised in writing as 


soon as possible. 


 


• Any adjustments to hours offered will be confirmed in writing via the NBM. 


 


• If DVSA can accommodate additional short notice resource requests, the ATF Party 


should contact their NBM to discuss requirements around hours and events, these 


will be confirmed in writing by the NBM. 


 


• DVSA appreciates that the number of ATF Parties ready to resume testing will 


increase during July. Those sites that did not accept the offered testing sessions 


should rely on the short notice booking window.  


 


• For the avoidance of doubt, during the period of the revised booking process, 


the short notice booking window will operate between 3 to 14 days of the 


testing session. 


 


Phase Two – August and Sept 2020 Booking Process  


• For phase 2, August and September 2020 DVSA will manage the offer of testing 


sessions on a month by month basis.
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• The ATF Party will provisionally be offered testing sessions based on their previously 


submitted requests for this period.  


 


• Testing events will be offered a minimum of 28 calendar days prior to 


commencement of the session(s)(s). This means testing sessions for August will be 


offered by 3rd July 2020. 


 


• All provisional offers will be assumed accepted unless otherwise notified. Wherever 


possible all cancellations must be notified in writing to the NBM, with a minimum of 2 


working days’ notice. 


 


• In all cases where the ATF Party requires additional resource and / or need to notify 


DVSA that resource is no longer required the NBM should be advised in writing as 


soon as possible. 


 


• Any adjustments to hours offered will be confirmed in writing via the NBM. 


 


• If DVSA can accommodate additional short notice bookings the ATF Party should 


contact their NBM to discuss requirements around hours and testing sessions. These 


will be confirmed in writing by the NBM. 


 


Phase 3 – Oct – Dec 2020 Booking Process  


• For phase 3 October to December 2020 DVSA will open the booking window in July. 


 


• The ATF Party will be able to request resource for the period Oct - Dec 2020. DVSA 


will issue an invite letter at the beginning of July, requests will need to be returned no 


later than the end of July.  


 


• Where the ATF Party fails to meet the deadline of the end of July, they will need to 


rely on the short notice booking window.  


 


• DVSA will manage the requests in line with the August to September period i.e. the 


ATF Party will receive a minimum of 28 days’ notice of any testing session.  


 


Payment arrangements 


During the period of the Temporary Contract, Reservation Fees will be suspended. This will 


also apply where DVSA is required to enforce any part of Clause 15. 


A reservation fee will not be drawn down from the PFA 7 days before the day of any 


reservation – Clause 7.4.2, Schedule 2; 2.1.2 – 2.1.8 


During this period, DVSA will not take any retained fees. Schedule 2; 2.1.7 


During the period of the Temporary Contract DVSA will take test fees at the end of each 


testing day. The ATF Party is responsible for making sure that there are sufficient funds in 


their PFA to cover testing carried out during each day - Schedule 2; 2.1.9 


If the Pre-Funded Account contains insufficient cleared funds to cover testing fees for any 


day, this will be a failed draw down. DVSA will seek remedy under Schedule 2; 2.1.10. 
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Calibration of Equipment – Schedule 6; 3.4 and 3.9 


During the period of the Temporary Contract, the authority will relax calibration requirements 


(headlamp and RBT). If equipment is out of calibration and engineers are not available tests 


can still be carried out using equipment that is out of calibration providing the equipment 


appears to be functioning normally and correctly. 


Equipment that is unsafe or not functioning correctly cannot be used and testing must cease.  


Any overdue calibrations should be carried out as soon as engineers are available. 


 


Additional Safety Requirements 


https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/vehicles 


The ATF Party shall, in addition to clause 6.3 of the Contract, comply with Government 


guidance for working safely, minimising COVID-19 risks (link provided above) and the 


Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) at Annex 2 to this Side Letter.  


DVSA will issue and update the SOP as necessary as DVSA learns about changes that 


occur while the COVID-19 situation persists. The ATF Party shall comply with the most 


recent version of the SOP issued by DVSA.  


Any breach of Government COVID-19 guidance or the SOP will be a breach of Clause 


6.3 and will be treated as such. 


Once signed by both parties this letter will be incorporated into the Authorised Testing 


Facility Contract 2015 from the date of this letter and will be applicable until DVSA notifies 


the ATF Party otherwise.  


 


 


Name: Jo Ratcliffe-Lewis    Position: Head of Category Management 


     Date: 23rd June 2020 


Signed on behalf of DVSA     


 


Name……………….     Position…………….. 


 


………………………     Date………………….. 


Signed on behalf of The ATF Party   
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Annex 1 


Clause(s)  


6.6 


7.4.2 


9.1- 9.3 


10.1 – 10.10 


11.1 – 11.2 


15.1.2 – 15.1.4 


15.2.3 – 15.2.4 


15.5.1 – 15.5.2.2 


15.10 


16.3 – 16.3.3 


Schedule 1 


2.3 


4.4.1 – 4.4.3 


5 


6.1 – 6.3 


7.1 – 7.4 


8.1 


Schedule 2 


2.1.2 – 2.1.9 


Schedule 3  


3.2 


Schedule 6  


3.4.1 


3.9.1 
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Annex 2 


 


HGV PSV Testing Standard Operating 
Procedures during COVID-19 Response 


SOP Version FP2 Published on 10th June 2020 
 


1. Introduction 


This standard operating procedure (SOP) outlines amended procedures you should 
follow in conducting HGV and PSV annual tests and other associated inspections. It 
should be read alongside the relevant: 


Vehicle Testing COVID-19 Risk assessment 


Both the standard operating procedure and risk assessments are being updated 
regularly, please check you’re using the latest version before you do any testing 
(changes are marked in red). 


All related published risk assessments and working instructions must be adhered to 
unless overruled by this SOP 


 


2.0 Health & Safety  


2.1 The Staff Handbook and the Health & Safety Strategy on DVSAnet contains the 
overall policy for health and safety within DVSA. This sub-section gives guidance 
regarding the application of health and safety to the HGV and PSV Scheme in 
relation to COVID-19 test procedures.  


2.2 General procedures  


Normal reporting procedures should be followed. 


Staff should take their own refreshments or products to use to make their own 
refreshments. It may be impossible for the sites to provide facilities whilst adhering to 
Covid guidelines. 


DVSA staff will have exclusive use of the Test Lane during the testing day. 


Social Distancing Rules Must be observed at all times by DVSA/ATF staff/vehicle 
presenters whilst on site/test lane. No unauthorised personnel are permitted on the 
test lane at any time. 


DO NOT: 


• touch your face with your hands. 


• shake hands or bump elbows 


• accept beverages, tea, coffee etc 
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PPE and high visibility clothing must always be worn by ATF staff and presenters 
on the test lane.   


Vehicle presenters and ATF staff must be familiar with and adhere to current industry 
related COVID-19 guidance and best practice. 


https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/5-steps-to-working-
safely 


 


3. Records and Document Handover 


For documentation required to be checked prior to the inspection i.e.  tacho 
exemption declaration, the presenter should be asked to leave them in a convenient 
place and maintain social distancing whilst viewing. Avoid handling any documents 
were possible. If you do have to handle documents it should be AFTER you have 
washed your hands and put on gloves, see section 5 below.  


When issuing any test documentation to the presenter i.e. Test Certificate, Brake 
Test Report, PG9, Emissions Printout place them in a convenient place for the 
presenter to collect, whilst maintaining social distancing rules after completion of the 
inspection 


4. Arriving at the site 


If the vehicle presenter displays any symptoms indicative of COVID-19, or otherwise 
becomes unwell during the event, you must not go ahead with testing that vehicle 
(complete form HS1). 


If anyone at the site shows signs of COVID-19 symptoms report to the site manager 
and the TTL. Sites must follow government guidance for cleaning and preparing 
areas after any Covid 19 instance is reported.  


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-
settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings 


5. Before you begin testing 


Wash your hands as advised by the NHS (or use hand sanitiser) and wear a 
previously unused pair of nitrile gloves before leaving the office and entering the test 
lane 


 


You must wear and use personal protective equipment:  


• Normal issued uniform 


• Disposable nitrile gloves - gloves must be changed after exiting the 
cab/interior and at the end of the inspection. Gloves must be replaced 
immediately should they become damaged and where an assessor interrupts 
the inspection and leaves the test lane. 



https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/5-steps-to-working-safely

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/5-steps-to-working-safely

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings

https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/best-way-to-wash-your-hands/
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• Long Sleeve Hi-Viz – arms should be covered at all times 


• Steel toe cap protective footwear 


• Safety helmet / protective baseball cap 


• Safety Glasses (to be worn throughout the inspection) 


• Ear plugs (when required) 


• Anti-viral hand wipes 


 


Optional PPE 


 


In addition to the above PPE requirements; 


Disposable Seat Cover 


• The use of seat covers is not required when conducting vehicle tests.  


• Issued disposable seat covers are provided to reduce the risk of cross 
contamination in personal vehicles. Assessors should safely dispose of used 
covers once they arrive home. 


Face coverings 


• Assessors may choose to wear a face covering. These will be provided when 
requested. Wearing a face covering is optional and is not required by law, 
including in the workplace. 


• If you choose to wear one, it is important to use face coverings properly and 
wash your hands before putting them on and taking them off. Care must be 
taken to ensure that any additional items worn do not interfere with conducting 
the test. Assessors need to be aware that there is the potential for glasses 
fogging up when worn with a face covering. 


• Vehicle presenters are not required to wear face coverings. 


• Find out more about how to wear and make your own cloth face covering 


 


 


Equipment Calibration 


If equipment is out of calibration and engineers are not available - tests can still be 
carried out using equipment that is out of calibration if the equipment appears to be 
functioning normally and correctly. Record on Vehicle Testing App or Contingency. 


Equipment that is not functioning correctly or is unsafe cannot be used and testing 
must cease. Normal reporting procedures should be followed. 



https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-to-wear-and-make-a-cloth-face-covering/how-to-wear-and-make-a-cloth-face-covering
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Any overdue calibrations should be carried out as soon as engineers are available.  


 


6. Meeting the presenter and vehicle 


Do-not immediately enter any vehicle. The vehicle cab/interior must be vented. 


• Before asking the presenter to leave the vehicle, give clear instructions to  


o open all doors and emergency exits (if applicable), open roof vents and 
turn off AC / Heater blowers.  


o Seatbelts should also be buckled up ready for inspection 


o Unlock fuel caps 


o Open grille/engine covers, luggage doors battery box and any DDA 
access points. 


o Advise the presenter that they should ensure that any items that can be 
blown away when the vehicle is vented should be secured. 


• Ask the presenter to exit the vehicle and stand in an appropriate area. Social 
distancing rules must be observed at all times. 


• Conduct the topside exterior inspection whilst the vehicle is venting. Normally 
the time taken to do the exterior inspection should be sufficient but as a 
minimum do-not enter a goods vehicle cab for 5 mins, and for a bus or coach 
10 mins. 


• Where possible a designated ATF staff member who is fully aware of 
procedures should be used to present the vehicles.  


• Ensure the presenter understands their role is to do nothing unless instructed  


Communication with vehicle presenter  


 


It is important to keep clear communication with the driver of the vehicle during the 
test whilst minimising the potential risk due to cross contamination. The most 
suitable option for the ATF’s test environment should be used. 


 


It is acceptable to use: 


• A communication device which has hard wipeable surfaces. First ensure that 


both devices are cleaned with issued wipes. 


• A communication device which can be used with a protective cover, such as 


cling film or plastic bag, to reduce the risk from textured or perforated 


surfaces. Any protective cover should be replaced regularly (daily) or between 


use by different staff. 


• A mobile phone. First ensure that the phone has been cleaned with issued 


anti viral wipes. (Not to be used for dangerous goods vehicles.) 


Where these are not possible  
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• the use of a third person to relay instructions. (Only use as long as the 3rd 


person can be suitably located where possible to see and hear shouted 


instructions and is familiar with the test process.) 


Where possible try and use devices in a way that does not require them to be held 
close to the face (e.g. Use phone in speaker-phone mode). Where this is not 
possible, then care must be taken to avoid touching your face with hands (even 
when gloved).  


 


When using hand-held device (eg. Phone, walkie-talkie style communication device) 
gloves should be changed prior to it’s use (so after the vehicle interior inspection).  


 


When using a device where the driver has a speaker box or similar, ensure that it is 
wiped prior to providing it to them, contained in a new protective cover (cling film or 
plastic bag) or is placed in an audible location that does not require them to have 
contact with it (e.g. On top of the emissions box). 


 


6.1 Accepting the vehicle and confirming details 


You should confirm the vehicle details using the Search app or by contacting 
Technical Support, who will verify technical records. If it is necessary to check the 
plating certificate inside the vehicle this should be done from outside or once the cab 
has been vented.  


If it becomes necessary to issue a Refusal to Test (VTG/VTP12) this should be given 
directly to the presenter using the document handover process (see section 3).  


7. Technical Procedures  


The assessor will be available to test for the relevant testing periods and will test any 
vehicle presented in the testing period. The relevant HGV or PSV inspection manual 
and working instructions (unless superseded by this SOP) provide the appropriate 
standards for each inspection. The inspection must be carried out using the 
premises and equipment particular to the specific site and correct standards applied 
unless detailed below.  


Topside exterior and interior checks must be carried out with the vehicle in the 
designated A stage area. 


 


7.1 Interior checks -  


• Keep time spent in the vehicle to a minimum. Disposable gloves must be 
worn, avoid unnecessary contact with interior surfaces and after 
conducting the required inspection exit the vehicle and dispose of gloves 
after each cab check as directed by Public Health England. Wash your 
hands as advised by the NHS (or use hand sanitiser) 


• For vehicles fitted with an analogue Tacho/speed limiter – only a visual 
check of seals, plaque and calibration dates is required. 



https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-body/best-way-to-wash-your-hands/
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• A printout from digital tachographs is not required. 


• When checking the air build up doors should remain open and ear 
defenders worn. Exhaust fume equipment provided by the ATF should be 
used where required. 


• For PSVs  


o DDA requirements should be demonstrated as necessary by the 
presenter after the interior checks are completed. 


o Where there is a need for the presenter to demonstrate a device 
social distancing must be maintained. 


o Seat belt installation check can be conducted normally and may 
require a more physical inspection. If any seat squab or inspection 
cover requires removal, then the assessor will step out of the 
vehicle while the presenter removes them. Social distancing must 
be maintained at all times.  


o Forced ventilation systems should not be checked. 


• On completion of interior checks; 


o It is recommended to use issued wipes to clean PPE if necessary.  


o Ask the presenter to return to the vehicle and ensure emergency 
exits, roof vents, luggage compartments etc. are closed and 
secured. Check fuel cap. 


• If necessary, to improve communication leave the driver's window open 
and use a third party to relay instructions. 


• Ensure the presenter understands their role is to do nothing unless 
instructed and to sound the horn if they are unsure of any instruction.  


7.2 Testing trailer service lines 


When testing a trailer/combination, the presenter should be asked to uncouple the 
trailer lines to allow the shunt test to be conducted and the emergency brake function 
checked after all interior checks are completed.  


Social distancing must be maintained. 


Service line lift tool and secondary line adaptors must be wiped down after use. 


7.3 Headlamp aim 


You should check headlamp aim as normal. If the headlamp has the correct beam 
pattern but is out of adjustment the presenter should be allowed to rectify the defect 
whilst social distancing is maintained.  


7.4 Emissions test 


After conducting the emissions test a copy of the printout should be kept and 
presented at the end of the inspection (see section 3).  


7.5 Roller brake test  
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Roller brake tests should be conducted as normal. The presenter (or ATF staff) 
should apply the trailer parking brake when required whilst maintaining social 
distancing 


Providing the site is authorised, decelerometer tests should only be used for vehicles 
which cannot be roller brake tested and in line with the Dynamic (Decelerometer) 
Brake Test Procedure.  Assessors must not accompany the presenter in the vehicle 
when under test and maintain social distancing when installing, setting and reading 
the decelerometer. 


7.6 Issue of Prohibition 


All normal procedures apply when issuing a 
Prohibition/variation/exemption/clearance, a printed copy should be produced, but no 
presenter signature is required.  


7.7 ADR Inspections (additional guidance) 


• Documentation required to be seen by the assessor, i.e. VTG15, tank 
certificates, ADR certificate must not be exchanged by hand.  


• The presenter will be asked to remove the battery cover and open grille prior 
to the test commencing, ready for inspection (if required) 


• The presenter may be asked to demonstrate the auxiliary cab heater whilst 
maintaining social distancing rules.  


• A new ADR 1(C) certificate must be printed, do not update the existing 
certificate. If this is not possible the assessor may notify the central ADR 
Team via the ‘Pass and Issue Docs’ tab on TAS who will dispatch a certificate 
centrally to the presenter. This process may result in a significant delay in the 
certificate arriving with the customer.  


Exemptions may have been given to some vehicles/trailers, therefore the expiry date 
on certificates may not be correct and additional checks will be required. 


If the vehicle has been exempted and has been given an extension to the expiry, this 
will be shown in the ADR database in lotus notes.  


For example: 


 


7. VTP5 and PSVAR (DDA) Examinations (additional guidance) 


• Documentation required to be seen by the assessor, i.e. Seat Certificates, 
weight tickets, must not be handled.  


• Additional documentation should be emailed to the examiner (if required) 


• Access to the application documents should be made through TAS 



https://dvsaintranet.dft.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Dynamic-Decelerometer-Brake-Testing-Procedure-HVT-7.5.1.10.pdf

https://dvsaintranet.dft.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Dynamic-Decelerometer-Brake-Testing-Procedure-HVT-7.5.1.10.pdf
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• The presenter will be asked to remove covers and expose critical components 
prior to the test commencing, ready for inspection (if required) 


• Particular attention should be paid when using CoIF specific measuring 
equipment. Avoid contacting vehicle surfaces wherever possible. 


• Test completion and certificates (if required). Result as normal using App/SAR 
and TAS. For documentation see section 3. 


 


7.9 VTG10 Examinations (additional guidance) 


• Documentation required to be seen by the assessor, i.e. weight tickets, 
must not be exchanged by hand.  


• Additional documentation should be emailed to the examiner (if required). 


• Access to the application documents should be made through TAS 


• The assessor should access the provisional technical record on Search for 


information specific to the vehicle examination  


• Particular attention should be paid when using measuring equipment. 
Avoid contacting vehicle surfaces wherever possible. 


• Test completion, result as normal using App/SAR and TAS. For 
documentation see section 3 (if required) 


8.0 Failure and retest including ADR 


If a vehicle fails for minor defects which could normally be rectified quickly and safely 
at the time of test the ATFs defect rectification policy should be followed (see DVSA 
Rectification Procedure) 


Tachograph calibration dates/seals out of date should not be failed only advised. 


9.0 At the end of the test 


Disposing of PPE  


• Wipe down equipment using provide anti viral wipes. 


• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) including gloves, wipes etc. must be 
disposed of in the refuse bags supplied by the ATF. Please ensure that the 
ATF site rules are followed regarding waste disposal. 


• Follow hand hygiene as advised by the NHS or use hand sanitiser.  


• Wash all uniform worn after the day’s testing 


 


  



https://dvsaintranet.dft.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Defect-Rectification-Procedure-HVT-7.5.1.07.pdf

https://dvsaintranet.dft.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Defect-Rectification-Procedure-HVT-7.5.1.07.pdf
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Quick Reference Guide  


 


Main changes to pre-Covid -19 Work Instructions 


 


1. Always maintain social distancing  


2. Follow hand hygiene as advised by the NHS. 


3. Use supplied PPE, changing where necessary 


4. Allow vehicle interiors to be vented before entering 


5. Analogue Tacho/speed limiters only require a visual check 


6. Printouts from Digital Tachographs are not required 


7. Forced ventilation system are not to be checked 


8. Do not hand or receive documents directly 


9. ADR expiry date to be check on database 


10. Fit new disposable seat cover to personal vehicle at the beginning of the 


working day  


11. Dispose of used of PPE safely 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







